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Roland
TB- 303 BASS LINE
Take a bass synthesizer
that is programmable ( in real time or not)
like a sequencer. Make it transposable across
3 octaves, add accent and slide. Leave resonance
and envelope modulation control to be varied at pleasure
Give yourself up to 64 programmable patterns with
headphone facility. Make it lightweight and compact,
and power it from batteries or AC adaptor jack.
Be able to interface the whole thing with a
TR 606 Drumatix, a TR 808 or CR 8000
Compurhythm so that you can
play bass and drum patterns
at the same time.
It's called a
TB 303 Bass Line!

TR 606 Drumatix

IiRoland
Roland ( UK) Ltd
Great West Trading Estate
983 Great West Road
Brentford, Middx. TW8 9DN
Telephone: 01 568 4578

Programme
and memorise
up to 32 rhythm patterns
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his background as asolo
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work with Yes and The
Moody Blues.
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Patrick Moraz
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The father of the voltage
controlled synthesiser
lectures in London, and
E&MM reports.
Bill Nelson
28
An innovative multiinstrumentalist both in and
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Be- Bop Deluxe to 'The
Love that Whirls'.
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ith quite afew notable musicians hard at work in the
studios recently, surprise
visits from Dr. Moog and Wolfgang Duren ( PPG), and an electronic music festival in Austria, it's
been a big news gathering time.
We're delighted to welcome an
exceptional trio who have offered
their help as consultants.
First, Dr. Robert Moog, whose
historic achievements in the development of the first commercial
voltage controlled synthesiser give
him a unique experience that now
stretches into the development of
performance controls. Second, a
founder of Ars Electronica, Hubert
Bognermayr,
whose
electronic
music studio is based on sampling
and treating natural and mechanical acoustic sounds. (' Elektronisches Feirsterhaus' Studio für cornputerakustiche Musik). At arecent
performance of his Erdenklang, he
used 3 Fairlight CMI's and other
synthesisers played by co-composer Harald Zuschrader, Robert
Moog and the third in the trio,
Bruno Spoerri. Bruno is likely to
expand another area of electro music in the use of wind instruments. Primarily asaxophonist with
his own studio in Zurich, his years of
research into utilising electronics
with traditional wind instruments
as well as playing synthesisers like
the Lyricon should encourage
many musicians who blow instead
of ' tickling the ivories'.
You can look forward to getting
their views in future issues, although this month we have an
interesting report on Dr. Moog's
'Young Person's Guide to Electronic
Music' lectures.
Finally, we're looking forward to
meeting our readers at the '
Hands
on Show' in London on December
4th/5th. We'll be demonstrating
E&MM projects as well as providing lectures on electro music. Several of our consultants hope to
attend to meet you, including Warren Cann and Patrick Moraz, so
there should be plenty of music in
the air and we'll be inserting your
free ticket to the show in next
month's issue.
Enjoy creative music!
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Send to: Reader's Letters, Electronics & Music Maker
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

Vitavox
Dear Sir,
With reference to Sound on Stage by
Ben Duncan ( E&MM August 1982): it
is interesting to see this subject
discussed from the viewpoint of the
entrepreneur attempting to put aP.A.
system together for aband.
Many of these personalities have
come to us over the years, and in the
early days nobody would believe us
when we told them they needed large
horns for efficient sound reproduction. Unfortunately, when the penny
finally dropped, it dropped into the
laps of American driver manufacturers.
There were a lot of UK loudspeaker
manufacturers involved in those days
and it would have been nice to see a
mention for us in an article on British
P.A. even if the Americans did win the
lion's share of the driver market. Out of
interest, back in 1970 when Jim
Morris and Bill Kelsey were puttingthe
amazing E.L.P. P.A. system together.
they used RCA Bass Horns supplied
from Sunbury- on- Thames, driven by
Vitavox 15" Cone Loudspeakers, Vitavox 500Hz crossovers, Vitavox 220Hz
Multicell Horns with Vitavox S2 Pressure Drivers. They also had American
Crown industrial amplifiers and a
mixer which Ibelieve Bill himself
made.
It may be that during the preparation
of this rig the idea of bi-amping was
born. Bill noticed that the crossovers

were getting warm and on inspection
we found the HF attenuatorset to-8dB
to balance the extreme efficiency of
the S2 and Multicell. The internal
resistors were not man enough to
handle the power diverted through
them (cinema work was never like
this) and we had to change them for a
mains- dropper!
for Vitavox Ltd.
David Young ( M.D.)

Comments Please

Dear Sir,
Just thought I'd write and let you have
some of my thoughts on E&MM. Being
the only British electronic music
magazine in the shops it is obviously
the best. However, you could do with
taking a few tips from Synapse and
Polyphony, both of which I have
subscribed to. Both tend to be more
'experimental' and possibly 'technical' than E&MM which seems content to rely on safe articles and
projects.
This leads me onto another complaint I have, which is that there
appears to be a bias towards keyboard. Whilst Iappreciate that there
are many keyboard synth players and
many keyboard synths, how about
aiming your articles at experimental/
electronic music in general rather
than at keyboard? After all, the word
'synthesiser' was originally used for
electronic systems that did not need a
keyboard. The keyboard is only one of
many possible interfaces that can be

News & Events
Planetarium concert
An evening of music at the
London Planetarium is planned
by Warren Cann of Ultravox and
synthesiser player Hans Zimmer.
They'll improvise under the
backdrop of the unique display
of the Planetarium's Zeiss projector. Exact dates have not been
confirmed yet, but keep your
eyes open for further details.
Stockhausen Concerts
Karlheinz Stockhausen, the enfant terrible of the classical avantgarde, is taking part in a massive
cycle of his works which takes in the
whole of Europe, but is centred on the
Music Conservatory in The Hague,
Holland.
Performances
include
'Aries' ( 31 October) with Stockhausen
as sound engineer and his son Markus on trumpet; ' Sirius' ( 4-6 Nov.)
with the Deutsche Grammophon recording line-up of Markus Stockhausen, Annette Merriweather, Suzanne Stephens, and Boris Carmeli;
'Harlequin' ( 13 Nov.) with Suzanne
Stephens, clarinet and mime, and
Stockhausen, lighting: ' Der Jahreslauf' from the epic ' Licht' ( 16 Nov.)
and various lectures and symposia
covering the whole of Stockhausen's
career and every conceivable combination of musical forces. Full details are available from:
Stockhausen-Projektes des Koniglichen Konservatoriums Den Haag,
Juliana van Stolberglaan 1, 2595
CA's Gravenhage, Holland. Tel. 070814 251. extn. 130, Herr W. van Roon.
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I.C. Records
Klaus Schulze follows his UK and
European tour with a set of new
releases on the IC label, now distributed by DJM. They are Robert Schroder's 'Galaxy Cygnus A', Klaus Kruger (ex- Tangerine Dream) 'Zwischenmischung', Avis Davis ' Love Junky'.
Rainer Bloss 'Traum-Toters Knecht'
and Lorry ' Paperback Heroes'. Lorry
are to support Joe Cocker on tour in
Germany, meanwhile Schulze has
regained the rights to the early IC LP's
including Robert Schroder's ' Harmonic Ascendent' and these will be
re-released. For further information
contact Dennis Emsley, 50 Durell
Road, Dagenham, Essex.

E.S.S.P.
Electronic Synthesiser Sound Productions continue their campaign for
wider acceptance of electro music
and their opposition to the Musicians' Union motion proposing strict
controls on the use of electronic
instruments. They are now distributing car-stickers promoting their pressure group, the Union of Sound Synthesists, using catchy slogans such
as ' I'm a Synthesiser Sympathiser'
and ' If You're Not One of U.S.S. You're
Probably One of Them'. Contact ESSP,
The Sound House, PO Box 37B, East
Molesley, Surrey, KT8 9113.

London Musicians'
Collective
The Man from T.R.O.N.I.C.S. Martin Naylor, among others, a regular
contributor of tapes for E&MM's cassette review, will be appearing during
Club Night at the LMC, 42 Glou-

used to control the electronics. My
own electronics system is capable of
being controlled by guitar, violin,
microphone or a bank of four 6 note
sequencers and may in the future be
adapted for percussion synthesis. I
believe that something should be
done about the popular misconception that all synthesisers include
or need akeyboard and that it can't be
asynthesiser if it doesn't. In reality a
synthesiser doesn't actually need an
interface and can be used to generate
sound and even music by use of the
controls.
Ilike the idea of asound sculpture
exhibition where the actual presence
of the visitor would cause changes in
the sounds in various parts of the
room, and this is an area Iintend to
investigate in the near future.
Finally, despite all my criticisms I
still think E&MM is verygood and I'll go
on buying in the hope you'll get even
better.
G. P. Hughes
Swansea

Stereo Guitars
Dear Sir.
Having read Peter Maydew's articles
(E&MM, May & July 1982) featuring
methods of attaining 'almost' stereo
guitar. Ithought you may wish to hear
of ameans of producing atrue stereo
picture, simply and cheaply. Developed and. Ibelieve, patented by Mark
Griffith in the mid- 70's. it failed to
make the impression on the commercial scene that it deserved, despite the assistance and advice of
Manfred Mann.
By angling two adjacent sets of
pickups in opposite directions, and
amplifying them separately. Griffith
was able to 'spread' the strings from
left to right. He further developed a
means by which to produce alternate
strings from opposite speakers. wh ic h
was particularly effective on bent
cester Avenue, Camden Town, London W1 on Thursday, 7th October at 8
p.m. We'd like to know about this one
from readers.

Tangerine Dream Tour,
Froese LP
Tangerine Dream play aseries of
dates in the UK during October and
November. Dates and venues are:
October 29th Glasgow Apollo, 30th
Derby Assembly Rooms, 31st Croydon Fairfield Halls, November 1st
Manchester Apollo, 2nd Bristol Colston Hall, 3rd Oxford Apollo, 4th
Sheffield City Hall, 5th Birmingham
Odeon, 6th London Dominion. Ticket
prices are £3, £3.50 and £4 and
£3.50, £4 and £4.50 for the London
and Croydon dates.
Although there's no new Dream
album, founder member Edgar Fro eses seventh solo album ' Kamikaze
1989' was due for release on October 1st, under Virgin catalogue number V2255.

Inkeys
The new cassette magazine of
electronic music, Inkeys, includes an
interview with Robert Schroder, an
extract from his new album and a
previously unreleased piece of his
music in edition two. Other articles
include a report on music in Holland and Belgium and on electro music information centre E.S.S.P.,
pieces from British electronic musicians Mark Shreeve, Mark Jenkins,
Ron Berry and Carl Matthews, and all
the usual news and information.
As an additional incentive there's a
competition to win a signed copy of
Robert Schroder's album 'Galaxy Cygnus A'.
The price of £ 1.99 includes P&P.
All orders should go to Inkeys, 50
Durell Road, Dagenham, Essex.

strings as the sound panned from left
to right and back again.
Still not content, he modified aFender
Rhodes piano for Manfred Mann,
which produced consecutive pairs of
notes from alternate sides of the
stereo pattern. Finally, on the subject
of hexaphonic pickups. Iknow of one
other, manufactured by Bob Easter's
360 Systems ( USA) — hardly ' cheap'
though!
Brian Hamlin,
Essex

School Music
Dear Sir,
My school's music department curriculum includes courses in Electronic Music making, and we're
desperate for source material. While
the courses are, relatively, in their
infancy, and undergoing constant
revision, the pupil demand is enormous — 49 applying for 20 places, for
instance. The subject is now firmly
established in our school curriculum.
Our equipment includes three Korg
MS10 synths, the basic teaching
Weapon', a Roland SH09, three Boss
Doctor Rhythms, electric piano, string
machine, E&MM Digital Delay and
other signal processing equipment,
Vocoder and, most importantly, the
Teac 144 Portastudio, which enables
the pupils to take their work to its
logical conclusion with the production
of their own master tapes.
Our most urgent requirement is a
polyphonic synthesiser ( aJuno 6will
do to start with) but any addition to our
resources — including your LP offer!
— is welcomed by staff and pupils
alike
Michael A. Tumelty,
Principal Teacher ( Music)
St. Columbia's High School
Clydebank
One Tangerine Dream 'White Eagle'LP
is on its way. Any more schools
interested?

In Brief...
Casio's repair and servicing department is now at Unit 6,1000 North
Circular Road, London NW2... instruments can now be turned round
in a day... Sennheiser introduce a
40g headphone, the Ministar MS100
for walkabout cassette players at
£28.00... sell 100,000 sets of their
HD 400 lightweight headphone to
airline companies ... contact Hayden
House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St.
Peter, Bucks... Streetly Electronics
of Mellotron/Novatron fame join
forces with Dick Parmee, ex. of PA:CE
Electronics, and promise 'a new
range of exciting high technology
audio products' ... Cerwin-Vega intends to show their 'digital ready'
loudspeaker range in conjunction
with Sony's PCM Fl digital audio
recorder at the Audio Engineering
Society Convention in Anaheim, California, during October ... The Italian
SIM HI Fi IVES audio trade show
attracted a record 124,089 visitors
over five days in September... Robert
Fripp of King Crimson has produced
the latest album by The Roches, due
for October release ... The Contact
List of Electronic Music is still alive
and kicking, be patient and write to
C.L.E.M. P.O. Box 86010, North Vancouver, British Columbia, V7L 4J5,
Canada ... send a money order for
$3.00 Canadian or U.S. for the master
May issue... JVC have arranged a
nationwide tour during November
featuring Alan Haven playing the JVC
Victron M1210 organ ... details from
JVC UK, Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way,
London NW2 7AF.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

Roland
To celebrate their tenth anniversary Roland have
produced two amazing new synthesisers, both of
them world-beaters. Firstly, the incredible
JUNO 60 polyphonic synthesiser; it has all the
features of the JUNO 6 plus 56 memories,
footswitchable patch shift, programmable VCA levels,
tape dump and load facility and built-in interface
to the Roland MC-4B microcomposer multi-channel
sequencer. Prices are: JUNO 60 £995 (
R.R.P.),
JUNO 6 £695 (
R.R.P.). The Juno 6is the bestselling, true polyphonic synthesiser ever, so we think
you'll like the Juno 60 even more. At the monophonic
end of the scale Roland have also produced a
winner with the SH-101 synthesiser. Designed to
replace the best-selling SH-09 synth, the SH-101 is
equally at home strapped around your neck with the
optional modulation grip or in astudio synth set-up.
Battery or mains-operated, the Roland SH-101 has
mixable waveforms, sub-oscillator, noise generator,
arpeggiator and built-in 100 step digital sequencer.
The SH-101 sequencer can be controlled by an
external clock source such as Boss DR. Rhythm,
Roland TR-606 Drumatix or Compurhythm
Composers; individual CV and Gate input/outputs
are also provided; all these features for only 1249 —
Superb value! Good stocks of the Juno 60, Juno 6
and SH-101 will be available at the London Rock
Shop from November onwards, but hurry because
prices are due to rise on all Roland products in
December.
For guitarists, BOSS (
made by Roland) have
designed asensational sound control centre SCC700 pedal board which takes 7effects pedals and
can be programmed to memorise 32 patch
combinations; fortunately, as the SCC-700 will put
alarge hole in your pocket, Boss have also
produced aBCB-6 pedal board to take 5effects
and Multiway PSM-5 power supply/master switch
for under £ 100. However, for alimited period only,
we are giving away acarrying case absolutely free
with every Boss pedal to get your pedal board
started. This offer is open to all purchasers, including
mail order, while stocks last ( first 500 customers
only)!
If you're handy with asoldering iron then don't
forget you can build your own effects pedals with

4. INCORIPSYNTHESI/ER DREAMS' 4.

26 CHALK FARM RD. LONDON NW1 #£ Nh 01-261 5381
AMDEK kits. The new percussion synthesizer and
programmable rhythm machine are the latest addition
to the AMDEK range. Please send 25p in stamps
for AMDEK Colour Brochure. Boss and AMDEK
are Roland Corporation Products that are imported
and serviced by Roland ( U.K.) Ltd. The London
Rock Shop is aRoland main agent. We have the
largest selection of Roland, Boss and AMDEK
products in the U.K. In short, we consider ourselves
specialists in the electromusic field — we are open
seven days aweek, including Sundays, for sound
advice at abetter price!
Our current stock includes the following:

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
FOSTEX: 250 Multitracker cassette
FOSTEX: A-8 8- track reel-to-reel
FOSTEX A-Z 2- track reel-to-reel
FOSTEX: 350 8/4/2 mixer/meter bridge
FOSTEX: Line mixer
FOSTEX: Digital delay
FOSTEX: Dual- band graphic eq.
FOSTEX: 10 watt personal monitors
VESTA-FIRE:'Rack-mount reverb
FURMAN: Rack- mount reverb
ACCESSIT: Reverb§noise gate§compressor
ACCESSIT: Compander§dual sweep eq.
R.S.D.: Mixers and power amps
MXR: New mini digital delay
MXR: New
MXR: Dual limiter/compressor
YAMAHA: Analog delays
BOSS: Analog delay/reverb
ROLAND: SDE 2000 digital delay
ROLAND: Rack units, echoes
SENNHEISER: Headphones/microphones
SHURE: New PE series microphones
Pls AKG, Audio Technica, Whirlwind cables, adaptors, Ampex, TDK,
Tapes and much, much more ...

KEYBOARDS
MOOG, CASIO, YAMAHA, RHODES, ROLAND, HOHNER, JVC.
KORG
New: JVC KB-500 stereo keyboard
MEMORYMOOG polysynth
CASIO MT 60/MT 70

GUITARS
FENDER, ARIA, SQUIER, PANGBOURN, JADEE, OVATION,
TOKAI, GIBSON, WASHBURN, IBANEZ, KRAMER,
STEINBERGER, ROLAND, WESTONE

AMPS, CABS plus COMBOS
SESSIONETTE, ROLAND, TRACE ELLIOTT, GALLIEN KRUEGER,
MESIA ZOOM,
PIGNOSE, OHM, LAB SERIES, MARSHALL, YAMAHA, CARLSBRO
FENDER
* DIRECT SALES LINE: 01-267 7851
* OPEN 7DAYS A WEEK
* PART- EXCHANGE WELCOME
* PERSONAL FINANCE ARRANGED
* ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD
* PLEASE ENCLOSE 25p POSTAGE STAMPS
FOR SPECIFIC CATALOGUE REQUESTS.
P.S. IT'S ROCKY'S 2ND BIRTHDAY TOO!
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Swiss- born,
English- based
and
transcultural in outlook, Patrick
Moraz became well known for his
multi- keyboard work with Yes and
The Moody Blues.
Now as asolo performer of his own
'instant compositions' and soundtrack composer for over thirty films,
he has several albums on his own
Future Memories label.
This short article introduces Patrick
Moraz and gives you atranscription
of one of his pieces to play. He'll be
giving his own points of view about
his work with the Moody Blues and
his latest Future Memories and
Coexistence LP's next month.

P

atrick Moraz was born in 1948 in
Switzerland, acountry, he says, with no
musical background_ His early influences, ther., had to be drawn from other
countries, from the ethnic music of Brazil,
the folk music of France and from American
jazz.
His early attempts to fuse these influences, with L'Orchestre Patrick Moraz,
Integral Aim, Main Horse Airline and the
Latin Rock Trio, met with mixed success,
and Patrick saw that Switzerland held little
6

for him. It was in Switzer'and, however, that
he first met the members of British rock
super- group Yes, although the future significance of this meetlng wasn't appreciated
at the time.
Patrick then teamed up with bassist Lee
Jackson and drummer Brian Davidson, who
had previously formed the other two-thirds
of Keith Emerson's trio, The Nice. His
keyboard style may have lacked Emerson's
showmanship, but its pure technique began
to bring the band to the attention of the
record- buying public; an LP was cut under
the name Refugee, and Patrick's multikeyboard style and wide range of influences
began to become established.
With Refugee Patrick played aHammond
C-3 organ, two Minimoogs, aFender Rhodes
piano, Clavinet, piano and Mellotron. Very
few musicians were using larger set-ups at
the time, with the exception of Keith
Emerson with ELP and Rick Wakeman with
Yes. Having stepped into Emerson's shoes
once, fate seemed to dictate that Patrick
should now step into Wakeman's; in 1974,
his opportunity came.
With the surprise news that Wakeman
was to leave Yes to pursue a solo career,
Patrick became what was seen as a rather
exotic replacement. His classical training
and experience of multi- keyboards made
him ideal for the job, but fears that he could
not fit in with the Yes ' sound' persisted until

the release of the seminal ' Relayer' album.
On ' Relayer' Patrick's keyboards, and
particularly his use of the grandiose Mel loton, blend and layer perfectly with Jon
Anderson's voice, and the album became
one of the band's greatest artistic successes.
Patrick still had his own ideas to express,
however, and his first solo album " The Story
of l" re- introduced his use of exotic South
American percussion and wind instruments.
As a result of his solo albums and work
with Yes, Patrick was offered the occasional
keyboard seat with The Moody Blues, ajob
which allowed him time to continue working
on his own projects. The Moody Blues in
their original incarnation relied heavily on
the Mellotron to simulate whole string
sections and orchestras, and Patrick now
used the updated Novatron single and dual
manual instruments to preserve some sense
of continuity, while at tne same time
producing a new futuristic feel on albums
like ' Long Distance Voyager' using hls
Yamaha, Oberheim and Roland Synthesisers.
Patrick hasalso been ableto establish his
own studio in Geneva and set up a label,
Future Memories, for his solo albums.
Recently he has collaborated with a
Rumanian panpipe player, Syrinx, on the
'Coexistence' album, and is now working on
his second ' Future Memories' album of live
multi- keyboard improvisations.
NOVEMBER 1982
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Adagio for aHostage

On the recording ( which is part of our special album pack offer this
month), Patrick Moraz plays all the keyboard instruments, with Syrinx
performing on Panpipes, Richie Morales on drums and John Wooloff on
guitars. Both Patrick and Syrinx do some multitracking to achieve the
final rich layering ( at letter E). The drum part can be programmed from
a drum machine as suggested ( basic drum beats have notes as
crosses). The drums enter 3 bars before Eand are primarily based on
the rhythm in the first bar at E, ( but use the footswitch to get round the
bars!).
It's an emotional piece that conveys Patrick's instinctive skill with
harmonies and melodies. The music is almost hymn- like until the
drums add aBolero rhythm, and moves from D minor, through Fminor,
to a powerful middle section at D in Bb minor, followed by a strong
counterpoint line on ' Horn' synth at E. The strength of the panpipes and
their ability to blend with synthesisers is superbly demonstrated on the
LP.

H

eres our first piece for panpipes with accompaniment arranged
to be played with synthesisers or other instruments, including
guitar and drums. If you don't 4appen to have any panpipes
handy, the solo line sounds great on aLyricon, Variophon, Yamaha CS01 ( using the breath controller), or miked up flute/recorder. Another
alternative is to use your favourite flute preset — the one on the new JVC
KB- 500 reviewed in this issue worked well. Whatever instruments you
choose, the music provides an interesting study piece and can be
multitracked or performed live with just two musicians, if the bass line
is played from foot pedals.
The three line score represents the main melody ( for Panpipes), the
harmony and additional sob lines ( for polyphonic and monophonic
instruments), and bass line ( for foot pedals or bass guitar). Rhythm
guitar chords placed beneath the bass line can be used to fill in the
harmony.

An

original

by Patrick Moraz

Track from the LP Coexistence: Carrere CA 641

Electro Music Transcription

by

Mike Beecher.

C) = Cymbal crash
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Reproduced by kind permission of Patrick Mora? c Arrangement copyright Mike Beecher 1982.

Mobile One
Designed by Engineers, with
Musicians in mind.
Specialist engineering to
suit every type of recording situation from
concerts and films to long
term album work.
A completely selfcontained 46 track
recording control room
including 2 track digital
recording ( 24 track digital
recording available on
request). Up to 46 track
Analogue facilities all in
one unit.
Mobile One is the first
choice of some of some of
the greatest names in
music:A&M Records; Ariola; Barclay
Records; British Broadcasting
Corporation; CBS Records;

Decca Records; EMI Records;
Phonogram; RCA Records;

LONDON 29-30 Windmill St, Tottenham Court Rd,
London W1.
Telephone: 01-580 3744
Telex: 298531

PARIS Ferber Studios,
56 Rue Capitaine Ferber,
Paris 75020.
Telephone: 3613101

HAMBURG Studio Hamburg,
Tonndorfer Hauptstrasse 90,
2000 Hamburg 70.
Telephone: 66881

MILAN Contact: Idea Recordings
C.G.D., Via MF. Quintiliano 40,
20138 Milan.
Telephone: 5084

Equipment includes:• Eastlake Monitoring with JBL
Drivers and Amcron Amps.
• Two MCL 24 track TR.
• Sony PCM 1610 recording
system and editor.
• 52 input channels.
• EMT Digital Echo
• Noise Gates Liimiters
Compressor
• Full range Neumann AKG
Bayer Sennheizer mics.
• SMPTE/EBU Time code
generator.
• 50 Hz crystal sync generator.
• Radio and line level
communication systems.
E&MM
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Commercial Television; London
Philharmonic Orchestra; London
Symphony Orchestra; Vienna
Symphony Orchestra.

MOBILE ONE
more comprehensive
-but no more expensive.

Interior of Mobile One showing MCI tape machines.

B

ehind an unassuming smoked
glass exterior in Windmill Street,
just off Tottenham Court Road in
the heart of London, lies Tape One, a
centre of activity for the UK record
industry and home base for Europe's
largest mobile studio. Tape One, like
Mobile One and the smaller Mobile
Two, is the brainchild of Barry Ainsworth, a recording engineer whose
career started as a sound balancer at
PYE and who worked his way up via the
position of studio manager at De Lane
Lea Music. Nowadays he and his partner Bill Foster are kept busy with
bookings extending solidly for months.
Tape One is afacility house used by
many of the major record companies.
There are three cutting rooms for producing master discs, each using a
Neumann lathe and Studer A80 tape
machines. For the technologically
minded there's a Neumann VMS 80
computer - controlled lathe, complete
with a TV monitor which reduces the
need to use a microscope for groove
checking. Alternatively, for the purist,
there's a Neumann AM32 lathe which
appears fairly similar to the VMS 80 (a
good design never needing
to be
drastically changed) but in fact dates
from the 1930's. It's matched with a
modified VG1 valve amplifier rack;
some record producers insist that only
12

avalve lathe can provide the sound they
want, and Tape One is all about providing sounds to order.

Tape Copying
Other rooms have facilities for
master tape copying, again with Studer A80 tape machines and using Dolby
A, stereo synthesisers for use on mono
master tapes, and PPM, VU and Phase
metering. Often masters will be copied
for the foreign subsidiaries of record
companies, or short runs of cassettes
will be produced as previews of albums
in production.
There's no attempt made to compete with the mass duplicating specialists: real time copies only are made,
using a stack of AIWA cassette decks
roughly corresponding to those at the
top of the domestic hi-fi market. These
can be fed from tape or disc via Alice
mixers built to Tape One's own specifications, which provide EQ or if necessary a little dynamic limiting.
Tape One produces compilation
masters for companies like Ronco and
K- Tel. Due to recent improvements in
cartridge and LP quality it's no longer
necessary to cut down the running time
of individual tracks to fit onto one side
of an LP: it's possible instead to reduce
the overall volume as compared to the

corresponding single, if necessary.
Masters are cut for everybody from
symphony orchestras through rock and
pop groups to Barry Manilow and Dana.
There's a huge library of tapes in
constant use for re- issues and compilations, and at least a dozen new
masters are turned out each working
day bearing the signatures of the three
resident cutting engineers, ' Bilbo',
'Jacko' and ' Pounda'. There are plans
for expansion, and for an early move
into the area of laser disc-cutting when
the technology becomes available.
Although Mobile One travels as far
as Yugoslavia and Russia, on the occasion of our visit it was parked less than a
mile away at the Coliseum, which was
playing host to Jonathan Miller's production of the English Opera Company's ' Rigoletto'. Barry Ainsworth's
specifications were turned into a 36
foot long, 13 foot high, 9 ton Eastlake-designed mobile recording studio
by a chassis and box structure company in Scotland, an acoustic engineering company in Manchester and an
electronics engineering company in
Reading. The whole assembly is towed
by a standard Ford tractor and is
insured for £250,000.
Interestingly enough it could all be
powered off a 13A plug socket if it
weren't for the air conditioning, which
makes a 35A supply or amobile generator necessary.
On this occasion a generator truck
supplied both Mobile One and the
Television International truck hired by
Thames TV to cover the event for
Channel 4. The soundproofed cubicle
in the rear of the studio had been
supplied with a video monitor to synchronise the sound mix to the action on
stage. Mikes inside the theatre were a
mixture of condenser and dynamic,
including a pair suspended from the
ceiling, a selection of rifle mikes behind the proscenium arch, and highly
selective mice' mounted horizontally
on the stage which pick up the surprisingly clear vocal sound transmitted
through the stage itself. Astagebox and
multicore feed into the van via external connectors and into the MC1 36
in/36 out mixing console.
The MC1 console can be supplemented if necessary by a Triad 16
in/16 out console, and these are connected to one or two MC1 24 track
machines. These can provide 46 tracks
if locked together by an SMPTE code
generator (two tracks being used up in
the process), and the system is designed to be both portable and flexible.
All the tasks of a static studio can be
performed, including overdubbing of
vocals or even a full drum kit after a
performance using the soundproof
booth at the rear of the truck.
As a 46 track Mobile One is the
largest in Europe, most of the others
being 24 track, and so has been used to
cover prestige jobs from the Golden
Reel
Award-winning recording of
Supertramp's ' Paris' album to TV shows
and live albums for Sky, Barclay James
Harvest, Barry Manilow and James Galway. One recent 'first' was the recording of the Duke Ellington Memorial
NOVEMBER 1982
E&MM

engineers are encouraged to supervise the three resident staff of Mobile
One in order to obtain exactly the sound
the band requires. Although static studios often have a distinctive sound or
'feel', amobile should be able to provide
sounds to order.
Often the staff will need to be able to
read a musical score, particularly during classical pieces, where different
sections of the orchestra need to be
brought in at different times. For rock
and pop, though, it's usually sufficient
to have a 'good ear' - or at least a
commercial ear.

Future Plans

Multicore connections.

Concert at the Albert Hall in London,
with video pictures being synchronised
to adigital recording.

Digital Recording
Digital recording (as discussed in
E&MM October ' 82) has the advantages of a total absence of wow and
flutter, complete fidelity in copying and
millisecond accuracy in editing. Tape
One and Mobile One own, or hire if
necessary, both Sony's two- track or
multi-track digital systems and 3M's
multi- track digital system. Unfortunately the Sony and 3M systems aren't
compatible, and it's hoped that aleader
will emerge in the near future.
Recording is via apulse code modulation ( PCM) device such as the Sony

PCM 1660, onto astandard videotape if
necessary, in which case the stereo
image is preserved by multiplexing the
signal. Digital editing can be carried out
at Tape One, using adesk which closely
resembles a standard video editing
unit, or in the case of aclassical concert
where a 'one- take' stereo recording is
often sufficient, no editing would be
necessary.
This is where Mobile Two comes in:
the stereo Sony digital equipment together with a Neve mixing console can
be loaded into an estate car, and
classical concerts can be recorded
using a selection of condenser mikes.
Some rock groups, such as Genesis,
also require a 'classical' sound, although hardier dynamic mikes would
often have to be substituted. Outside

Future plans include reactivation of
the video recording side of the organisation, which has lain dormant since
being outstripped by the amount of
business done by the audio recording
side. This will naturally enough be
known as Video One, and to do full
justice to the latest technology larger
premises are being sought; with business as healthy as it appears to be at the
moment, this shouldn't be too much of
an obstacle.
In the immediate future Tape One
will continue to turn out masters at a
rate of knots and Mobile One has
engagements for Sha kin' Stevens, more
classical work for TV, and live work in
Paris and Moscow. By this stage the
reader should be wondering how much
these services will cost, and so an
abbreviated list of approximate rates is
included below.
Mark Jenkins
E&MM
Tape One
Digital Cutting
Conventional cutting
cassette copying
(realtime)

£50/hr ( minimum £ 100)
£90 ( average LP)
£16/hr

Mobile One
Hire
Outside London
Tape
Digital Equipment

£600/day ( reduces for
subsequent days)
£150/day (staff
expenses)
£75/reel
(available as an option)

Tape One/Mobile One is at 29-30 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road,
London WI. Tel. 01-580 3744.

, • , 'e,e1 ,

MOBILE ONE
At Dover Docks on the way to another overseas booking.
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more comprehensive
-but no more expensive.
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PATRICK MORAZ
Special Album Pack Offer
- Exclusive to E&MM
FUTURE MEMORIES: Patrick Moraz Live on TV
COEXISTENCE: Patrick Moraz and Syrinx
Plus free single!
These superb albums from one of the world's leading multikeyboard players have previously only been available on
import.

E&MM SPECIAL OFFER
PRICE f6.99
inc. VAT and Postage & Packing
Please complete order form below. Closing date April 1983 - subject to
availability. Overseas payments including Republic of Eire should be covered by
a Banker's Draft in pounds sterling. Please allow 28 days for delivery.

r Send this coupon and cheque/P.O. to:
Future Memories showcases Patrick Moraz as solo performer,
as he improvises using his battery of keyboards and synthesisers
for a live show originally transmitted on Swiss TV. Coexistence
is the fruit of Patrick's collaboration with Rumanian panpipe
player Syrinx, an album fusing the acoustic sounds of percussion and wind instruments with the sophistication of electronic keyboards. Plus his latest single!
Important note: Price includes Postage & Packing in UK only.
For outside UK add £ 0.90. For Australia add £ 0.90

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER ( Special Offers),
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.
Please send me:
Quantity
Item
Item Price

Patrick Moraz
LP Pack

Total

f6.99

Ienclose acheque/PO. payable to:
Electronics & Music Maker for: £
PLEASE PRINT

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address
E&MM/11/82
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CLEF

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC
PIANOS
SPECIALISTS SINCE

1972

Clef Pianos adopt the most advanced
form of Touch Sensitive action which
simulates piano Key inertia using a
patented electronic technique.

Since 1972, clef Products have consistently produced leading
designs in the field of Electronic Musical Instruments, reflected
in the range of manufactured items shown in this advertisement With musical quality of paramount importance, new
techniques have been evolved and the latest musically valid
technology has been incorporated into both manufactured and
kit products Our kits have been successfully completed by
constructors over awide range of technical capability, assisted
by our back-up telephone advice service

7 1/4 OCTAVE

MICROSYNTH

DOMESTIC MODEL
Component Kit £ 266
Complete Kit £ 442

AM DEK Kits
Distortion
Compressor £ 36
Phaser £ 40
Tuning Amp £ 36
Metronome £ 36
Flanger

£ 63

chorus

£ 54

St. Mixer
Graphic

£ 90.
£ 72

Delay

£ 130

Percussion £ 54
Rhythm

£ 90

by ROLAND

SIX OCTAVE
DOMESTIC MODEL
Manufactured £ 620

Component Kit £ 234
Complete Kit f398

SIX OCTAVE
STAGE MODEL
Component Kit f234
Complete Kit £ 383
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THE COMPACT MUSIC
SYNTHESISER

Two Domestic Models are available
including the 88- note full-size version
Four intermixable Voice Controls may
be used to obtain a wide variation of
Piano Tone, including Harpsichord.
Both Soft and Sustain Pedals are incorporated in the Design and internal
Effects are provided in the form of
Tremolo. Honky- Chorus, and Phase/
Flanger.
A power amplifier integrates into the
Piano Top which may be removed from
the ease for easy transportation.

Component Kits include Keyboard. Key
switch hardware, and all electronic
components and may be purchased in
four stages at no extra cost.
Complete Kits further contain Cabinets, wiring harness. Pedals and in the
case of Domestic Models both Power
Amplifier and Speaker.
The Six Octave Stage Piano has the
same range of Voices and Effects and
Atzt , is designed for use with an External
Amplifier any Speaker

f580

MUSIC
"THE

*2 OSCILLATORS
*2 SUB- OCTAVES
*SWITCH ROUTING
*THUMBWHEEL

£199

Equally suited to home.
studio, or stage use, producing rich sounds, electronic or
conventional,
using suboctaves and second VCO
either Audio or Modulation
Mode
COMPLETE KIT £ 129

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, UK CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
(CARRIAGE EXTRA ON MFD PIANOS). Please send SA F.
for our complete lists. or use our telephone VSA / ACCESS
Service. Competitive quotations can be given for EXPORT
orders. All instruments may be seen in our showroom.
including the AMDEK easy- build range.

CLEF PRODUCTS ( ELECTRONICS)
LIMITED
(Dept E&MM 10 à82). 44a Bramhall Lane South, Brarnhall,
Stockport, Cheshire SK7 1AH 061-439 3297

BAND- BOX"

Programmable
BACKING

TRIO!
£439
A MUSICIANS INSTRUMENT FOR:
SOLOISTS - SINGERS - RECORDING - PRACTICE LIVE PERFORMANCE - COMPOSITION
The BAND- BOX provides an Electronic Backing Trio consisting
of Drums. Bass, and aChord Instrument ( one of 16 Waveform/
Envelope combinations), with the capacity to store over 3.000
User Programmable Chord Changes on more than 120 different
Chords. Using advanced Microprocessor technology. Playback
of 50-100 Scores can be executed in any Key and at chosen
Tempe Complete Music Pad is electronically Indexed and
stored on secondary battery back-up. Facility exists for
composition of Intro, Repeat Chorus, and Coda sections
including Multiple Score Sequences. Sockets are provided for
Volume Pedal and Footswitch plus separate and mixed
instrument Outputs. Total size 19in x llin x4'/,in incorporating Master Rhythm.
COMPLETE KIT £ 314

THE
*2', ) OCTAVES

COMPUTER

Programmable

DRUM MACHINE

EIGHT TRACK
PROGRAMMING
TWENTY-FOUR
PATTERNS/
TWELVE
INSTRUMENTS
SEQUENCE
OPERATION

.f119
The Clef Master Rhythm is capable of storing 24 selectable
rhythmic drum patterns, invented, modified, and entered by the
Operator on to Eight Instrumentation tracks. A three position
Instrumentation control expands the number of instruments
available to twelve, grouped into sounds typical of playing with
Drumsticks. Brushes. or Latin American Bongos and Claves.
Sequence operation allows two rhythm sections to be coupled
with the second 113) section appearing at four. eight or sixteen
Bar repetition. All drums can be adjusted for level and
resonance on internal controls to suit individual taste, thus
producing good musical sounds in abattery driven unit 8'/,in
5m x
COMPLETE KIT £79
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WHEFE DO YOU GO FOR THE BIGGEST
CHOICE IN STUDIO EQUIPMENT?
Equipment from 42 manufacturers is on display at
London's biggest pro audio dealer! Park outside — and
come and hear all about it!
Impartial technical help to ensure you get the system
you really need. Our engineers are here to help you
with installation and after-sales assistance. ASK
ABOUT OUR FAMOUS PENNY PINCHING
PACKAGES.
Finance, H.P. or Leasing.
22-4
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Multi
tracker
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WE ARE STOCKISTS OF RHODES. MOOG
ROLAND, CASIO, YAMAHA, SEQUENTIAL
eeee",,eeel,"1. CIRCUITS, CRUMAR, KORG and many
cther products

Come in and see us for aknowledgeable yet sympathetic demonstration of those exciting products. All our electronic products are
backed up by 1 years full guarantee with on-the-spot service
personnel who are also available for customisation and interfacing
problems. We have a multi- headphone system
so you can test all our machines for as long
as you want — undisturbed. We feel that you're
entitled to a thorough test before you purchase
There are no bouncers at the SOUND HOUSE!

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

SOURCE: The ultimate mono —
16 memories, real time sequencer.
REIP £899 SSHP £649
MEMORY MOOG COMING SOON

London's largest
selection of Fender
Guitars, Basses,
Amps, Pianos and
Acoustics

• • •

E

Il

Rhodes

DIRECT IMPORT PRICES ALL FULLY GUARANTEED
JUNO 6
DRUMATIX
BASSLINE
SPACE ECHO
JC 160 COMBO
TR808
DR RHYTHM
CS0100
CR5000

£529
£188
£198
£225
£399
£499
959
£245
£' 89

SX1000

LFO, pulse width
modulation. slide
noise generator

£149

PRO ONE
PROPHET V
PROPHET X

...

£449
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ASSORTED BARGAINS

New RHODES Home Suitcase 88-note £999
SUITCASE 73 PIANO
£750
S/H YAMAHA Split C3
£ 1,200
S/H RHODES 73
£425
S/H HOHNER Clannet D6
£ 130
New HOHNER Clavinet D6
£200
CRUMAR Tocatta
(Hammond/Leslie Sound) £299
CRUMAR Ti Drawbars
£600
ROLAND SHO9
£249
OBERHEIM 2-Voice Modulator £999
KORG MS18
P 0.A.
KORG MS2O
P.O.A.
KORG Polyaix
P.O.A.

Plus the UK's most
complete range ot Fender
ewe, and FPlocles spates from
° the smallest grub screw or
valve through to complete
necks and speakers. All
Items can be sent by
mall order.

AMPLIFICATION

1000P: Variable synth with 10
memories. 127 note arpeggiator/
sequencer. Digital transposition.
P.O.A.
CASIO
CASIO
CASIO
CASIO
CASIO
CASIO

18A
SOHO SQ.
LONDON
W1V 5FB
01434 1365
All prices are for
cash and include VAT

PIANOS

We are the largest stockists and service centre in
Europe for these fine instruments. RHODES PIANOS
have been redesigned and are now better than ever.
Action, Timbre, Pitch and Volume are adjustable for
each note. We have a complete stock of spare parts
and our pianos are backed by three years full
guarantee. In addition our prices are the lowest in
the U.K.

CASIO®

OPUS III: Brass / Organ / Strings
with a fully variable synth.
RRP £734 8SHP £519

A-8

6x 2

/
.•

THE ROGUE: This machine must
be heard before buying any mono
synth. It has twin independent
oscillators for an unbelievably fat
sound, sync sweep, noise, auto
trigger, sample and hold and an
audio input for guitars, casios etc.
RelP £335 SSHP £229

I/

ITA, 1-7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road,
London NW1. Tel: 01-724 2497. Telex: 21879

...SOUNDHOUSE

"1- „e0gg)

eau

so

SECK

FIEVCD"

NeNle
ei
inatch
geta,ste

e

Marylebone Road

202
101
MT40
MT31
VL TONE
VL10

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£19

THE Kit
Mixable
volumes,
adjustable
sensity & delay
auto high-hat

SOUNDMASTER STIX DRUMS
6 voices
accent
separate
outputs and volumes. P.O.A.
SOUNDMASTER SR88 £84

BOSS PEDALS CHEAPEST

Rhodes Chroma

We are proudhe
to introduce t
This is a 16-channel programmable polyphonic with a wooden
dynamic keyboard. The architecture can be re-orientated as with a
studio system, but digitally rather than with leads. The Chroma is
digitally self-maintaining, has its own sequencer and interfaces
with an Apple II for full 16-channel orchestration. We have a
demonstration model in now.

We have the largest selection of new and
used amps in the West End. For Rhodes we
recommend a Fender valve amp to match
the magnetic pick-up. We will have one to
suit your price bracket. For synths we have
awide range of mixer amps. Roland cubes,
custom systems and JBL twins (the
ultimate combo).

INSTANT NO DEPOSIT HP- ACCESS - BARCLAYCARD - AM EX By Phone or Otherwise - SECURICOR or MAIL DELIVERY BY RETURN
E&MM
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Spectrum Synth Controller

I

n the last Micromusic article we
were looking at aprogramme which
arranged your Spectrum Beep's into
some form of melodic order!
This month we will continue with the
next logical step — using the Spectrum
sequencer to control asynthesiser.

Timing
Two problems related to timing
occurred during the development of the
Beepquencer
programme.
Firstly,
Basic is really too slow for musical
applications, even a simple sequence
can only be run at moderate speeds.
Secondly, an interrupt is generated by
the Spectrum several times asecond to
update the VDU status from memory
holding up the task in hand until the
interrupt routine is finished.
Critical timing loops ( i.e playback)
must therefore be assembled and run
in machine code without interrupts.

Circuitry

The circuit diagram of the interface
is shown in Figure 1. The INS 8255 is an
Input/Output device which has 3ports.
These can be configured as inputs,
outputs or acombination of both. The
chip is enabled, via the 74LS30 and half
of the 4001, when Ao-A4 and A7 are all
high and IORQ ( Input/Output request)

is low. The two address lines A5and A6
determine which port the data is to be
sent to or received from, depending on
WR (Write) or -RD ( Read) conditions.
The port addressing is as follows:
Port
Hex
Dec
A
9F
159
BE
191
DF
223
Control
FF
255
In this application Port Ais arranged
as input, Port Bas output, the lower half
of Port C as input and upper half as
output. The control word required to set
this up is 91h or 145. Therefore to
initialise the ports send the data to
address 255 i.e. OUT 255, 145.
Obviously, we still have to convert
any digital data coming through the
port into analogue form before it can be
used to drive a synthesiser.
The digital to analogue convertor,
DAC0800, is buffered by op-amp 2and
then sent to the Portamento circuit ot
op- amp 1. This voltage is summed with
a bias voltage, used for tuning the
sequencer + 1/2 octave.
A gate signal, for triggering ADSR's
is derived from the MSB of Port C. This
positive- going edge is doubled in amplitude by op- amp 4 to provide a signal
approx 10V in amplitude, as required
by the author's synthesiser. This signal

may be modified by re- configuring opamp 4 as an inverting amplifier, for
negative going gates.
The DAC reference voltage is adjustable to allow the 1volt/octave law to be
set.
The two NOR gates, 3 and 4, are
wired to produce avariable speed clock
which is used to drive the sequencer
programme.
An external clock, other than the one
shown could be used, providing it has
an output 0-5V in amplitude, connected
to pin 17 of the INS 8255.
Three switches are included; Start/
Stop which gates the clock, Reset which
as the name suggests, resets the
sequence and Break which returns the
programme to Basic control and The
Menu.

Construction

The controller circuitry can be built
on a piece of veroboard, connected to
the Spectrum via 20 way ribbon cable
and the appropriate edge connector.
Take care when connecting the address
and data lines to the I/O device - any
wrong connections will disrupt the operation of the computer.

Sequencer Programme
The programme, shown in Figure 2,
Continued on page 72.
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T20 + 20 — Designed by Texas Engineers, this 20
wart amplifier gives Hi Fi performance at low cost.
Many up- dated features and the ideal beginners kit.
Complete kit £29.50 plus VAT
130 watt version — Complete kit £34.50 pips VAT)

LINSLEY HOOD 75 DE LUXE - 75watt amplifier
with superb performance ( less than . 01%
distortion). Easy construction with virtually no
wiring. Complete kit £75.00 plus VAT.

an-made music
at it's very finest.....
TRANSCENDENT SOUNDS
For over 2000 years man has entertained himself and his friends
with music played upon instruments he has fashioned with his
own hands. From the earliest pipes of hollow reed in the cradles of
civilisation, the brazen trumpets of ancient Rome, to the subtle
strings of renaissance Europe. Pleasure in the making - Pleasure
in the playing and Pleasure in the listening.

Now - in the 1980's its the turn of the electronics age, the age of
Powertran.
In our twelve years of research and development we have
introduced probably the most comprehensive and sophisticated
range of synthesisers and supporting equipment ever offered to
the music making, home- constructor.
Each kit is aperfect example of how craftsman- made components,
ingenious design technology, originality of concept- and rigid
quality and price control - combine together in kits that are both
fascinating and satisfying to construct. Our clear step by step
instruction manuals ensure that the kits are well within the
capability of the first time builder as well as the dedicated
enthusiast.
Once you've made your Transcendent Synthesiser you will be
able to make the music of all the ages - from the earliest sounds of
the simple pipe, through the most complex harmonies, to the
most modern tonalities of Stockhausen .... or Steel Eye Span!

)1J 2/11111111
1

WORLD LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC KITS

_ e

PORTVVAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ANDOVER. HANTS. SP10 3VVVV
TELEPHONE
(0264) 64455
E&MM
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POWERTRAN

TRANSCENDEN1 POLYSYNTH
A fouir
potyplionn, synthesiser .•.
outstanding design characteristics and versa t
and performance to Mat.
Complete kit £275.00 plus VAT ( single voiLiu
Extra voice ( up to three more) f42.00 plus VAT
EXPANDER
4. new matching 4voice expander to team up with your
polysynth for everra greater range and capability
Complete kit £249.00 plus VAT
TRANSCENDENT DPX
Offers afive octave keyboard with power to match.
Two audio outpus can be used simultaneously) to give harpsichord and
piano honkytonk or reed with strings brass and both are fully polyphonic.Other
features include seyitchable touch sensitivity and achorus ensemble unit with
strong mild effect switching. An advanced design made simple with our clearly
laid out instruction manual.
Complete kit e295.00 plus VAT
TRANSCENDENT 2000
Although only a3octave keyboard the 2000'
features the same design ingenuity, careful engineering and quality components
of its larger breth-en. The kit is well within the scope of the first time builder
bury it, build it
play it , YOU will know you have made the right choice.
Complete kit £165.00 plus VAT
1024 COMPOSER
Come right up to the minute with this new design. It will
control your syinhesiser with asequence of up to 1024 notes
or an equal
selection of shorter sequences. The Composer is mains powered with
automatically cl-arged battery to preserve your programme after switch off.
Complete kit £85.00 plus VAT
DEMONSTRATION TAPE
kits 130 minutes:

Demonstration tape now available of all three
£2.00

•

PRICE STABILITY: Order withconfidence irrespective of any
price changes we will honour al prices in this advertisement until
the end of the month following the month of publication of this
issue ( Errors and VAT rate changes excluded)

•

EXPORT ORDERS: No VAT. Postage charged at actual cost
plus il handling and documentation.

•

e
.61‘

U.K. ORDERS: Subject to 15. 0, surcharge for VAT, or
at current rate if changed No barge is made for
carnage. Cheques, Access, Barclaycard accepted.
service ( U.K. mainland only) aid f250 ( VAT
inclusive) per kit FREE ON ORDERS OVER
floc
SALES COUNTER: If you. prefer to
collect kit from the factory, call at
Sales Counter. Open
12 iiron 1 4.30p.m
Monday Friday
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• SECURICOR DELIVERY: For this optional
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Yamaha Portasound
PC- 100
RECORDED ON DEMO
CASSETTE No 8
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his latest addition to Yamaha's Portasound range is intended to be a
revolutionary product that lets you
enjoy playing and learning keyboard music
in avariety of ways; obviously Yamaha have
'set themselves adifficult task to accomplish
in a small keyboard, and yet in many ways
they've achieved their aims with a certain
flair not often seen these days.
The major feature on the learning side of
the instrument is its use of the ' PlayCard'
system, which is capable of programming
and replaying melody, bass, chords, arpeggio and rhythm for an entire song. Each song
is contained on a 13 x 9cm card bearing
conventional top line musical notation,
chord symbols, and amagnetic strip along
the bottom carrying the programming information. As the melody plays, an indicator
light goes on above the note sounding at the
time ( red for white notes, yellow for black)
and it is possible to cancel the melody line
and play it back by hand, following the
indicator lights or the music score. After
being pushed through the slot along the top
of the instrument which contains the card
reading head, the Playcard stands in the
position of a normal music rest; eventually
the aim is that the user will learn to play

-a

_JO

1 111

directly from the score and be able to switch
off the indica or lights ( using lamp cancel).
The twelve cards provided range from the
very simple Do-Re Mi' to quite complex
tunes such as 'Take the A Train', via an
incredible version of ' Night Fever!
After mastering right-hand technique,
the learner can add one- finger chords read
from the score by cancelling the autochord/
bass facility. The remaining rhythms and
arpeggios have individual volume sliders to
balance the overall sound, and it's also
possible to transpose all the functions up or
down by anything up to half an octave, using
the large dial on the left of the keyboard; this
helps when accompanying a singer or, for
instance, an instrument such as the B flat
saxophone.
Although the magnetic strip selects an
ideal rhythm and sound for each tune, this
can be changed by the user after starting.
There are ten rhythms and ten polyphonic
sounds, selected by the now familiar system
of five switches and asixth ' aor b' selector.
The organ and vibraphone sounds are particularly good, with added key-click and aslow
tremolo respectively, while the violin and
some other presets have a fixed delayed
vibrato. The rhythm sounds are bright and

IM I
•1•11101

11 MI11111111

convincingly metallic, certainly not asimple
burst of white noise, and with autobass,
arpeggios and sustain all in use the overall
effect is very enjoyable.
Sound generation is by Yamaha's Pulse
Analogue Synthesis System, P.A.S.S., first
used on the large home organs such as the C
and D Series. Polyphony is provided by a
multiplex system based almost entirely on 3
large custom- designed Yamaha ICs, together with half- a-dozen standard CMOS
devices. The card reader uses two CMOS
RAM ICs for storing the tunes, and once
you've mastered sliding the PlayCard
through at an acceptable speed, programming becomes very rapid and efficient.
As alearning machine, then, the PC- 100
is highly versatile and adaptable. There's
even a 'free tempo' control which slows the
rhythm down until you've correctly played
the next note of the melody, so there's no
chance of falling behind. The keyboard, although miniaturised, is pleasant to use with
a fair degree of ' push- back' and the 3/
2
1
octave span ( Ft - C5) coupled with the clarity
of the polyphonic sounds makes the PC- 100
apretty reasonable performance instrument
as well. It's stylishly designed with a lacquered ABS resin body, comes in a futuristic- looking plastic case, and has a built-in
speaker, headphone socket and arange of
power supply options.
The selection of PlayCards available is
very wide, including Classics, Pop, Walt
Disney, Abba and Stevie Wonder, and so the
appeal to learners is obvious; on the other
hand the quality of the PC- 100's sounds is
high enough to appeal to the more accomplished musician in search of portable entertainment as well - and so another all-round
success for Yamaha!
E&MM
The Yamaha PC100 is distributed in the UK by
Kemble Yamaha, Mount Avenue, Milton Keynes,
Bucks. Tel: (0908) 71771

Specifications

Keyboard
44 keys ( F1 - C5)
Playcard System
Repeat, Lamp Cancel, Free Tempo, Melody
Cancel, Play, 30 Melody Lamps.
Orchestra Section
Organ, Piccolo, Trumpet, Violin, Clarinet,
Oboe, Piano, Harpsichord, Guitar, Vibraphone. Sustain.
Rhythm Section
March, Disco, Waltz, Slow Rock, Jazz Rock,
16 Beat, Swing, Bossanova, Rhumba,
Samba. Synchro Start, Tempo, Volume,
Tempo Light.
Arpeggio
Volume.
Auto Bass/Chord Section
Single Finger Chord, Variation, Volume.
Other Controls and Indicators
Power Switch, Power- On Light, Master
Volume, Transposer ( 1
/
2 octave high and
low), Pitch Control.
Auxiliary Jacks
Headphones, Aux- out, Expression Pedal,
DC 9-12V Input.
Amplifier/Speaker
1.4W ( RMS)/7.7cm.
Power
DC 9V using 6 x1.5V batteries, AC power
adaptor, or car battery adaptor.
Dimensions
62.3(W) x18.6(D) x4.3(H)cm.
Weight
2.0Kg ( 4.4Ibs) (excluding batteries and
case).
Price
£345

The PC100 voice and rhythm selection controls.
18
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GREAT OFFERS FROM
MICRO MUSICAL THAT
GIVE YOU THE PERFECT
ARRANGEMENT
Micro Musical are the mail order specialists in electronic keyboards and accessories, offering the leading
makes of keyboards at the lowest possible fully inclusive prices.
Just look at these superb Po4honic Casiotone instruments, for example. Each comes complete with FREE SEAN 1)
and CARRYING CASE and is available with the extra protection of Micro Musical's own incredible guarantee — your
money back in full if you're not completely satisfied within 14 days of purchase — and our extended manufacturer's
guarantee for 18 months.
All our prices include VAT, packing and free Securicor 24-hour delivery service. And you can cash in on our 1
-free
credit facilities (subject to acceptance) — 3 deposit and 12 equal monthly repayments. You'll even find that advice
and information is freely available from our experienced engineers and musicians.
No wonder Micro Musical are calling the tune! So send off sour order today — no stamp needed.

CASIOTONE 701 —

RRP £555,

OUR PRICE

£445

The keyboard that reads music! The 701 reads and stores musical scores and tells
you how to play on the keyboard — with both hands, one finger or completel
automatically. Features 20 pre-set sounds of different instruments, from pipe organ
to funky brass; 16 built-in rhythms, selected at touch of abutton; Casio Chord —
automatic accompaniment with asingle finger; vibrato effect to produce your own
sound effects; chord indicators — 19 LED's name the chord you're playing; and
output sockets to connect all sorts of external equipment.

CASIOTONE 403 —

4r1 me ',tend &
I. arr
e'
e
IMP f
5e.

RRP £325,

OUR PRICE

£275

Choose from 25 natural, clear and striking sounds. Preserve them in the unique
memory. Enjoy 16 built-in rhythms. Perform talented chord techniques with just a
single finger. Switch to special effects with the vibrato and sustain buttons. Capture
atruly professional sound with the 8-note polyphonic effect. Adjust the pitch of the
whole keyboard. Enjoy playing the compact, handy, lightweight 403 anywhere you

CASIOTONE 202 —

RRP £325,

OUR PRI( I

£275

49 quality sounds with remarkable instrumental integrity, selected at the press of a
key, and atone memory that retains up to four chosen sounds. Sustain switch and
3step vibrato greatly enhance performance. 8-note polyphonic effects allow a
complete play of chords. Pitch control for quick tuning with other instruments.
Compact, with connections for sustain pedal, foot volume control, headphones and
auxiliary equipment.

CASIOTONE 1000P —

_

RRP £375, OUR PRICE

£325

A superb digital synthesiser that enables you to create and programme up to 1000
interesting sound characteristics. Arpeggio patterns can also be programmed to add
professional quality to every performance.
Digital display of frequency and pitch transposing facilities. 10 beautiful pre-set
sounds selected with one touch. Stunning effects with sustain, vibrato, delayed
vibrato and heavy vibrato, plus split keyboard for duosound. This 6I-key, 5-octave
keyboard provides generous connections for various types of external equipment.
Free stand and earning case offer not a‘ailahle N+ith interest free credit.

Sour mone3 hack in full if oti're not
complele13 satiNfled 33ithin 14 da,• of
purehaw - and our rdended
manufacturer\ guarantee for ill month.

•

CC M
M

UT1 C
n

1p MI MI BM MI MN
111M ffl ffl
Ma WM
• I0 MICRO MUSICAL LTD.,
I IREEPOST, 37 WOOD LANE, SHILTON, COVENTRY CV7 9BR.EM/11

I Please send me

,

(qty) keyboards model nos

ierms. Ienclose cheque/postal order to the value of £

al

n

)\

Name

I
37 WOOD LANE, SH1LTON,
COVENTRY CV7 9B12.

•

IMIN 11

or full details of credit
or debit rm.

ACCESS account no

Address
Postcode

24HOUR TELEPHONE ORDERING SERVICE: 0203-616760
Bamimmiummiumaimmiummimmiummommummimiammilimil
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Technics SX-K200
T

echnics are understandably excited
about their latest product, and its
smaller brother the SX-K100 (both of
which are due for release during November),
as the machines represent aslight change of
direction for them and include two features
described as 'World's Firsts'. However,
there's a basic problem of approach to be
solved before examining this instrument;
Technics insist on marketing it as an 'organ'
when potentially it can be much more than
this.
In common with the other keyboards
examined, the SX-K200 combines a selection of polyphonic voices available over the
whole of the four octave keyboard with
several automatic accompaniment features
on the lower Ph octaves. There are two builtin speakers on the top surface, and the
overall styling is extremely smart, in black
and silver to match Technics' hi-fi range.
Additionally, on this keyboard there is an
extra section of switches for the monophonic 'solo synthesiser' presets which operate on the top note played.
The 8polyphonic voices are produced by
conventional organ analogue circuitry derived from Technics' top-of- the- range Pro
U-90, recently seen on television's ' Show Me
Show'. The sounds are interesting, not always strictly imitative — for example, on the
Guitar which consists of asharply resonant
'twang'; some of the solo voices are also
reminiscent of popular synthesiser settings,
for instance the Cosmic Wah, while the
beautiful Pan Flute has atouch of ' breath'
derived from the white noise generator of the
rhythm box.
If accompaniment is required it is available in the form of percussion rhythms (with
volume control) and bassline/chord accompaniment (with volume control); the chords
can be played normally or in single finger
mode, and can appear as a 'strummed
guitar' or 'arpeggio piano' style when the
rhythm is operating. A Transpose control
20
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can be preset to alter the pitch of the entire
instrument to any degree at the touch of a
button, and the rhythm unit can provide a
four- bar opening, fill-in, or automatic variation on every eighth bar.
The rhythm sounds themselves demonstrate Technics' proud claim toa ' World First'
in the use of Pulse Code Modulation ( PCM)
techniques as part of an organ accompaniment section. Each sound has been
digitally sampled, and is stored in acustomdesigned memory and recalled by the central processor each time it is needed as part
of arhythm. The hit hat can be clearly heard
in open and closed positions, the skin on the
tom-tom stretches and contracts audibly
and the bass drum has a kick like a mule;
certainly this is the only way to obtain Linn
Drum quality for afew hundred pounds! The
fills and variations are very carefully composed, and are expressive without being
overbearing - it's certainly worth hearing this
instrument for its rhythm section alone,
particularly when using apair of the matching SYT100 40 Watt bass reflex combo
amps, available at £ 130 each.
The last major feature, which draws
together all the others, has been left until last
because its basic concept is a little difficult to appreciate, and because it's seen as
being infinitely expandable in the future. A
combination of ROM ( Read Only Memory)
and RAM ( Random Access Memory) is used
to give the SX-K200 the ability to store tunes
internally or externally in a ' library'.
The tunes permanently stored in the
internal ROM can be recalled by pressing
one of the top keys which are numbered 1to
8, and are complete down to the details of
voicing and variations. The ' Full Band Setting Computer', the second of Technics'
'World Firsts', enables the user to program
his own tunes in this way, entering the details
of setting, chords and melody as slowly as
necessary on the keyboard, and then transferring all the details to a ' RAM Pack'

contained in arecess on the top of the instrument. Blank RAM Packs cost £ 11.99, and
can contain 8 programs of up to 50 bars
each: in other words, the user can store eight
tunes on each pack, label the pack, and
instantaneously load it into the machine
ready for the melody to be added on ' live'.
Technics' hope is that users will build up
a library of packs in order to be able to play
'requests' in alive situation, exchange packs
with other owners to show off their compositions, and generally begin to use these
small cassette- like objects as anew form of
information transfer which is instant, nonvolatile, non-degrading and totally accurate.
Apparently the idea of marketing ' pre-recorded' packs hasn't been accepted yet, but
it's one of along list of possibilities. There are
only three SX-K200s in this country at the
time of writing, and one of those is with
Status Quo - it should be interesting to see
what uses they come up with for it!

E&M M

Specifications
Dimensions 83 x 11 x33cm
Keyboard 49 keys, full size, C- C
Presets 8 polyphonic
6 monophonic
Effects Sustain, Tremolo, Chorus/Celeste
Auto
Single/Multi finger chords, rhythmic or
arpeggio accompaniment
Rhythms 8 rhythms, intro, fill-in, auto variation
Memory 8 x 50 bars on each blank RAM pack
8 preset tunes
Speakers 12 cm 5watts x2
Power Mains or car battery
Price £399.00

SX-K 100

As above, omitting monophonic presets, stereo
sound, some effects
Price £299.00
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Korg Mono Poly -Unexplored possibilities

•4Individual Oscillators • 2Envelope Generators • 2Modulation Generators ' Unique Sync and X-Mod Effects

•Unison, Unison/Share and Poly Modes • Chord Memory •Arpeggiator•Bend and ModulationWheels
*Noise Generator•Portamento• De tune Control•Auto Damp•Extensivelnputsand Outputs.

Korg Polysix -infinite capabilities

•t) Va)icesiplus St II , ) seill at Contr.)! 032 Programme • Ta_pe Interfac • Programmabl Modulation and Effects (Chorui, Phase and Ensemble)
• : nison \ lode for Monophonic PlaVing•Arpeggiato and Chord Me ory • Bend and Modulation Wheels.

echoice Is KOMI.

Each of the four oscillators on the Korg Mono Poly has
individual controls for the layeeing of complex harmonic
structures. Advanced microcoenputer control of the
oscillators enables achoice between fat monophonic sounds
or two modes of polyphonic playing. Designed for ease of use
as well as powerful sound the Korg Mono//Poly offers a
comprehensive and stunningeffects section and creativity
unmatched by any other instrument.

The new Korg Polysix is aprogrammable 6voice
polyphonic instrument, featuring a32 programme memory
which can be interfaced with any' cassette deck to store and
reload further memory programmes in seconds. A Complete
performer's instrument, it has programmable modulation
and effects, unison mode for monophonic use, and an
,irpeggiator and new chord memory.

KORG inspires your creativity.

MIIIIIIII•111•111•111.11.111.11•11.

Dear Rose-Morris, please send me details of
the Korg Mono//Poly and Polysix and of
my nearest Korg Key Centre.

Name
Address
Rose-Morris 8z Co. Ltd. 32734 Gordon House Road,
London NW5 1NE. Tel: 01-267 5151

E&MM
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Casiotone MT-70
C

asio's continuing search for new combinations of size, facilities and price
have now resulted in a four-octave
mini- keyboard with aversatile memory capable of both teaching and entertaining,
which is programmable in avariety of ways.
The visual impact of the MT- 70 is immediate; banks of grey and white buttons surround a multi- function I.c.d. display set in
the centre of ametallic grey coloured control
panel, mounted on an off-white plastic body
to give a very modern effect overall. The
dimensions, weight, built-in speaker and
battery power options make this an eminently portable product, although one of its
programming systems is not too suitable for
the great outdoors, as we shall see.
The keyboard is split to give the option of
one- finger chords, and arpeggio or rhythmic accompaniment, on the bottom one and
half octaves, or alternatively the whole
keyboard can be made to play one of the
twenty 8- note polyphonic voices selected by
ten grey switches and a final white 'A/B'
selector. There's the usual range of Casio
sound's, plus anew ' Synth Bells' setting with
an automatic octave repeat on each note,
and a pleasantly swelling ' Cosmic Flute'.

[CORDED ON DEMO
CASSETTE NA E1
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However, some of the se tings such as
'Funky' are very brief, even with the sustain
switch on. There's avibrato setting with an
optional delay, and the voice selected is
shown on the I.c.d. display. The rhythms are
selected by afive- position slider switch and
'A/B' selector, which seems a slight design inconsistency; however, there's auseful
'fill-in' switch which can be tapped at any
time to give a rhythm break. The rhythm
sounds are of average quality and the
accompaniment isa fairly standard arpeggio
or amore interesting rhythmic chord effect
using one of the 'jazz organ' settings; alternatively it's possible to play one finger
chords, with the chord symbol being shown
on the I.c.d. display.
The display also shows the status of the
memory. This can be programmed ' live'
from the keyboard or from sheets of barcodes (as used in supermarkets!) using the
light- pen supplied. Each bar enters aline of
melody, chord or note length information, so
atypical piece may need about 50 bar codes;
as it only takes a second to scan abar this
isn't as much effort as it may sound,

although it's best done on a flat surface to
avoid errors. If there is a mistake in programming, caused by moving the pen too
quickly or too slowly or by a mark on the
sheet, an audible warning is given.
By erasing the memory (which is normally maintained even while the power is
off) it's possible to program in your own
compositions or arrangements on the keyboard. Notes are entered one at atime, with
the possibility of adding rests, deleting
errors and repeating whole sections automatically. The notes are then re-timed
against the most suitable rhythm, at aslow
speed if necessary, using the 'one- key play'
buttons. The whole procedure is repeated for
the accompanying chords and the complete
composition is ready to play back.
The final major feature is the ' melody
guide', which uses a lamp above each key
(red for white notes and green for black
notes) to indicate which key should be
played next in order to produce the required
melody; the user can learn his own compositions at whatever speed is convenient, or
learn to play the melodies from the large
range of bar code music available.
No major problems in design or usage
then; the basic sound quality of the instrument and accompaniment voices hasn't
changed since the first days of Casio, and
although there are a few unusual sounds
here, the MT- 70 is much more useful (as, I
suspect, was intended) as a learning
machine/entertainment device than as a
performance instrument.
E&MM
The Casiotone MT- 70 is distributed in the UK by
Casio Electronics Co. Ltd., Unit 6, 1000 North
Circular Road, Staples Corner, London NW2. Tel:
01-450 9131

Compact styling of the MT70.

Specifications

The MT70's multi- function LCD display.
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Dimensions 68 x633 x188mm.
Weight 2.7kgs.
Keyboard Miniaturised 49 note ( 4octave C- C).
Presets Pipe Organ, Woodwind, Tibia, Full Tibias,
Flute, Oboe, Piano, Celesta, Vibraphone,
Xylophone, Jazz Organ, I & II, Chorus, Synth.
Brass, Wah Brass, Cosmic Flute, Funky,
Banjo, Synth. Bells, Chime.
Effects Vibrato, Delay Vibrato, Sustain.
Auto Single finger chords, Rhythmic/Arpeggio
selector, Rhythms.
Memory 345 notes, 201 chords.
Melody Guide On/off.
Display L.C.D. multi-function display.
Speaker 8cm. 1W.
Power Battery, mains adaptor, car battery adaptor.
Price £255
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I

t's possibletodeducethe intended market
for Hohner's new keyboard immediately
from its name — the Family P100. This is
another full-size keyboard from the prestigious manufacturers of the Pianet and
Clavinet, this time with afull range of 8- note
polyphonic voices and aselection of accompaniment features. While these latter are
intended to aid the learner and home
entertainer, it should be possible to use this
keyboard for more diverse purposes as it
would with the Casios of this world.
The overall appearance of the machine is
good, the finish being in dark brown wood and
plastic; there's afittingfor amusic restand for
astand. The keyboard is 4octaves C- C, with a
bank of square tabs in brown, white, grey and
yellow above it on theslopingtop panel. Atthe
left abuilt-in speaker is provided, rated at 5W.
There are 12 instrumental voices, selected by six white pushbuttons towards the rignt
hand end of the control panel, together with a
single brown bank selector. The Vibraphone
is particularly realistic, with a slow built-in
tremolo, and the Wah Trumpet has a fast
'filter opening' effect with a high degree of
resonance. Strings has a fixed delayed
vibrato, and there's agood selection of other
sounds including Piano, Harpsichord and
Accordion. To the left of the voice pushbuttons and next to the power button are two
buttons for Vibrato and for Sustain, both
useful effects whichgivea reasonabledegree
of variation to the existing sounds.
At the centre of the control panel is the
rhythm section, the first of the three auto
features of which the other two are arpeggio
and bass/chord. Four white buttons and
another brown bank selector give a total
choice of eight percussion patterns, including Disco, Rock, Rhumba and Slow Rock;
the percussion sounds are adequate, typical
of asmall home organ perhaps, and there's a
Variation available on each pattern. On the
Waltz, for instance, use of the Variation
doubles up each snare drum beat while
leaving the bass drum unaltered. On March
the snare drum becomes quadrupled, while
on Disco the variation is aquick snare drum
offbeat on each bar.
The rhythms have avolume slider, and a
tempo control which also regulates the other
auto features. All the sliders work from
bottom to top and have large white tablet
caps, the length of travel being sufficient to
allow fine adjustments to be made quite
easily.
Between the rhythm section and the
polyphonic voice section are two more
tablet switches, marked start/stop and
E&MM
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P100
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Rear connections.
synchro start, which link together the
percussion and the other auto functions.
Above these two buttons is ared LED which
indicates the state of the accompaniment
section and of the synchro start option.
On the left of thecontrol pa nel arethe auto
bass/chord and arpeggio sections. The
arpeggio has three controls, asliding volume
control and two tablets to select arpeggio Ior
II ( II having pr iority if both are pressed). For
tempo and start/stop the arpeggio depends
on the rhythm section. Arpeggio Iplays the
3rd, 5th and Root of the chord selected on the
accompaniment section ( the lower 1/
2
1
octaves of the keyboard) in an ascending
mode, while arpeggio II plays in an ascending/descendng mode: in each case the
arpeggio covers the whole range of the
accompaniment section and is in a highpitched piano- like voicing.
The final section, autobass/chord, is a
little unusual, since in addition to the main
panel controls there is atouch sensitive strip
wrapped around the front of the casing below
the keyboard which determines the exact
chord played. Synchro Start causes the
rhythm unit to start when a chord is first
played on trie accompaniment section, and
this chord can be either played normally
(using the Finger Chord button) or with one
finger ( using the Single FingerChord button).
In the latter case the key alone produces a
major chord, while the top part of the touch
sensitive strip alters this to a seventh, the
middle part to diminished seventh and the
bottom part to minor. This chord voicing is
also applied to the arpeggio, and it's possible
to lockthe chord on usingthe Memory button.
The chords play in alow piano-likevoicing
with adifferent pattern for each rhythm, and it
is also po!.sible to add a Bass pattern which
plays Root/5th/3rd /Octave and variations
thereof depending on the individual rhythm
pattern.
Internally the Hohner is well laid out, with
PCBs and circuitry of very high quality and a
power transformer rated to cope more than
adequately; the built-in speaker doesn't have

its own enclosure however. The major control
functions are carried out by two large ICs, the
Columbia MSM 60312 and Matsushita's
MN1564XJ. The rest of the circuitry is fairly
standard CMOS, withthree8253's in addition
to 4013, 4011 and 4071's being in evidence.
On the rear panel there are sockets for a
sustain on/off footswitch and an Expression
pedal, an 812 Headphone connected afterthe
master volume control, and an Auxiliary Out
which is independent of that control. Also
there'san Auxiliary In, which should be useful
for accompanying taped music or even
connectinga microphone, and ascrewdriveradjustable tuning preset giving plusor minus
a semitone centred around A = 440Hz.
There's also abattery power option.
The optional extras include avery smart
white and maroon carrying case in waterproof plastic, with a pocket for footpeda Is,
which in addition to the keyboard stand also
available helps to produce a very portable
package which should be equally at home on
the move or in your front room.
E&MM

Specifications

Keyboard
4octave CC full size
Voices
8note polyphonic s12, Sustain, Vibrato
Rhythms
8 + variation; Start, Synchro Start, Volume
Autobass
On/off
Auto Arpeggio
1/ Ii, volume
Autochords
Finger, Single Finger, Memory, Volume,
Touch bar for 7th/dim/minor
Connectors
Aux in/out, Headphones, Volume Pedal,
Sustain footswitch
Power
Mains/battery
Price
£299 inc. VAT
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JVC KB- 500
Stereo Keyboard
T

he KB- 500 is a little more expensive
than many other portable keyboards,
but the difference really shows, both in
construction and in sound production. Although primarily intended for home use in
conjunction with a hi-fi system, its standards are set high enough to consider it for
recording or even stage use.
Importantly, the keys are full size, if anything unusually deep and firmly sprung,
moulded in plastic with rounded edges. The
overall finish is in black and cream, although there's an option of a silver finish,
with effects switches in blue, selector
switches in white and power and volume in
red. Miniature sliders are used to balance
the relative volumes of the different sections, while at either end of the machine on

The JVC's Compucorder section

2,1
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the top surface there's a 12cm speaker
delivering 21
2 watts; it's possible to select a
/
'stereo' setting which 'opens up' the sound
between the two speakers or two line outputs. There's also a switch for a fixed sustain, and another for an ensemble effect
which helps to raise the machine to the level
of a professional sound. The four percussive sounds: Piano, Hawaiian Guitar, Harpsichord and Vibraphone are given a subtle
stereo phasing effect, whereas the Jazz
Flute, Clarinet, Organ and Jazz Organ are
thickened up considerably. On the String
and Brass settings, the ensemble is
switched on permanently, and these sounds
compete quite favourably with more expensive string and brass ensembles. The strings
are full with a reasonable amount of bass,
and the brass has an interesting 'wah'
reminiscent of popular settings on several
polyphonic synthesisers.
Several of the other presets are something special too; the jazz organ has a
realistic keyclick, the clarinet an expressive delay vibrato, and the jazz flute a
combination of delay tremolo and a 'chiff' of
white noise intended to simulate ' overblowing'. In the model we examined, the white
noise was much too loud, but overall the
presets show a good deal of thought and,
above all, musicality.
In common with the other keyboards
reviewed, the JVC has various automatic
accompaniment sections; switching the
lower 11
/ octaves of the keyboard from
2
'normal' to ' one finger' gives single finger
chords, whereas ' multi finger' allows chords
to be played normally, in a reedy organ
voicing. In this limited sense the keyboard
can be described as split, with the left hand
volume varied by the 'accompaniment'
slider. If the rhythm section is started while
in either of these two modes, the left hand
chords are played as a recurring staccato
accompaniment, along with a preset bassline ( one for each rhythm) and arpeggio, all
with individually mixable volumes. The percussion sounds are bright and clear, with a

convincing metallic ring to the cymbals and
snare, and although there's no variation or
fill-in available, each of the ten rhythms is
imaginatively composed, using an appropriate selection of instruments in each case.
The JVC isn't intended to play back
complete scores, but does have aversatile
'Compucorder' chord memory which can
store the chords for up to 126 bars, in three
groups of 42. The voicings and rhythms are
freely interchangeable as the Compucorder
is working, and programming is fairly
simple, the device acting rather like adigital
version of a cassette player with tabs for
Record and Replay, plus Group Select. It's
possible to skip from one group to another
while playing and there's the usual ' synchro start' facility which means the Compucorder won't start to play back until alower
keyboard key is touched.
Despite the usefulness of these features,
there's agood chance that many people will
want to use the instrument in a straightforward single keyboard mode, and to this
end there's one final feature which improves the sound even further. The ' Ultrachord' facility converts melody notes into full
chords determined by the lower keyboard in
single or multi- finger mode, so that a C on
the upper part of the keyboard becomes aC
major (or minor or seventh) according to
what notes are played further down, and an E
played simultaneously will also become an E
major (or minor or seventh). The capability of reproducing very complex chording techniques with only acouple of fingers
must be atemptation which even the semiprofessional would find it hard to resist!

E&MM

Specifications

Dimensions 860 x85 x290mm.
Weight 6.8kg.
Keyboard 49 keys, full size, 4octaves C- C.
Presets String Ensemble, Piano, Hawaiian Guitar,
Harpsichord, Vibraphone, Brass Ensemble,
Organ, Clarinet, Jazz Flute.
Effects Ultrachord, Ensemble, Stereo, Sustain.
Auto Single- finger chords, Multi- finger chords,
Bass, Arpeggio, Rhythms.
Memory 3x42 chords.
Speaker 2x12cm, 2.5W each.
Power Battery, mains, car battery.
Price £ 399
NOVEMBER 1982
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

e% Stereo

keyboard
Vt• KB-500
rim

£37.00
KS- 10 Stand
£30.00
KC- 10 Case:
£27.50
KX-10 Vol. pedal:
£14.95
HM7T h'phones:
FREE p&p if ordered with KB- 500. Please
add f2.50 p&p if ordering separately.

amee.de
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This amazing value, new portable keyboard
CMES from the famous JVC company in
Japan. Battery or mains-operated with builtin stereo ensemble, stereo amp and
speakers. 4-octave keyboard, 10 true-to-life
preset sounds, 10 different automatic
rhythms, auto bass/Arpeggio/accompaniment and A-0-C ultra chord for the right

hand. So what's new? Built-in Compucorder
records up to 126 bars of chord changes
(max. 2 per bar) and plays back automatically; auxilliary input (with vol. control) for
guitar or voice through stereo chorus.
£399 inc. VAT. Free delivery, U.K. mainland. Please ring 01-267 7851 for mail
order details.

AVAILABLE FROM:

THE LONDON ROCK SHOP
26 Chalk Farm Road, London, NW1. Tel. 01-267 5381/7851
We're open seven days aweek ( yes, including Sundays) for .... sound advice
at a better price.

ELECTRONIC

H013131qt FAIR,
Alexandra Pavilion London
November 18 - 21 1982

The biggest and best
event ever to be
staged for the
electronic hobbies
enthusiast!
E&MM

NOVEMBER 1982

Walk into awhole world of electronic
equipment.- Everything from resistors, IC's to
home computers, transmitting and receiving
units, citizens band radio and peripheral
equipment, video games, musical instruments,
radio control models. . In fact whatever your
particular electronic hobby you'll find this show
will be the most interesting and informative
way to discover all the latest developments in
your particular field.
Ticket prices at the door are £2for adults, El for
children but party rates are available for 20
people or more. Tb find out more, contact the
Exhibition Manager, Electronic Hobbies Fair
IPC Exhibitions, Surrey House, 1Throwley Way,
Sutton, Surrey SM1 400. Tel CI 643 8010
Electronic Hobbies Fair is sponsored by
Practical Electronics, Everday Electronics and
Practical Wireless and is organised by
IPC Exhibitions Ltd

OPENING TIMES
Thursday 18 Nov - 10.00-18.00
Friday
19 Nov - 10.00-18.00
Saturday 20 Nov. - 10.00-18.00
Sunday 21 Nov.- 10.00-17.00
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Gibson Firebird II
inches; the fingerboard is smooth and fast in use,
and although the strings supplied (probably Gibson 740 XL's) seemed alittle heavy, this is clearly a
matter of personal taste which only the individual
musician can resolve. The two pickups are Gibson Series VI active humbuckers, chrome plated,
and the bridge and tailpiece are separate as on all
the solid body range. Here, the tailpiece is aTP6
Fine-tune, which is fitted with small fine- geared
thumbwheels which make very accurate tuning
possible, rather similar to a violin's E-string
adjuster. The advantages of this system can be
imagined; it's possible to make extremely fine and
rapid alterations to the tuning of individual strings
witht the right hand without having to adjust the
relatively coarse machine heads. The TP6 is
available separately and is very simple to fit to any
guitar with the same spacing as Gibson's conventional stock tailpiece.
There is a standard Switchcraft three-way
toggle switch for pickup selection, near to which is
mounted the output socket. Gibson have evidently
had enough of having to fit a steel plate to sidemounted sockets to prevent damage to the guitar's
finish caused by helpless fumbling for the output
socket on adarkened stage! Finally there are two
miniature toggle switches for the active electronics, together with the volume controls and the
slightly unusual tone controls.

Active electronics

oming towards the top of Gibson's Solid
Body range, the Firebird II re- introduces a
long familiar design, now complete with
active electronics by Moog which help to produce
atremendously versatile intrument. Over the years
the Firebird has been revised, copied and reissued in avariety of slightly differing styles, but at
acool £950 this could be regarded as the ultimate
version.
The body shape is as eye-catching as ever,
equally comfortable when standing up or when
playing with the guitar rested on one knee; the
upper strap button is located on the back of the
body. The lower cut-away doesn't appear particularly deep, but this is partly an illusion produced
by the body styling and doesn't prohibit access to
the higher frets in the least. As on the Explorer and
afew other Gibsons, all the machine heads are on
one side of the head, in this case the lower, and are
Gibson's own Deluxe design. The neck is laminated 3- piece maple with arosewood fingerboard
bearing pearl dot inlays, and the laminated body is
in very high density Rock Maple - this means it's
heavy, but that's the price that has to be paid even
on an electric instrument to obtain reasonable
sustain. The model we looked at had a subtle
Antique Sunburst finish, with cream binding along
the edges of the body, and the overall finish was
well up to the standards that would be expected
from a guitar in this part of the market.

Gibson have used active electronics in one
form or another since the time of the RD Artist, but
these early experiments offering compression, expansion, • brightness and other forms of control
often proved too complicated for practical use.
When Gibson and Moog came together under the
umbrella of a single company, the synthesiser
manufacturers drastically redesigned and simplified the circuitry involved; nowadays the circuits,
powered by a 9v battery which is disconnected
when the output jack is removed, are both easier to
use and more effective. The tone controls run from
5-0-5 rather than using a simple 0-10 scale as
a passive capacitor tone circuit would, since they
provide a real boost of treble or bass rather than
simply attenuating the degree of treble present.
Apart from a wider variation of tone control, this
also means that output level can be much higher
than aconventional guitar, and so problems with
Internal circuitry.

N
loss of volume when using several effects can be
partially solved. There are other advantages; it
should be possible to overload the input of your
favourite 200- watt amp to obtain an overdriven
sound at a much lower volume level. Gibson have
thoughtfully provided a preset, accessible by
removing arubber cap from the back panel, which
adjusts the output of the built-in pre-amps and so
allows you to obtain an overdriven heavy metal
sound permanently if you so wish, or alternatively
just to closely match the input sensitivity of your
amp

Access
The battery can be changed easily enough by
removing two small screws which hold in place a
part of the back cover. A further eight screws hold
on the rest of the cover, which is insulated from the
circuitry by a sheet of thick card. Removal of the
Moog circuitry is not so simple - Rosetti, who
distribute Gibsons in the U.K., say they've never
had to try, as they've never encountered adefective Gibson! It's also possible to adjust the truss
rod, although this is discouraged as every guitar is
very carefully set up before being sold. The pickguard is fixed to the guitar by seven small screws,
and is in white with an eye-catching red ' Firebird' logo.

Performance
The range of sounds obtainable on this guitar
really has to be heard to be believed. Treble cut
with the active electronics in the ' standard' mode
can give adeep, mellow jazz sound, whereas at the
opposite end of the scale use of treble boost and
the ' bright' mode can produce sounds that really
'clean your ears out'. In between there are an
infinite number of possibilities, and the obvious
appeal is to the working session musician who
wants to obtain the maximum number of clear, rich
sounds with the minimum amount of complication. On the other hand, aguitar of this power and
appearance is obviously going to be most widely
used in heavy rock music, for which it would be
ideally suited. In asense that's ashame, because
for your £950 you would be getting aguitar which is
capable of doing almost anything.

E&MM
The Gibson Firebird 2 is distributed in the U.K. by
Rosetti, 138-140 Old Street, London EC1V98L. Tel.
01-253 7294.

Construction and Mechanics
The neck is atypical Gibson, with ascale length
of 24 3
4 inches and awidth at the nut of 1 11/16
/
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The music press
called itReal !Magic'

The Casiotone 701 has received agreat deal of
critical acclaim from the music press. Music World,
for example, from whom we took our headline, also
called it 'the most talked about new instrument of
the year!
Why? There are agood many reasons, but as
Organ Player put it 'there is so much to take in with
the 701 . . . it is going to be very difficult to cover the
whole instrument in the
space available!
So let's just talk about
the main points. Basically,
the Casio CT701 is an eight
note polyphonic keyboard
covering five octaves, and
featuring 20 preset voices,
complemented by 16
drum rhythms.
20 preset voices
It also features the
Casio Chord System which can be programmed to

sound any of the 20 voicings, which don't have to be
the same as that of the melody
line 'so anice split function
here' ( Music World).
The CT701 also features a
Memory Play function which can
store up to 345 notes and 201 chords,
to play back along with you.
One more feature that uses
the memory is the MS- 1bar code
scanner which actually reads
Stand
bar coded music and stores
optional
it in the memory to play
extra
whenever you want.
In fact, there's so much on the Casio
CT701,. that you'll have to take alook at it for
yourself to discover just how much it can do. But
for now, let's leave the last words to the music press.
'I can think of no better all round keyboard' Music
World. 'A tremendous addition to the range of Casio
Keyboards . . . it will lead the way' Organ Player.
See the Casio Keyboard range at your local
music shop or fill in the coupon below.

CasioN1

KEYBOARDS nro Casio Electronics Co. Ltd., Unit 6, 1000 North Circular Road,
London NW2 7JD.
send me details of the CT701 and the Casio keyboard range,
WATCH ES I Please
together with the ?tame of my nearest Casio dealer.
CALCULATORS Name
CASH REGISTERS Address

CAS I
0

Casio Electronics Co. Ltd.,
Unit 6, 1000 North Circular Road London NW2 7JD.

E&MM
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new Bill Nelson record has always been
an event to enliven the ears, ever since
Be- Bop Deluxe place Bill's guitar and
vocals in the m idst of an alert mixture of heavy
metal and sharp pop. Next came Red Noise in
the late 1970s, ashort-lived but significant
group based around Bill's investigations
which were taking him further away from any
limiting labels like '
guitarist' and 'singer' and
deeper into electronics and sound treatment.
Now, Bill produces bands like the Units from
San Francisco, collaborates with the Yorkshire Actors Company on music for theatre
projects, plays everything from marimba to
Casios, still runs his own Cocteau label,
shoots film to accompany some of his audio
productions, has his own 8- track studio, and
even finds time to make Bill Nelson records!

Tony Bacon speaks to
Bill following the
release of his two- forthe- price- of - one LP,
'The Love That Whirls/
Beauty and the Beast'
Speed Effects,
Patch bays, and the Beast
"I still haven't been able to improve my
home studio to the degree that Iwant to
because of lack of money, but Irecently
updated it and got one of the Fostex 8-tracks,
the 350 desk, and the digital delay — awhole
package, just under £ 2000, which is really
good. I've got some reasonable speakers now,
too, some Tannoy Little Red monitors —
before I'd been using old Dynatron hi-fi
speakers for 10 years, and one of them was
completely blown, you could never tell what
you were getting until you mixed it on to 2track and cassette and had taken it downstairs and put it on the hi-fi! The ' Ritual Echo'
album was done on that old system, with the
Teac 4- track that at the time only had three
tracks working. The first thing I've done with
the Fostex was the second soundtrack I've
done for the Yorkshire Actors Company,
called ' Beauty And The Beast'."
"Onedisadvantage with the Fostex 8- track
is that while it's got varispeed, it can't do halfspeed. It's quite anice range on it, but it's not
enough to be radically different. With ' Ritual
Echo', what I'd do was to find a pretty
mundane repetitive pattern on a keyboard,
record it normal speed, and then turn the tape
round, reverse the thing, and play it back at
half- speed and dub on to it. Then I'd mix that
down and bounce back, put it back to normal
speed, and then add things as normal. That
way, your initial ' inspiration' to overdub is
coming from something that you hadn't
conceived in the way that you played it. By
doing that you get all kinds of things, in fact
you don't actually know how it's going to end
up."
"But Iwanted the 8- track, and Ineeded a
better desk — Ihad this old Canary desk that
basically had bass, middle, and treble,
whereas the Fostex 350's got two mid- band
sweeps where you can select frequencies
and then boost and cut, plus afixed very high
top and very low bottom. It's abit wei rd getting
used to the eq, the top and the bottom could
dowith abit of variation. It's amatterof getting
28

the right sort of top from it, because you're
really just working in the middle frequencies
all the time and stressing the extremities of
those: if you want bass you're stressing
extreme low- mid. It's almost like thinking
backwards at times, you have almost to
adjust the middle frequencies to get the top
and bottom sounding how you want, rather
than adjusting the top and bottom and
leaving the middle how it is. Once you get
used to it, there's quite avariation.
"The only other problem with the mixer is
that, as it's only got eight channels, if you're
bringing backdelay, harmoniseror
whatever,
,
and you want to do that up two channels for
panning and eq-ing against the main signal,
then you're stuck, because you've only got
eight channels and there's eight tracks on the
machine — and even with the auxiliary buss,
it comes up in afixed position. So alot of the
things I've been doing have been 6- track
recordings, keeping two channels spare so I
can use some delays and so on in the
mixdown. If they put in an extra two channels
on the desk Ithink it would improve it
tremendously, I'm sure that it wouldn't put
that much on the cost."
"The quality of the eight tracks on 'A- inch
tape is unbelievable, although since the edge
tracks tend to suffer from dropouts, anything
that's going to be noticeable has to go in the
centre. The footswitc hfor dropping in and out
is invaluable for aone-man set-up: I've got
this set of marimbas at home that I've been
using alot, and the footswitch is great for that
— I'm always making mistakes! That's a
simple mod that should beavailable on alot of
machines, I'm surprised no- one's thought of
making it standard before."
"The other thing Icould do with for it is a
patchbay. All the plugging's round the back of
the mixer, and when you've got the meter
bridge on it's sort of fiddly when you have to
repatch different things. It should either be
on the front, Ithink, or you should have a
separate patchbay. Imix down on to aRevox
B77, and I've still got the Teac 4- track from
the old system. Ikept that so that, if Iwant, I
can go from 8-track on to two tracks of the 4-

track, add two, and then on to the Revox, and
so on. Ican also use the Teac for the halfspeed stuff, as Isaid, doing abasic 4- track
mix using speed effects and then put it on to
two tracks in stereo on the Fostex and dub on
to that. I've not done any 8- track on to 2-track
and then back on to the 8- track, sort of doing
16- track, I've kept it all in eight tracks; and
sometimes, as Isaid, six."
"For ' Beauty And The Beast' there's no
drum or drum machine rhythm tracks, the
time's all in the playing, or it's drifting. When
I've been doing demos at home Iuse my old
Canary mixer with the Roland TR808, the
separate outs to the Canary as a drum
machine mixer. I
eq aII that, and spl it thetoms
and everything in stereo along with any
panning that's moving about, and use the
echo sends and returns on the mixertreatthe
drums with harmoniser and delay. That goes
from the Canary uptwo channels of the Fostex
mixer and then out to two tracks of the 8track, so that I
have astereo drum split with all
the effects and movement on it out of the
way."
"Then I'd dub up to six tracks, keepingthe
two spare for the effects. If there's aguitar or
keyboard on there for abasic rhythm part, an
essential structure, Iput ashort delay on it
with the harmoniser, slightly detuned, and
pan the extremes to give areal spread. That
leaves a space in the middle for the detail.
Obviously vocals and bass guitar go in the
centre, and you can bring lead instruments in
slightly too, movingthem across if necessary.
But it does mean, as I've explained, tying up
two channels to dothe effectsat mixingstage,
especially if you want to pan stuff. You can do
it across the channels, plugging it in at the
back right into the channel, but for that you
need an effects unit that has dry signal
coming off as well as the delay — the Fostex
delay has that, but my harmoniser, for
example, doesn't, so if you putthat acrossthe
channel all you hear is harmoniser and
nothing else."
"I've recommended the system to several
friends who want an 8- track, Ithink for the
money it's abetter buy than anyof the Teac or
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Brenell 8s in that range — I
just had alimited
amount of moneyto spend to updatefrom 4to
8and the Fostex seemed the best thing. Iwas
toying with getting the Soundcraft, which is
/2
1
inch tape and alot more expensive by the
time you've got a desk to got with it and
everything. For under £2000, amixing desk,
delay line, and 8- track is great."

Beauty, Abrupt Edits,
and the Drum Roll
"The previous Yorkshire Actors Company
soundtrack that I
putout on my Cocteau label,
The Cabinet Of Doctor Caligari', had lots of
people writing in because they just couldn't
identify what the instruments are. There are
some synthesisers on it, but a lot of it is
acoustic instruments that have been treated
in some way using tape techniques and
recording techniques — for example, there's
an autoharp in there which I'd hit with little
hammers and things, tuning it to different
chords and then recording it at half- speed,
adding harmoniser to it with apitch- drop and
delay underneath it."
"The whole approach with 'Caligari' was
one of using unorthodox techniques and
instruments ... for ' Beauty And The Beast' I
wanted to use a different approach, the
company were working quite closely to the
script of Jean Cocteau's movie of ' Beauty
And The Beast'. If anything, if Caligari was
expressionistic, this is impressionistic, very
soft- focused almost. Georges Auric did all the
music for Cocteau'sfilm, whereastheoriginal
of 'Caligari' was silent. There's no wayyou can
compete with his score, to try to top that is
folly."
"So I
wanted to have things that sort of tied
up with the original score, not in terms of
melodies, but with I
ittle affectionate ' li nks', as
it were. One of the things that Auric does in the
movie is to use very long drum rolls at the
start ... so I
thought, I'll doa longdrum roll on
a drum machine, (which 1use sparingly
throughout the play to emphasise the start of
the big section). But for the introduction I
thought I'd use blocks of sound that have
drum roll feels — they don't sound like drum
rolls, but do have that motorised kind of
thing that a drum roll has. So Iended up
recording some industrial looms, diesel
trains, things like that, and doing tape
montages and collages, and collages of
chords, too. I'd spend ages setting upa sound
on the string synth or something, and treat it
in variousways, recordingsay lOseconds of it
— and I'd use chords that are actually
physically impossible to play, by sticking
matchsticks in the keyboard."
"There are abrupt edits in this introduction section, no smooth transition, and
the whole thing is made up of these blocks of
sound, fading in from avery delicate sound
and building into this industrial thing, cutting
to the drum roll — and then the action starts.
It's much more melodic than ' Caligari', it has
sort of semi- classical, Satie-esque kind of
melodies linked with natural sounds: bird
song, arunning stream, and so on."
"1 use two Casiotones on it — my main
polyphonic instrument on it is the MT30,
which is wonderful. 1put it through aRoland
Jazz Chorus amp with aslow, deep chorus on
it, and reverb on. I've used that alot, and I've
got the little VL-Tone, tapping out the two
buttons for real fast, rippling little runs of
sequencer like things. And again, for the
price it's phenomenal. The one problem I've
found with the VL is that when you get to the
end of the 'sequence' it glitches as it goes
through — the thing to do to get round that is
to press the red ' reset' button just before you
get to the repeat point, that way it returns to
the beginning without aglitch. Ifirst came
across the Casios when Iproduced The Units
in San Francisco — they have aremarkable
synth player called Scott Reiser, very melodic
E&MM
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and expressive, constantly working his Mini
in real-time."
"At home Istill have my Yamaha SG2000
guitar, and a Veillette-Citron guitar custom
built by Joe Veillette in New York. I've still got
my Stratocaster. and a Guild D500, and
various other less expensive guitars for odd
sounds, like a Dan Armstrong perspex one.
Keyboards are so expensive and I
haven't had
that much money to invest in them, but I've
got my Minimoog which I've had for years,
that's astandard thing, and I've also got an
ARP Omni that I've had a long time. It has
strings, but also a polyphonic section in it
which is fairly limited but there are some nice
sounds. And more recently, there's been the
Casios."
"Also recently, I've bought asecond-hand
set of marimbas, as Imentioned — on 'The
Love That Whirls' Iwanted to use them for a
slightly Japanese flavour. And 1have other
things, like the autoharp, which is really my
wife's, a dulcimer, mandolins (which are
good at different speeds), a drum kit, a
TR808, and aDoctor Rhythm. I
gotthe Doctor
Rhythm first and upgraded it to the 808 — I
don't use the Doctor Rhythm now at all. With
the 808 I'm not really after a natural drum
sound, whereas the Linn we used to re-doone

of the tracks from the new album tor asingle
— Phonogram wanted amore 'commercial'
version, sort of making it more danceable —
produced a much more authentic, natural
drum sound. When Iwork with the 8081 get
into mare interesting and treated sounds."
"I ended up with two- and- a- half albums'
worth of material when Ifinished what
became 'The Love That Whirls' in November
1981. Jthink that was one of the reasons
Phonogram didn't immediately go bananas,
there was so much there ... so we've finally
agreed after lots of hassling on a running
order that has bath instrumentals and vocals,
using the instrumentals as bridges between
the moods; ' Beauty And The Beast' will be
packaged in too as afree album for the first
30,000 copies. Now they're starting to jump
about and rave, but it's taken this long. It's
really frustrating having to fight all the time for
what should be your natural right ( laughs).
There's this kind of hypocritical thing, that
there's been some kind of token revolution in
the music industry and we're all hip now, we
know what % happening. They change the
colour of the sleeves and they wear different
clothes and have different haircuts, but it's
the same old dated attitudes underneath it
all."
E&MM
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by Charles Blakey

Tuning Up —
A Review of VCO Calibration Methods Part 1

T

here are several synthesiser kits
available in the UK and the use
of modern techniques in some
make them a cost-effective choice for
those with the ability to construct their
own equipment. What seems to deter
most would-be constructors, however,
is the difficulty' of calibrating the
voltage controlled oscillators ( VCO's).
The word difficulty' is in inverted commas because it is used by many potential constructors and not by the writer
who in recent years has discussed the
subject with many constructors and
has usually provided them with atechnique which suits their available resources.
Some potential constructors may
have taken the trouble to read construction notes relating to calibration
and usually end up being more confused. This is not because the instructions are unclear but simply, of necessity, they refer to ' R this' and RV that'
and the whole thing becomes gibberish
unless one is actually undertaking the
calibration. To remedy this situation we
review the main techniques available
for calibration of VCO's so that constructors may more clearly assess
which method suits the equipment
available to them. In alater issue there
will be a project which should fulfill
most requirements for calibrating and
keeping the synthesiser in tune.
The emphasis of the article is on
calibrating exponential voltage controlled oscillators, that is, oscillators in
which aunit change to input voltage will
alter frequency in relationship to the
equally tempered scale. Usually this
scale is a one volt change of input
voltage to alter frequency by one
octave; as used in the E&MM Spectrum' and many other synthesisers. The
methods may, however, be readily
applied to other scales and also to
linear oscillators in which the keyboard controller derives the exponential voltage required for the equally
tempered scale.
For those wishing to relate the
methods to a practical situation reference is made to the ' Spectrum'
synthesiser and the appropriate circuits will be found in the January and
February issues of E&MM.

Accuracy and stability
We referred earlier to cost-effective
kits. A major part of their effectiveness
is the ability to calibrate them to an
accuracy which is suitable for musical
application. There are some kits available which frankly are only suitable for
making funny noises. One supplier
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mentions that if the scaling is not better
than aquarter of asemitone then there
may be something wrong with the
oscillator. In other instances the frequency drift is so bad as to make
nonsense of calibrating. We will
assume, however, that the VCO being
calibrated is of good design and capable of attaining the required accuracy
and stability.
Irrespective of the exact design the
constructor should be aware of the
several factors which affect the accuracy and stability of even the best VCO.
The most important are:
a) Supply Voltage. Invariably within the
VCO design a reference current is
established, for example, in the ' Spectrum ( E&MM January '82, P.90, Figure
9) resistors R175 and R176 set up a
reference current of 10uA from the
+15V supply into pin 13 of the CEM
3340 VCO, IC15. At a frequency of
about lkHz a variation of 100mV into
these resistors will cause a change of
about 7Hz. Clearly the stable power
supply used is essential. Other voltage controlled oscillators may be more
sensitive to supply variations and in
some instances the negative supply
voltage will be the most critical. Thus
before carrying out the calibration ensure that the power supplies are set as
accurately as possible to their rated
output voltage. Normally a drift in
supply voltage will only affect tuning
which can be counteracted by the 'fine
tuning' control found on most VCO's. If,
however, abnormal frequency drifting
is encountered with a VCO which is
known to be reliable then the first step
is to check the stability of the power
supply. Also beware of tagging on other

equipment to the synthesiser's power
supplies. In some instances this may
cause instability as its current limit is
approached. In particular, avoid connecting equipment with high current
surges, such as LED's and some low
frequency oscillators since their intermittent drain on power may cause unwanted modulation effects.
b) Control Voltage. This will normally
be derived from the keyboard controller. Again at about lkHz avariation of
only 10mV will alter frequency by about
7Hz. This 10mV will often be the limit of
measurement with a three and a half
digit voltmeter so if an external control voltage is used for calibration ( see
later) then one should be aware of the
accuracy required. When the calibrating voltage is derived from a calibrated keyboard then usually the required accuracy is available. The output voltage must remain constant during the period of the calibrating step
and this should always be checked.
Relating to the above is that all other
variable voltage sources connected to
the VCO should normally be disconnected during calibration. Even the fine
tuning control may become disturbed
during calibration and if possible it
should be disconnected.
c) Timing Capacitor. The timing capacitor for IC15, mentioned above in the
'Spectrum', is C31. Although a temperature stable, low leakage capacitor
is used there remains the possibility of
leakage due to dirt and flux on the foil
side of the PCB. The charging currents in modern VCO's are of low level,
for example, below 100Hz the currents
may be less than one microampere.
Continued on page 32
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BOOTLEG MUSIC
5-7, SOUTH STREET, EPSOM, SURREY.
TEL: EPSOM 24528
OPEN MON -SAT 10am-5.30pm. THURSDAY 7.00pm

THIS MONTH'S AMAZING BACK DOOR DEALS!!

TASCAM
Tr:U Prodta 11011 Prodm ts

I
K._2Roland

.

TEAC
V9
A108
144
244
34
2A

KEYBOARDS
SH 101
New portable model with optional handgrip
SH 09
11
/ oscillators. Reduced from £375.00.
2
Few left at £ 245.00
EP 11
Piano with rhythm and transposition chord
coupler
VK 09
Drawbar organ
SA 09
Saturn organ/piano
RS 09
Organ/string machine
Juno 6
The incredibly versatile polyphonic
Juno 60
New programmable version of Juno 6
Jupiter 8
The 'Guy'
Sequencers and keyboard accessories always in stock

Cassette deck
Sound on Sound Cassette
S/H Portastudio
Portastudio with DBX
The latest 4 track
6/4 mixer

All other Roland amplifiers, Guitar synthesisers. Echo units in stock

Phone for latest ,j1f,f).fi- Prices

BF 2
PH 1
PH 19
DM 2
CE 1
CE 2
CS 2
OC 2
VB 2
DR 55
PSM-5
8CB-6

6 into 4 rack mounted/
free standing cassette with
Dolby

Casio

Korg
Jen

101
202
403
403
CT 1000
Trident
M 500 SP

Flanger
Phaser
Phaser
Echo Delay
Stereo Chorus
Chorus
Compression Sustain
Octaver
Vibrato
Doctor Rhythm
Effects Stage Carrying
case with power supply
and effects loop

£73.00 £47.00
62.00
40.00
73.00
47.00
105.00
69.00
169.00
121.00
73.00
46.00
58.00
38.00
59.00
38.00
65.00
45.00
105.00
59.00
120.00

99.00

The latest 16 channel programmable
polyphonic synthesiser with dynamic
keyboard.
IN STOCK NOW

Rhodes Chroma

1
01
11.1",

15900

395.00
599.00
865.00
179.00

.L3OSS

RHYTHM UNITS
IR 606
Drumatix compurhythm
TB 303
Bassline autobass sequencer
CR 5000
Compurhythm
CR 8000
Compurhythm with handclaps
TA 808
The ultimate

111111

£135.00

*M.

4111,0
enb

19

, r1"1•2
.
err

«49.4

?Terre emit entire titswn
Trysre Imades ovum iminnt wer.

LIMITED OFFER

£649.00

£ 255.00 £ 199.00
325.00
275.00
325.00
275.00
325.00
275.00
375.00
325.00
2,100.00
1,495.00
220.00
199.00
199 00
169.00

Yamaha CS 01
CS 5
CS 150
PS 20
Crumar Trilogy
Stratus

YAMAHA AMPS - SPECIAL BACK DOOR DEALS
JX 20
Combo
JX 20
Combo
£ 165.00 £ 89.00
JX 40
Combo
199.00
139.00
G10011
100 watt top with para
eq reverb etc.
329.00
169.00
0100112
As above with 1x 12"
399.00
229.00

Portable with breathalizer
and glass of Dettol
£217 00 £ 175.00
299.00
189.00
669.00
389.00
330.00
265.00
1,099.00
669.00
899.00
545.00

YAMAHA

THE KIT

NOW IN STOCK!

TEAC guide to 4 track recording
Roland set of synthesiser manuals
Boss and Roland T-shirts
Boss and Roland heavy sweat shirts

£4 50
995
2 50
5. 95

Guitars by Fender, Area, Washburn, Vantage, Westone,
Westbury, Yamaha, Hondo, Kramer, etc., etc.
Amps by Roland, Traynor, Ohm, Peavey. Custom Sound.
Trucker. Vox, Music Man, Badger, Carlsboro, Hiwatt, Loco
Birdie, Yamaha, etc.. etc.
Mikes by Shure, Beyer, A & F. Roland, Ohm, etc., etc
ALL BOOTLEGGED AT CRAZY PRICES

SURREY'S LEADING STOCKISTS OF

y
eetif,t
INSTANT CREDIT
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ElectroMusic Engineer
Tuning Up
Continued from page 30

RV1

RV2

Figure 1.

External Voltage Sources.

Additionally at high frequencies flux
becomes more conductive. It is therefore desirable to clean the foil side of
the PCB, at least in the area of the
timing capacitor, using either a proprietary solvent or by careful scraping.
d) Temperature. The CEM 3340 VCO IC
has excellent temperature stability due
to its unique compensating technique.
The method compensates for variations in the temperature of the chip
within the integrated circuit package
and also for changes in ambient conditions which in turn will influence the
temperature of the IC. In other designs external temperature compensating resistors may be used. While the
package protects the CEM 3340 from
rapid fluctuations in temperature, such
as those occurring from draughts, other
designs are more susceptible to such
variations. Furthermore, some of the
components external to the VCO may
be more temperature sensitive than the
IC. Before commencing calibration
allow sufficient time for temperature
equilibrium to be reached and protect
the VCO from rapid variations in temperature.

operation with a single turn potentiometer. A ten-turn potentiometer would
help but another alternative is shown in
Figure lb and this circuit may be
quickly and cheaply constructed on a
piece of stripboard. Adjustment of RV1
into R1 will give the same effect as
Figure la but addition of RV2 and 3M3
acts as a ' Fine' adjust such that the full
potentiometer rotation will only change
the output by about half avolt when a
-15V supply is used. The potentiometers may be virtually any linear
single turn types, preferably in the
range of lk to 100k, which will make it
much easier to derive and maintain a
precise voltage. The writer uses ten turn
potentiometers for RV1 and RV2 and a
voltage accurate to lmV can be established in seconds, although this is an
expensive option unless one is frequently involved with calibration.

Control
Voltage
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The Calibrating Voltage
A Digital Voltmeter ( DVM) is essential to achieve an accurate calibration.
A reliable DVM will in any case be
required at various stages of construction, for example, in setting up the
power supplies, keyboard voltage and
so on. Absolute accuracy of the digital
voltmeter is not essential but reproducibility is, and most meters are
satisfactory in this respect. In other
words it does not really matter if the
DVM reads 4.82 volts when the actual
voltage is, say, 4.91 volts but invariably
it will always read 4.82 for an input of
4.91 volts. If a calibrated keyboard is
used for the calibrating voltage then
connect the DVM to the keyboard voltage so that if the voltage is seen to drift
the appropriate key may be pressed
again to restore the original voltage. If
an external voltage is being used then
this will normally be derived using a
potentiometer connected ( usually) to
the positive supply, as shown in Figure
la.
Remembering that we have to adjust the voltage to within 10mV, or
better, this can be an extremely tedious

VCO

DVM

Figure 2.

Practical set-up for Method 1.

Calibrating methods
Several methods are now described
for calibrating voltage controlled oscillators. The headings briefly describe
the equipment required for the method,
in addition to a Digital Voltmeter. Irrespective of which is applicable to your
resources it is desirable to read through
all of the techniques, particularly
Method 1. The latter contains information which is not repeated elsewhere and astudy of all methods may
reveal a combination of approaches
which is more appropriate to a particular design of VCO, or synthesiser.
METHOD 1.
Digital Frequency Meter ( DFM)
The arrangement of equipment is
illustrated in Figure 2. If the voltage
source is akeyboard then press key A 440Hz and note both voltage and frequency. The latter may be considerably different from 440Hz at this stage

but preferably it should be within 50Hz
of this value. If the difference is greater
than this then press another key which
will put you in the desired range. If a
variable voltage source is used then
increase the applied voltage until a
reading of about 440Hz is obtained and
again note both voltage and frequency.
With the keyboard arrangement now
press next lowest A, or akey an octave
lower if A = 440Hz was not used, while
with the variable voltage source decrease voltage by exactly 1.00 volt, or
better. Again note readings. Divide the
first frequency by the second and for a
one volt per octave scale you should get
an answer in the region of 2at this first
attempt. The VCO will have a scale
adjust pre-set ( RV23 for VCO 1 in the
'Spectrum') and moving its wiper in one
direction will decrease the frequency
ratio while turning the wiper in the other
direction will, naturally enough, increase the frequency ratio. Suppose the
ratio obtained at the first attempt is 2.1
then this indicates that the frequency of
the VCO is too high, that is it is
becoming progressively sharper up the
scale. Thus the scale adjust pre-set
should be turned to decrease the frequency of the second reading ( which
should still be present) but do not
adjust it such that the second reading is
exactly half the first because this will be
too great an adjustment. Note the new
frequency reading, having checked
that the voltage has remained stable,
and reverse the above procedure,
namely, press akey an octave higher or
increase external voltage by 1.00 volt.
Divide the new reading by the original
and the result should be closer to 2.
Continue these steps of adjusting the
scale pre-set and going up (or down)
one octave, or 1.00 volt, until this step
change results in a frequency ratio of
exactly 2, ie, preferably a ratio of 2.00
and perhaps betterwith accurateequipment and agood quality VCO.
With VCO's based on the CEM 3340
(and some others) there is afacility to
tune the high frequency end of the
scale so as to maintain the one volt per
octave relationship in the 5 to 10kHz
range ( RV55 for VCO 1 of the ' Spectrum'). To obtain these frequencies
when using a keyboard for the calibrating voltage it will be necessary to
alter the range of the VCO by using an
octave shift or other type of range
switch. Using a DFM the procedure is
virtually the same and no more difficult than for the low frequency adjustment described above. The only difference is that of switching back and
forth from nominal frequencies of 5kHz
and 10kHz. It should be noted, however, that when this adjustment is fitted
to the CEM 3340 the wiper of the high
frequency adjust pre-set should be in
the grounded position during the low
frequency calibration stage. Additionally, if the low frequency calibration is
not carried out accurately then one
cannot expect to achieve satisfactory
results with the high frequency adjustment.
Next month we will continue with
several other practical methods for
Tuning Up.
E&MM
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John Walters

Landscape

Tom Bailey

Thompson Twins

Frank Tovey

Fad Gadget
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BIM
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BBB
BUZ
BBB
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"My main concern is to produce music by any means available. Iconsider myself
more acomposer and arranger than aplayer
and Idon't really mind what instruments I
use if Iget the desired effect. One of my main
interests at the moment is using alternatives
to the usual keyboard method of controlling
synthesisers, and to this end I'm increasingly using computers as part of my overall
approach to composition."
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. I use two wind synths, the original
.
. Lyricon designed by Bill Bernardi in the midInstruments
-

seventies, and a Wind Synth Driver, which
produces control voltages for asynth such as
the Roland Promars. Ialso use the MC4
Microcomposer computer, which has a48K
memory and a digital cassette dumping
facility: I can connect this to any synth
working on a 1V/octave system."
"To get a wider range of sounds Ilike
using the Roland Modular System 100M.
This allows awide variety of different sound
patches and suits the band quite well at the
moment, as modular systems are particularly suited to computer control."
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Sequencers
"I don't really have any need for sequencers because computers do all that and a
whole lot more! With computers you can
actually get inside the program and Ifind the
comparative inaccessability of sequencers
off putting."

BBB
BBB

Banal

FX
"Synthesiser sounds often only come to
life when afew effects are added. The AMS
digital delay is one of my favourites, but I'll
try anything. It's important, though, that the
noise levels are fairly low."

ROBB
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"The band was down to a three piece
again recently, and the only old song we're
doing now comes from way back, from
the first time we were a three piece! It's
impossible to do the 7- piece songs, even
using polyphonic synths such as the Oberheim OBXa and the Prophet 5, and in any
case we can now get a more aggressive
sound, which Ilike, using the Oberheim and
the new drum computer. The trouble withthe
Prophet is that its basic sound quality is
rather 'soft', and individual tracks tend to
become blurred after afew track bounces."

"I used fewer electronics on ' Incontinent'
because I'd started to become frustrated
with the ¡ imitations of conventional playing
anci triggering with akeyboard. I'm not really
a musician, but I'm starting to get into the
details of key changes and harmonies in a
ron technical way, and Iwanted to be able to
wrde longer and more complex instrumental
parts. Daniel Miller at Blackwing studios now
has a Roland MC4 Micro- composer, and
since that has the option of working in real
time it was ideal for me, and now takes alot
of the keyboard parts."

Keyboards
"I take the OBXa, Prophet 5, Roland RS09
strings and aMicro Moog on tour. All the keyboards are direct injected both on stage and
in the studio."

Instruments
"I mostly use whatever's available in
Blackwing studio. There's an ARP 2600,
which. provides sound effects such as the
animal noises on ' Back to Nature', and a
Roland SH 1 Also there's a French syn
thesniet , the Kobol, used without akeyboard,
r
use tapes quite a lot, and like the idea of a
Fairtiight to sample real sounds, but I've
heard that system isn't perfected yet."

Sequencers
"I use the Oberheim DSX qui.te a lot, but
when we were at Compass Point Studio Ihad
trouble getting it to synchronise; in the end it
wasn't worth the effort and Iplayed everything by hand."
Drum Machines
"We had the Movement Drum Computer
Mk. 1 on hire, and now we've got the new
version on order. It doesn't matter that
they can be a bit laborious to program,
because once that's done you can move
whole bars and choruses about and end up
with a complete song. Again, the Movement has an aggressive sound which Ilike
more than the Linn or Oberheim."
FX

Drum Machines
Landscape member Ric hard Burgess codesigned the Simmons Kit and this is usually
used, or occasionally adrum machine such
as Roland TR606 Drumatix.

"I've recently made two fantastic discoveries - the AMS. Digital Delay/Reverb,
which is made in Burnley somewhere, and
Roland's Dimension D, which both help to
keep the keyboard sounds clear and separate. Almost anything you do with them
sounds great. Also Iuse the Roland Chorus
Echo and the Yamaha 1010 signal processor live."

Favourite Studio/Engineer
"It's nice to keep moving and try different
environments. Good maintenance and easy
access to food are important!"

Studios
"We used Compass Point last time and
mixed at RAK - Phil Tharnley's a great
engineer."

Home Recording
Teac 3440 4- track and Revox A77: the
computer allows several instruments to be
put on each track before any overdubbing is
needed.

Home Recording
"I've just bought the TASCAM 8track: the
small reels on the Fostex put me off. Sometimes Ido a demo myself, but most of the
writing is done between the three of us '

tio,imuiv•v,

•1
,
inneaoser.

Sequencers
used to use the ARP analog sequencer,
but that w.a, limited to 16 notes and tended
to produce songs heavily based on asingle
riff. Instead of just putting layers on top of
that Im using more harmonies and key
changes instead, so the MC4's ideal."
Drum Machines
"i started out with an old Mini Pops preset
machine, but now Imostly use the Roland
Compurhythm at the studio."
Amplification
"When the band plays live we use adrum
kit including some roto toms and the old
Simmons four- pad drum synth. Also we've
got my keyboard player's gear and so on, so
it's easiest to put everything straight into the
mixer."
Home Recording
'Idon't do demos as such anymore. I
found it's impossible to capture the feeling of
a song that we've started out by playing live
when you're sitting at home trying to
reproduce it, so now Iwrite the albums in the
studio. istart by programming the MC4 at
home — Ionly had aweek with it for the new
al bum, which shows how easy it is to pick up
— and clumping the program onto cassette,
then re loading it in the studio and playing
the parts on synths like the Kobol."
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hen the German Music Invasion began at the end of the sixties, breaking the Anglo-American stranglehold, it was spearheaded by a handful of
groups, amongst them Amon Düül II, Can,
Tangerine Dream and Kraftwerk. This new
German music was diverse, exploring many
new and often startling areas. At home they
were supported by ahuge and highly active
back-up featuring such talent as Ash Ra
Tempel, Agitation Free, Embryo and Neu.

Tangerine Dream
Tangerine Dream probably epitomised
more than any other group German electronic music in the late sixties- early seventies. Their founder, Edgar Froese, atrained
artist and sculptor, entered music professionally in 1965. Influenced by British rock
and roll, he formed agroup called The Ones.
After playing in Cadaques, North Eastern
Spain, he met Salvador Dali and spent much
time with him. The Ones did aconcert in his
villa, making music to go with his Christ
Statue as well as working on atelevision film
about Dali with the French producer J. C.
Averty. This episode and Froese's increasing exposure to contemporary electronic
music led him to break away from the
limitations presented by aconventional rock
band. With the break up of The Ones in 1967
he was in a position to form Tangerine
Dream, a name he devised from the influential Sgt. Pepper album.
Initially Tangerine Dream were definitely
arock band, though often fluctuating inside
and outside convention. Their first gig was in
Berlin in January 1968 following four
months solid rehearsal. The line up featured
Edgar Froese - lead guitar, Volker Hombach - flute and violin, Lanse Hapshash drums, Kurt Herkenberg - bass.
The student uprisings of that year were
instrumental in determining the band's
direction, demanding as they did a total
break from the past. Songs that were structured were considered bourgeois! This philosophy led to free music, and Tangerine
Dream often played five or six hours anight
at the Zodiac Club in Berlin.
Despite its strong underground following this particular version of Tangerine
Dream was not a commercial success and
they split up in 1969. Two other formations
were tried unsuccessfully, although the
fourth version was successful and led to a
recording deal with Ohr Musik. The line-up of
Edgar Froese, Klaus Schulze ( drums) and
Conrad Schnitzler ( cello, violin and flute)
made an experimental tape which was
released by Ohr in 1970 as Electronic
Meditation'. Schulze then left, making way
for one of the best young jazz drummers in
Germany, Christoph Franke. Franke was
formerly with Agitation Free, aseminal group
on the German scene. He had studied with
the Strasbourg Percussion Ensemble and
had done asix month experimental course in
which equal numbers of musicians and
theatrical people discussed the relationship between music and the modern theatre. This line-up with Steve Schroyder (who
replaced Schnitzler) recorded Alpha Cen34

Tangerine Dream's Chris Franke.
tauri which was their first vaguely commercial success in Germany. Despite its success, Steve Schroyder left to be replaced by
Peter Baumann. Peter had been playing
organ with arock outfit called The Ants. This
line up became the most stable and went on
to record for the next six years.
1972 saw Tangerine Dream recording
Zeit their most experimental album to date.
Zeit - largo in four movements - had a
number of guest musicians on it; Steve
Schroyder returned to play organ, Florian
Fricke from the group Popol Vuh played
Moog on one track, and there were four cello
players. It was however the successor Atem
that gave them the recognition they deserved outside Germany. British radio discjockey, John Peel, chose Atem as his album
of the year. In early 1974 Phaedra their first
international release on Virgin records, with
whom they had recently signed, reached a
vast number of people as a result of John
Peel. Once again he was the only person
playing the album on the radio. His airplay
and enthusiasm led to its appearance in the
Top Ten albums in Britain, although Tangerine Dream had neither played nor given
press interviews in Britain. Phaedra's success led inevitably to UK concert appearances. The first of these in London introduced the British to Tangerine Dream's
tradition of performing totally improvised
music in almost darkness, without acknowledging
the
audience.
They did
use, on some occasions, a unique videosynthesiser and a quadraphonic sound
system, enveloping the audience in a total
audio-visual environment. Tangerine Dream
became established as a strange phenomenon on the international music scene,
their records selling well and even going
'gold' in Australia.
The need to transform their performance
into an ' event' rather than aconcert led them

to play in some unusual venues, among
them Rheims Cathedral, which was later to
be reconsecrated as a result of a ' lack of
respect', aRoman amphitheatre in Southern
France, Coventry Cathedral and two concerts at London's Albert Hall.
Years of extensive touring and the release
of Rubycon and Ricochet - the latter partly
recorded live - established Tangerine Dream
as the German electronic band. William
Friedkin, director of ' The French Connection'
and ' The Exorcist' had become afan of their
music. He proposed that they make the
soundtrack for his next film. It was no
ordinary soundtrack; he had them make it
before the film was shot. He then shot the
film in direct relationship to the music.
During 1977, Steve Jolliffe who had left
an earlier Tangerine Dream to join Steamhammer contacted Edgar with aview to rejoining. He had not been idle since leaving
and had written much music for film as well
as learning animation and super- imposition techniques.

Peter Baumann.
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European electronic music including Tangerine Dream, Kraftwerk and Giorgio Moroder.

Kraftwerk on stage.
Another new member, Klaus Krieger, an
old friend of Froese, was interested in
sculpture as well as drumming. These combined interests led to the building of his
own unique drum set. This line-up released
Cyclone in 1978; it included vocals written
and sung by Steve Jolliffe. This experiment
was not repeated and Force Majeur was a
more traditional Tangerine Dream album
than its predecessor. Their album releases
since then have been less than inspired, but
the recently reviewed Exit LP ( E&MM, January 1982) is somewhat of an improvement
showing their continued and innovative
production of electronic music.
Tangerine Dream's personnel, both past
and present, have produced many excellent
and varied albums, the most prolific of these
being original Tangerine Dream drummer,
Klaus Schulze. His recording, Irrlicht - Quadrophonic Symphony for Orchestra and
Electronic Machines
represents the
culménation of ideas developed with his
original band. Ash Ra Tempel and Tangerine
Dfeam. Whilst it has avery slow pulse rate
and as such demands careful listening in a
near perfect environment, it is extremely
rewarding. Klaus Schulze uses a dense
velvet sound base as afoundation for this
work; from this base emerge vibrant solo
voices. A series of electronic sounds manifest themselves only to disappear a few
moments later. It is typical of his work
although several of his other albums are
easier to assimilate on first hearing, for
example, the music from Lasse Braun's film
'Body Love', ' Picture Music' 4, or ' Blackdance's.
Founder member of Tangerine Dream,
Edgar Froese, has also released several solo
albums, amongst them one of the first to use
the 'artificial head' method of recording. This
method produces 'out of head' sounds when
listened to on headphones. Entitled Ague, it
consists of just four tracks. The opening
track ' ngc 891' characterises much of his
work, slow pulses, gradual timbral transformation and layers of sound superimposed. The stratification of sonorous elements produces a transformation from
monophonic to polyphonic textures, orna2
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mented by tape echo and filter sweeps. It
bears little resemblance to rock music other
than the inclusion of an extended bass
sequencer ostinato, indeed it could be
considered a 'classical' electronic composition.
Former member, Peter Baumann, has
three solo albums to his credit, the latest of
these being Repeat Repeat. Ba umann's solo
projects are much more aligned with the
mainstream of pop/rock music, so it is no
surprise that he has now left Tangerine
Dream to pursue asolo career.

Kraftwerk
Whilst it would be true to say that
Tangerine Dream's music is for the head,
their contemporaries, Kraftwerk, have gone
on to produce electrodance music, particularly towards the end of the seventies.
Apart from being the first pioneers of
synthesised rock music, Kraftwerk became
the first German group to top the British
singles chart. With a song entitled 'The
Model' at number one in Britain they finally
realised their quest to produce ahit with an
all-electronic orchestra. Ralf and Florian who
lead the group first met in Dusseldorf in
1968 and have worked together ever since.
Working with producer Conrad Plank, they
broke away from their original band ' Organisation' to form Kraftwerk - literally ' power
plant', a reflection on their industrial background.
The first album Kraftwerk 7 released in
1972, sounds fairly conventional by today's
standards, but it was theirthird album which
started them on the road to being the most
successful German electronic band. An edited version of the title track 'Autobahn' just
failed to reach the top ten in 1975. Autobahns was an electronic reconstruction of a
trip down a motorway. Over asolid rhythm,
its production and 'catchyness' appealed to
a large number of the record buying public. Shortly afterwards the group changed
record labels, moving to Capitol/EMI from
Vertigo. They had aminor hit again in 1978
with ' Neon Lights', a track from their most
successful album up to that time. The Man
Machines.

During the group's career they have
explored technology more than any other
group, having developed a stage set more
akin to a studio and using computer controlled equipment to a greater extent than
any other band. The last album released by
them, Computer World'°, featured a pocket
calculator as a sound source. The tour to
promote the album's sales proved without a
doubt that Kraftwerk are capable of touring
and releasing albums as much or as little as
they wish in the future - as the least
conventional electronic band of all, just
about all electrodance bands owe them a
debt of inspiration.
Kraftwerk's determination to produce
electronic dance music was to some degree
pre-empted by fellow German, Giorgio Moroder. Working in Munich at his disco ' factory', he produced some of the most popular electronic music, 'Euro Disco'. Donna
Summer's IFeel Love with its electronic,
trance inducing beat, released in 1977, led
to Moroder enjoying more than a little
success in this field of music. He released a
succession of albums in this genre and has
also been called upon to produce soundtracks, the most notable being for ' Midnight Express' and more recently ' Cat
People'.
Giorgio Moroder undoubtedly popularised the use of the synthesiser/sequencer in
music and was to some degree responsible
for the extended version of 12"singles soon to
become known as aDisco 12. Love to Love
You Baby was notorious at the time ( 1976)
for Donna Summer's orgasmic groans over
the top of Giorgio's insistent 4/4 beat
lasting some 16 minutes. The ' Disco Version'
often made use of musical drama and instrumental texture rather than vocal personality or complexity. Euro Disco, rather
than lengthen conventional pop-songs, began structuring long compositions to fill
entire album sides with music which ebbed
and flowed in one beat-driven but melodically different cut. At times light and
'poppy', sometimes dramatic and cold, often
as minimalist as the avant garde, Euro Disco
freed disco music from its desire to cannibalize the past and develop new forms, for
example in Cerrone's Supemature, Giorgio
Moroder's E = MC2 and Donna Summer's
MacArthur Park Suite. The German electronic music scene has had ahuge effect on
pop music in general, and disco music in
particular.
E&MM

Discography
1. Electronic Meditation, Import.
2. lrrlicht
Quadraphonic Symphony for Orchestra. Ariola 27582E7 ( Brain 1077).
3. Body Love. ILPS 9510-A.
4. Picture Music. Brain 1067.
5. Blackdance. Caroline CA2003-, Del.
6. Aqua. Brain 0060. 404.
7. Kraftwerk. Vertigo 6641 077.
8. Autobahn. Mercury SRM-1-3704.
9. ManMachine. EST- 11728.
10. Computer World. EMC-3370.
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Robert Moog demonstrating his pitchbend wheel.
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ast month we looked at some of the
various performance control hardware which manufacturers provide
for us on their machines in order that
we may exploit the full potential of the
synthesiser as a musical instrument.
The performance control is a device
that can be used to modify a certain
parameter of the instrument's sound
whilst it is actually being played, thus it
has to be ergonomically positioned on
the instrument's control panel, and it
must afford the right ' resolution' of
control - what's more, it must feel
comfortable and natural to use. This
month we shall continue to look at some
more types of performance controls.
Proportional Pressure Pads
The devices were developed by ARP
for their range of monophonic synthesisers. Essentially these consist of
small rubber pads that cause an element to change its electrical resistance
when pressed. So it is asimple matter to
design a circuit which will turn this
varying resistance into a control voltage. ARP generally incorporated three
pads onto their instruments - one for
bend up, one for bend down, and the
third for introducing modulation. ARP
were rightly proud of their pads as they
were very pleasing to use and by
applying different amounts of pressure
to specific areas of the pad you could
very accurately determine the amount
of effect you were going to induce.
Sprung Lever
Roland are the main supporters of
36

this form of control mechanism, which
is essentially the same as the sprung
wheel, only mounted from left to right,
not up and down. Again this device
suffers from the problem of not being
able to be left in a ' bent' position, but
otherwise most people quite like it.
The Joystick
This is probably the most obvious
existing control device that could have
been incorporated into the early synthesiser designs, however very few
manufacturers saw it as a good idea
(except for Korg, Polyfusion, and afew
others). On the surface ajoystick seems
like aperfect mechanism to control the
various parameters - you can use one
plane ( normally the X- plane) for pitchbend, and have it centre sprung, if
desired, and use the Yplane for modulation - one manufacturer ( Jeremy
Lord) on his ill-fated Skywave synth
utilised a3- way joystick, with rotation of
the stick being the third movement, and
he used this as a volume control ( see
Figure 4). The joystick is one of the best
devices to go for if you are building your
own synth, and aren't too keen on
mechanical engineering - you can
easily obtain ready made mechanisms,
and you can decide as to which control
pots you want to use.
Some musicians, however, tend to
dislike the joystick, possibly because it
is too clever - preferring to have separate controls for pitchbend and modulation in order to see exactly what they
are doing, even if it does mean doing
the splits with their fingers.
We've now looked at the most popular control
mechanism.
However,
there are one or two more worth mentioning, if only for the reason that they
should be, if possible avoided. The
rotary pot with a dead band, but no

ARP Proportional Pitch Control pads.

centre detent, is an undesirablecontrol.
It is often used as a pitchbender and
operates either side of a central dead-

rhe Prism slider, thumbwheel and joystick controllers.

band - anticlockwise rotation lowering
the pitch etc. This device has two
problems - first it is awkward to use,
and has no 'feel' to it; and second you
can find yourself not returning the
control exactly to its central deadband,
so that consequently the synth goes out
of tune.
The slider with the centre-detent is
also very tricky to use effectively sliders operating about acentral position are clumsy to control. A slider can
however be used as a pitchbender ' up'
only from its stop position; in this mode
it is perfectly easy to control (this might
also appeal to the home constructor).
Velocity and Force Sensitive Keyboards
There is a long running debate concerning these types of keyboard as to
whether they should be called touch
'sensitive' or touch ' responsive'. It
would seem more logical to class them
as being responsive to touch, but the
general consensus seem to classify a
keyboard whose action can be used to
produce a modifying control signal as
being touch sensitive. A touch responsive keyboard is considered to be one
with no moving parts - i.e. one whose
keys consist of a series of touch pads,
that respond to 'fleshy contact', e.g. as
on the Wasp and Gnat synthesisers.
That then is the authoritative statement
on the subject, but be prepared to find
some musicians who use the terms
round the other way.
Let's start by examining the velocity sensitive keyboard. This is the
electronic design engineer's method of
producing akeyboard that will generate
NOVEMBER 1982
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a control signal that varies with the
strength the note is struck. In effect the
keyboard is responding to the speed at
which the note is depressed rather than
to how hard it is to play, but most of the
time there is little difference between
the two. The way in which this device
functions is, like all good ideas, simple.
There are two contacts provided for
each key, arranged such that one
contact breaks before the second one
makes. As the first contact breaks, a
capacitor is allowed to discharge until
the second contact makes and the
decay is halted. It therefore follows that

Adaptive System's Synthia can be controlled
by 4joysticks.

the faster the key is played, the less
time the capacitor has to discharge,
and thus the greater the charge, hence
the control signal, remaining on the
capacitor. This is the basic principle
behind the velocity sensitive operation.
However, various manufacturers do
have variations on this theme and
certain electronic piano manufacturers
(e.g. Yamaha and Crumar) have their
own LSI chips incorporating touch sensitive circuitry.
The second type of touch sensitive
keyboard is of the force sensitive variety. Here there is asensor of some type
present at the bottom of the key's travel.
So, having played the note, by pressing
harder against this sensor, a control
voltage or signal can be generated.
Unlike velocity sensing, force sensing is
generally a monophonic effect, i.e.
there is just one sensor for all the notes
of the keyboard. This is generally due to
E&MM
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reasons of cost. In many cases you will
find that the application of this force, or
second touch as it is sometimes called,
causes the entire keyboard to move,
which can be a bit disturbing if you
aren't used to it. This movement is
because of the arrangement of the
force sensor and makes it somewhat
easier to incorporate into the instrument's overall design. One such example of this dipping keyboard can be
found on the new CE20 from Yamaha.
One of the main advantages of the
touch sensitive keyboard is that it
doesn't require the use of your second
hand - you are still controlling the
sound - pitch and performance effects,
so you still have a hand free to make
further modifications to the sound, or to
use to play another instrument.
Pitchbending up and LEO modulation are the most common uses for the
force sensing keyboard. Sometimes the
velocity sensor is generally routed to
the envelope generator/voltage controlled amplifier so that the output level
of that note can be determined by the
speed at which it is struck. This isn't
always the case, as the velocity signal is
often used to open the voltage controlled filter's cutoff frequency. This
leads to the sound becoming brighter,
which in turn makes it sound louder to
our ears, therefore this effect has a
similar result in terms of amplitude to
routing it to the VCA, but with the added
'bonus' of enabling the player to simultaneously emphasise a note by brightening it. By sending this velocity con-

trol signal to both the VCF and VCA we
can get as close an approximation to
the action of an acoustic piano's keyboard that is financially realistic ( i.e.
without spending thousands).
The velocity control signal can also
be used in conjunction with the filter to
produce those characteristic overblow
effects that are associated with woodwind and brass instruments; these can
be further enhanced by using the force
sensor to add filter and oscillator
vibrato ( if your synth is fitted with both
features).
So, you can see that there is more to
touch sensitive keyboards than you
may realise. Their role in synthesis is
most important, especially if you consider you've still got that spare hand if

Elka Synthex joystick controller.

you are using a mono synth. It is more
natural to have just one hand controlling the various parameters of the
sound than, as with the more conventional performance controls, splitting
the functions so that one sets the pitch
and the other is useq to modify it; a
pianist has control over each note with
each finger, and you don't hear him
complaining!
E&M M

Yamaha GS1 with velocity and pressure sensitivity.

Synthesiser Performance Controls
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PERCUSSION REVIEW

EKO Ritmo 20
W

ith the recent developments in drum
machine technology bringing rhythm programming within the reach
of any musician, you might imagine that we
had seen the last of stand alone preset
machines; EKO obviously do not agree and
present us with their Ritmo 20.
This rhythm box has, as the name
suggests, aselection of 20 preset rhythms to
choose from. Three of these are in 3/4 time
while the rest are in 4/4. This may sound
fairly limiting but the machine also offers
Intro and Fill-in breaks for each of the 20
rhythms.
Nine sound generators are built in, these
are: Bass Drum, Snare, Conga, Tom- Tom,
Hi- Hat, Cymbal, Rimshot, Claves and Cowbell. To adjust the overall sound balance a
six channel mixer is provided. This is where
the machine comes into its own, the percussion simulation is excellent, but more of
that later.
The circuitry comes packaged in avery
smart pressed steel case finished in matt
black. All the rhythm controls are neatly
arranged on a sloping front panel while the
Mains input, Fuse, Headphone level and
Output socket, Audio outputs and Footswitch connector are on the back.

Control panel
The rhythms are selected by 12 black
switches arranged in a10 x2format, ie each
of the 10 selects one of two rhythm banks
dictated by the other two switches. All of the
switches have built in red LED's to indicate
the rhythm selected. The rhythms
encoded in memory are; Bank 1: Beguine,
Samba, Jazz Rock, Rock 1, Rock 2, Rock 3,
Disco 1, Disco 2, Funky and Pop Rock, and
Bank 2: Waltz, Jazz Waltz, Tango, March,
Swing 1, Swing 2, Shuffle, Ballad, Bossa
Nova and Cha Cha. Above the selection
switches are the voice balance controls,
these allow six channels to be mixed; Bass
Drum, Snare, Conga/Tom-Tom, Hi- Hat,
Cymbal and Rim Shot/Claves/Cowbell. The
sustain of the Conga/Tom-Tom voices can
also be changed for any rhythm with a
Sustain switch. Two other switches are
provided, duplicated on the dual footswitch
supplied, one for, Intro or Fill in, depending
whether the rhythm is running or not, and
one for Start or Stop. The last two controls are Tempo and Volume ( with power
on/off at minimum setting). The Downbeat, or first beat in the bar is indicated by an
LED situated by the Tempo knob.

RECORDED ON DEMO
CASEETTENo.8
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ductory break before getting into the normal
beat. When the rhythm is running, hitting
Intro/Fill-in again brings in another break,
this time as a ' frill' which returns to the
normal selection on the Down Beat. The
Intro's and Fill-ins are all different, arranged
to complement the selected rhythm.
The sound quality of the voicing is very
good, especially the Snare, Hi- Hat, Cymbal
and Cowbell! The option to mix the sound
balance is also very valuable and fading in
different channels during a rhythm introduces some interesting possibilities.
Although the rhythms cannot be mixed
you can jump between selections while the
unit is running. This again increases the
versatility of the machine.
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accessed with the same number of switches
on the panel but arranged in 8x4format with
8 rhythms in each of 4 banks.

Circuitry
Internally, the layout is very impressive,
being packed with electronics as can be
seen from the photographs. The top circuit
board contains most of the voicing and
output circuitry. The board underneath
holds the control circuitry, two EPROM's with
encoded rhythm patterns, metallic voicing,
Headphone amplifier and power supply
regulation.
No less than 8 oscillators and 4 ring
modulator type circuits are used to produce
the metallic voicing! These circuits are
mixed in different proportions to synthesise
the Hi- Hat, Cymbal and Cowbell voices.
Each EPROM contains the data for one
bank of rhythms, including Intro and Fill-in.
The 4/4 rhythms are 32 steps long whereas
the ones in 3/4 time are 24 steps long. Both
the Intro and Fill-in's are 16 or 12 steps long.
Since each EPROM can hold atotal of 1024
bytes, it seems strange that the designers
have not used this full capability as atotal of
32 rhythms could be stored. This could be

Operation
The first thing you notice about the unit
when it is switched on is how quiet it is! The
output circuitry has a noise gate built in to
prevent any voice breakthrough. The only
disadvantage with this type of circuit is that
when you stop the rhythm the gate mutes the
sound immediately which is quite noticeable if you stop on an open Hi- Hat or Cymbal
beat.
To start aselected rhythm you can either
press Start/Stop, which will run the selection as normal, or the Intro/Fill-in switch,
which will start the rhythm with an intro-

1

The circuitry with the top board removed.

Construction
It is difficult to fault the construction of
this unit. Removable connectors are used
extensively throughout to allow easy servicing and adjustment. All the wiring is
neatly arranged in looms and all the IC's are
in sockets. The voicing PCB's are even
separated with an aluminium screen to
prevent interference.

Conclusions
Although this machine is preset it does
offer an interesting range of rhythms especially with the Intro/Fill options. The voices
are excellent proving that a lot of time has
been taken to develop what is probably the
closest simulation possible with analogue
circuits.
The foot switches are also a useful
addition to break up the rhythm while your
hands are otherwise engaged!
It would have been nice to see a programmable front end linked to such agood
range of voices but this would obviously
push up the final price. The Ritmo 20
complete with dual footswitch and signal
lead retails at £ 189 inc VAT. A smaller
version, The Ritmo 12, is also available,
presumably with the same voicing but with
only 12 rhythms and no Intro feature. This is
priced at £ 125 inc. VAT.

Kenneth McAlpine

An internal view showing neat construction.

E&MM

Both the Ritmo 20 and Ritmo 12 are distributed
by John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd. They can be
contacted at Salem House, Gartorth, Leeds LS25
1PX. Telephone 865381. Please mention E&MM
when doing so.
NOVEMBER 1982

E&MM
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NEW JUNO 60!
Look at these features!
Arpeggiator, Fantastic 6 note
polypholic 60 memories.

Largest Stocks! Lowest Prices ,

The new concept in kit projects.
Easily assembled, top quality components
at a price you can't ignore.

Order NOW for October delivery.
Only £ 999!
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.1P 8
The amazing Jupiter, now
available with interface to
MC4B with 0F8/008

JUNO 6
Roland's bestselling polysynth
At aniamazing discount price
Only £ 550

TB 303
Bargain of the century' A complete
bass synth and sequencer m one,
for only £ 199

IR 606
programmable rhythm machine
with all the features £ 185

--15SK

IR 808
Roland's top of the line rhythm
composer, with every feature imaginable
Now only £ 495

-J

uiiiiiiiiiîiniiintiiiiii
NEW EP6u601
This brand new keyboard includes
two chanrels equalizers. arpeggiator
and boat in speaker Just f499

Là4.

STOP PRESS
SH 101
Fantastic new
portable synthesizer from
Roland, Available soon!
Battery powered with a
host of special features.
Arpeggiator, Remote control
arm, plus fantastic 100
note sequencer

Fostex

lEouEnr.im ciqcuir.1
Main South East Dealer!

Sequencer

Full Range of Boss Pedals
In Stock at Great Prices

A8-8 tracks on .4" • Dolby C
A4-4 tracks on 14" u Dolby C
A2-2 track stereo • Dolby C

250 Multltracker. the most versatile 4
track cassette available
350 Mixer, incredibly compact but
sophisticated mixer, with or without
meterbrIdge

1795

111 m inn u ;ifl1ffl1n I
Pro T £ 475

100 Distortion -Prices on application
CMK 100 Compressor
PHK 100 Phaser
TAK 100 Tuning Amp
EMK 100 Metronome
FLK 100 Flanger
CHK 100 Chorus
MXK 100 Stereo Channel Mixer
GEK 100 10 Band Graphic
DMK 100 Delay Machine
PCK 100 Percussion Synth
RMK 100 Programmable Rhythm

Pro 5 £ 2650

DRUMSTORE SPECIALS

the South Ea•

7050 Line Mix
3050 Delay

The personal multitrack miracle
now at reduned prices. Call for
a quotel

slargest & wrist°,
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Rhodes ---__.__.sourrihouse--Pier'
strtke
back!
With
the
incredible value ROYALE! 5 Drums
and stands still only £ 299

—

NEW RHODES CHROMA

Mt

At last great sounding
electronic drums' k199

'TURBO
•' Direct from France! We now have
these terrific new kits an both Standard
. and
Extra
deep
versions
New
chain operated pedals Fantastic!!
5 Drum Kit
Cymbal Stands
Boom Stands
Stool
Rototom Stand
B.D Pedal
Hi- Hat

Tanglewood

£ 650
£ 28
£ 38
£ 28
£ 28
£ 46
£ 49
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Acoustic Guitars

•

..washburn.

In Stock

KRAMER

WING SERIES

A10 £ 135

Raven £ 99
Hawk £ 150
Falcon £ 195
Eagle £ 250

New Fender Bullets
New Fender Squires
All In Stock
Plus Strats, Teles etc

ORDER FORM

Telephone number •
Please send me the following goods:

Incredible Pi ies ,

S/H AMPS
VOX AC 30
Bolt 60
La, Series Combo
Carlsbro Stingray
Roland JC 160
Fender Pro Reverb Top
VOX AC 50
Leech E120 Head
Boxer 60W Combo
Marshall Lead 100

No Deposit H.P.

FENDER GUITARS

Twin Reverb
Fender Champ
Fender 30
Deluxe Reverb

Address

DMZ 2C00 £295
DMZ 6000 £395
XL9 Baâs / 495
XL8 8 String £ 395
XL5 ( 150

£ 145
£299
£ 295
£ 195
£ 395
£ 125
£95
£ 135
£ 125
£ 135

Ampeg 60w • 4 x 12
£ 395
Pair VItavox Thunderbolts
£ 695
Marshall Lead •
£135
S/H GUITARS
Gibson Les Paul 'Standard
Gretsh Chet Atkins
Fender Schecter Strat
Ejaphone Coronet
Washburn Eagle Naple)
Fender Telecaster deluxe '
74'
mondo II Les Paul COPY

£ 350
£ 375
£ 299
£ 230
£ 195
£ 185
£49

SALE BARGAINS SALE BARGAINS SALE BARGAINS SALE BARGAINS SALE BARGAINS SALE BARGAINS SALE BARGAINS

Fas: Mail Order,

FENDER AMPS

Name

SPECIALS

STAGE SERIES
Incredible Pricet. 1

S/H KEYBOARDS
Roland Promars
£ 599
Tea. 144 portastudto
£ 375
Hammond Portable
£ 295
Hohner Clavinet
£ 275
ARP Odyssey
£ 395
Casio 301
£ 215
Korg M 101ruirer
(175
Cornpac Piano
£ 155
Eke Synth
£ 125
Yamaha CD 80
£2250

Rhodes 54
Rhodes 73

CLAP TRAP
Programmable Handclap
Synthesizer now in stock
£115

Electric Guitars
£ 225
+ Basses

A20V £ 175

interface, built-in sequencer. Programmable touch
sensitivity. All this for only £ 3799. On demonstration
NOW!

CLAP TRAP -.
1.s• ,

225

A15 £ 150
A20 £ 165

programmable with a vast memory capacity. Computer

Al

Woodstock £ 199
Monerey

Introducing the incredible new Chrome The analogue
digital
hybrid
with
everything!
16
note totally

Simmons ilectronic Drums
We are the only Essex
agent All in stock and on demo

FESTIVAL SERIES
Incredible prices +
free case worth £ 65'
SUPER SPECIALS

3030 Graphic
3040 Dolby ' C'

Barclay Card,

American Express,

Access.

Ienclose acheque/Postal Order for E
Or please debit my Access/Vise Account
No

1 11 11 1111 111 11 1

Signature'
NO DEPOSIT H.P. AVAILABLE!
D Tick if HP Form required
Tick for FM Catalogue

CI

Please send me details on the following goods: If enclose a large s.a.e.).

—
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Sifam test gear
Sifam Ltd of Torquay is now
marketing in the UK, under its
own name, a range of test instruments and accessories.
The first group of products
includes bench and hand-held
multi- meters and a digital logic
probe.
Available now ( all with oneyear guarantee, prices exclusive
of VAT) are:
Hand-held 31
/ digit multi2
meter,
model
DMM2200B,
priced at £43.43, which offers 21
ranges in five modes: DC & AC
voltage and current, and resistance. With a basic accuracy of
0.3 per cent ( DCV), the instrument will operate continously for
1000 hours from astandard 9V
radio- type battery, and has overload protection, autozero and
autopolarity facilities as well as
over- range and low- battery indications. It measures 165 x110
x43mm, weighs 360 grammes
with battery, and is supplied
complete with test leads, spare
fuse, battery and operators'
manual.

31
/ digit bench multimeter,
2
model DMM2500, priced at
£66.04: 24 ranges in the same
five DC/AC measurement
modes, with the same order of
accuracy and operational features, but with push-button function/range switching and 2000
hours battery life and circuitbreaker overload protection. It
has a built-in bench stand/
handle and measures 155 x120
x57 mm, weighs 383 grammes
with battery. It is supplied with
test leads, battery and manual.

Digital logic probe, model
DLP50, is compatible with DTL,
TTL and CMOS standards. It has
an input frequency range of DC
to 50 MHz, a minimum detectable input pulse width of 10
nanosecs, high input impedance
of 10 megohms, power range of
4.5 to 30V DC with input protection ( including an audible
warning) up to ± 120V DC or AC.
Three- colour LEDs signal: high
(red), low ( green), open- circuit/
bad level ( yellow) and pulse/
memory ( red). The audible
alarm sounds if an input signal
exceeds the operating voltage of
the circuit under test, or when a
voltage in excess of 30V DC is
applied to the probe input, if the
power lead is connected in reverse or with AC line. The probe
is fitted with an 800 mm long
power lead, and has aconsumption of 50 mA maximum at 5V
DC. Dimensions of the probe
itself are 195 x26 x16 mm and it
weighs 70 grammes. Supplied in
a moulded carrying case, it
comes complete with ground
and IC clip leads and operating
manual.

Sifam Ltd., Woodland Road,
Torquay, Devon, TQ27AY. Tel.
0803 63822.

Rectangular Tri Colour LED
Introduced by Zaerix Electronics Ltd. to complement their
existing 5mm dia. tri colour LED,
the new L119HGW rectangular
device, believed to be the only
type available in the UK, measures 2mm x5mm and is capable of emitting red, green or
yellow illumination.
Although
alternative chip
colours are available to special
order, the standard devices incorporate a red and green LED
mounted on acommon cathode
3- way lead frame enabling either
independent or simultaneous

colour operation, the latter giving yellow.
Typical luminous intensity
through the integral white diffused lens at 20mA is 3mcd over
a 70° viewing angle with power
dissipation
between
105mW
and 120mW. The 20mm long
wire wrappable legs are on 0.1"
(2.5mm) spacing and the operating temperature range of this
new device is - 40°C to + 80°C.
For further details contact:
Zaerix Electronics Ltd., Electron
House, Cray Avenue, St. Mary
Cray, Orpington, Kent, BR5 3QJ.
Tel. Orpington (0689) 27099.

Graphic LCD Module

EPSON

11111111111111111
The new Epsom liquid crystal graphics display module designated ED-Y84320AT is available from Norbain Displays Limited.
Based on an 84 x 32 dot
matrix within an effective viewing area of 76.3mm x33mm, it is
designed primarily for full graphics display applications but is
also capable of reproducing alphanumeric characters.
Featuring the recently developed twisted nematic ( TN) type
FEM liquid crystal, the displays
have a high, 10 to 1 contrast
giving greater character readability and awide 60 degree left
to right viewing angle. Each device has a built-in 80 byte data
RAM, as well as aCMOS and TTL
compatible LCD driver and controller which operate on asingle
five volt power supply with a
minimum power consumption of
0.6mA.
For further details contact:
Norbain Displays Ltd., Norbain
House, Boulton Road, Reading,
Berkshire RG2 OLT. Tel. 0734
864411.
Education kit
A new educational kit designed to teach the fundamentals of digital electronics is
based on the Experimentor 300
solderless
breadboard
from
GSC.
The new kit, developed by
Cambridge Learning Ltd. in conjunction with GSC, contains an

instruction manual, IC's, LED's,
digital switches and passive
components, allowing the user to
build a wide range of digital
circuits.
The kit is supplied in a
pocket- sized plastic wallet, and
requires only a4.5V battery or a
stabilised 5V power supply to
produce operational circuits. No
soldering is necessary.
Subjects covered
in the
manual include Boolean logic,
Gating, R- S and J- K flip-flops,
Shift Registers, Ripple Counters
and Half- Adders.
The kit costs £ 19.90 including VAT, postage and packing.
For further details contact:
Global Specialities Corporation,
Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex, CB11 3AQ.

Power amp modules

Two new power amplifier
modules have been introduced •:•:•:•:•:•::
by BK Electronics. These are the
OMP100 and OMP300 which can :•:•:•:•:•.•::
push out 100W rms and 300W
rms respectively. Each unit •:•:•:•:•:•::
comes complete with its own :•:•:•:•:•:•,'
toroidal power supply and circuitry to drive an eleven element LED VU meter. Both amps
are open and short circuit proof.
The OMP100 has asensitivity
of 500mV, measures 360 x 115
x72mm and is priced at £ 26.00
plus VAT.
The OMP300 has asensitivity
of 1V, measures 460 x153 x66
mm and is priced at £ 77.00 plus
VAT.
The VU meter module is
priced at £ 5.65 plus VAT.
For further details contact: BK
Electronics, 37 Whitehouse Meadows, Eastwood, Leigh- on- Sea,
Essex, SS9 5TY.
Tel. 0702
527572.
Digital reverb update
URSA MAJOR, Belmont, MA,
USA, has just released its first
major revision of the 8X32 reverberation programs.
Edition E4-1 programs are
broadly improved: colouration is
significantly reduced; diffusion
(echo density) is increased, decay envelope smoothness is superior; and the sense of ambient
spaciousness ( incoherence) is
better.
The new programs are in two
IC PROM's ( read-only memories)
and are easily changed by dealer
or user. In keeping with its original commitment, the new programs are available free of
charge to all 8X32 owners, and
will be installed where possible
by the local dealer!
For further details contact:
URSA MAJOR INC, PO Box
18/50 Trapelo Road, Belmont,
MA 02178 USA. Tel. 617 489
0303.
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Atari Sound & Graphics:
A Self- Teaching Guide
Herb Moore, Judy Lower,
Bob Albrecht
John Wiley & Sons
Price £6.75
'Sound and Graphics' is ideal for
those interested in producing
some kind of visual display to
accompany their music, or in
finding visual aids to musical
composition. Primarily intended
for the Atari 400 and BOO computers, which are capable of
producing
some
extremely
sophisticated and almost 3-dimensional graphic displays, it
should be possible for the imaginative programmer to modify the
details of its Atari Basic programs to Sinclair Basic or IRS 80
Basic if necessary; on the other
hand, the book is also intended
to be suitable for the absolute
beginner to micros as well, in
which case it would be best to
follow the examples on one of the
Atari machines mentioned.
The first chapter introduces
'Please Note', a smiling little
musical character who helpfully
serves to deliver summaries of
whole sections, and to give occasional reminders of important
basics - I
iké remembering to use
the ' Return' key to make the
computer carry out acommand.
The ' Sound' command and procedures for correcting errors in
instructions are introduced.
Sounds on the Atari are described by the four parameters
V,N,T,L. The computer can
sound four voices simultaneously, 'just like a barbershop
quartet', using any one of 256
Notes numbered, in ascending
order from 255 to 0. Not all of
these numbers relate to notes on
the Western scale, so adiagram
relating numbers to keyboard
notes is provided. There are eight
different Tones available, from
fairly pure musical sounds to
buzzes and scratches useful in
inventing sound effects for
games programs. There are sixteen different levels of loudness,
and note length is decided within
the individual program by initiating a counting loop, during
which the note is sustained.
Chapter Two introduces the
Graphics mode, representing a
point on the screen by a pair of
co-ordinates,
a
a colour, and

graphics mode number indicating the total number of points in
the matrix. The commands PLOT
and DRAWTO allow simple
figures to be drawn, and in alater
chapter the more complex SETCOLOUR command and higher
resolution graphics modes allow
more colourful figures, with lines
and sharp edges apparently
transformed into curves and
smooth planes, to be produced.
The next important step is to
introduce the use of programs
rather than individual commands, so that the computer
will play aseries of notes or join a
series of points. The instruction
here is very clear and easy to
follow, and quickly leads onto
combined programs which can
give some kind of visual indication when a note is played.
Each section of the book is
concluded by a Self-Test with
solutions given underneath, and
a Challenge which allows more
creative thought and should let
the imaginative programmer
head off in directions of his own.
No conventional musical knowledge is needed, although there
is a brief appendix relating program parameters to musical intervals; whether this is a good
thing or not is open to question,
as it's often best to have an equal
understanding of aQWERTY keyboard and a piano keyboard in
your computer composition!
However, the book certainly does
its job of opening up and integrating the worlds of graphics
and sound programming, and
does it in an exceptionally clear
and enjoyable manner.

The Complete Guide to
Synthesisers
Devarahi
Published by Prentice/Hall
International
Price £ 10.45

T

he problem facing the author of
an intended guide to synthesisers, as opposed to one for
guitars or drums, lies in being general enough to cover all the instruments on the market while at the
same time being specific enough to
be of use to the individual owner who
wants to get the best out of his Moog,
Korg, Roland or whatever. There's an
added problem here because the
book is American, and has references

to standards, equipment and addresses which simply don't apply elsewhere.
Having said that, the cryptically
named Devarahi, who teaches electronic music at Lane College, Eugene,
Oregon, and gives synthesiser lectures and seminars throughout
Europe and the USA, has done agood
job of smoothing out a lot of these
problems. Back cover endorsements
from the likes of Jan Hammer and
Craig Anderton of Contemporary Keyboard stress the clarity and educational value of the book, while making the point that it largely confines
itself to analog synthesisers.
The book places much emphasis,
quite rightly, on practical work, and
prints in capital letters at intervals a
total of 99 exercises to carry out on
whatever synthesiser you have available. The initial exercises simply
concentrate
on
making
each
'module' work in turn, and should
help produce an appreciation of, for
instance, the sound of agiven basic
waveshape or of that waveshape with
agiven amount of filtering.
Chapter 2differentiates audio signals from voltage control signals, but
attempts to refer each scientific idea
to an artistic or musical purpose in
turn. A lot of the examples, for instance on harmonics, refer to the ARP
2600, and while this is an ideal synth
to learn patching and other techniques, it appears quite likely that the
author had some kind of interest in
ARP at the time of writing. This
needn't matter, as the examples
could be carried out on most other
synths, although footnotes have had
to be added to cover Korg synths
which operate on alogarithmic rather
than a linear voltage control scale.
The American preoccupation with
size and expense shows through
occasionally, however. The Basic
Synthesiser Modules' discussed in
Chapter 3 are represented by Aries,
Polyfusion, E- Mu and Moog Studio
System, not many of which would be
seen in this country! The basic treatment is again clear and precise, however, and there's a good explanation of different types of trigger pulse.
The section on sequencers and
guitar synthesisers is slightly out of
date now, as more and more keyboards ( such as the Elka Synthex and
Yamaha Polyphonics) have built-in
sequencers. The ' Synthesiser Overview' contains some fascinating pictures, but can hardly hope to be
comprehensive in afield which is so
fast-moving. The Jupiter 8 is there
but the Juno 6 isn't; where can you
still buy an Oberheim 4- voice expander? And who's got aWavemaker
6modular system? Impecunious synthesists are advised to glue these
pages together, as repeated viewing
can bring on severe attacks of envy.
There's agood overview of digital
keyboards which wisely doesn't attempt to go into technical details,
followed by a series of Appendices.
The first is on the ARP 2600 in detail
(suspicions confirmed) and the
second is a list of manufacturers,
which is very useful for US companies with no UK distributor but not
so good for WASP ( EDP, now liquidated) for ARP ( now under Rhodes)
PAIA ( now with a European distribution outlet) Fairlight (who have a
London distributor) and so on.
The glossary lists all the technical terms used in the book with
reasonable definitions which almost
(but not quite) escape from the
effects of the American love of jar-

gon. Did you know that an A- B comparison was a comparison of two
things that are generally similar, but
have some differences?
Along with the general index and
list of experiments, there's a discography divided into various sections
by style. It's possible to have hours of
fun with this section by disagreeing
with the categories ( Mythos"Quasat' is a great album but it's definitely not an example of ' Symphonic
Pop') and by laughing at the funny
American spellings (John Anderson,
Orchestral Manuevers, Traveloge,
Klaus Shultze, Rubicon etc. etc.).
Still, it's a useful list, particularly in
the areas of jazz, funk and the ' underground network' for those who are
always trying to expand their tastes.
Finally, there's a bibliography of
books and periodicals with very helpful comments on the degree of technical (or musical) knowledge required for a reasonable appreciation
of each one. This section is amust for
those synthesists who feel they're
working in a vacuum (apart from
contact with E&MM, of course). If you
can afford £ 10.45 for a well- produced, large format paperback which
will contain a lot you don't know
however experienced a synthesist
you may be, this book is for you.

Cabinet Handbook
Published by Celestion
Price £ 1.00

R

ock musicians are traditionally
renowned for their zestful late
night activities in garden sheds
and under railway arches. Fortunately, the fabrication of speaker
cabinets is currently (according to
the latest EEC directive) legal, decent
and an honest way to save money, so
you need have no worries about
ordering Celestion's excel lent cabinet
handbook.
Designs include 1", 2" and 4" x
12" direct radiator cabinets, a 1" x
15" Theile cabinet (bassists please
note!), a version of the ancient 1" x
15" JBL '4560' bass horn and the 1" x
12" low midrange horn, together with
plans for a wedge monitor and a
comprehensive tabulation of TheileSmall parameters, enabling the
mathematically inclined to design
their own vented (or 'reflex') cabinets.
The gamut of plans should cover
most musicians' requirements, from
cabaret to large PAs.
There's nothing especially original
about any of the designs, but what's
important is that every one has been
optimised for Celestion's readily
available, and above all, affordable
drive units. Of course, this overcomes
the sorry stories of musicians who
build immaculate copies of classic
JBL or Western Electric cinema
horns, only to find that they're no
longer suited to currently available
drivers,
or that
the
requisite
American speaker is far too ex
pensive. As many readers will know,
attempts to use acheap British guitar
speaker as asubstitute are doomed to
failure, simply because the differences
in
a host of subtle
mechanical parameters calls for an
intricate and sinuous overhaul of the
cabinet design. With all this in mind,
you'll have to load these cabinet
designs with Celestion's drivers, but
you will be guaranteed above-average
results.
Price £ 1.00,
available
from
Celestion Ltd., Ditton Works, Foxhall
Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP. Tel
0473 73131.
E&MM
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by Brenda Hayward

Part 9: Modulation, Intros and Passing Notes.

T

Referring to the Musical Ladder,
identify the keynote of C in the middle
section of the Ladder to represent your
first musical arrangement in the key of
C major. The modulation movement
will be achieved by moving in seventh or
minor seventh chords, one step at a
time, down the Ladder from the keynote
of C to the keynote of Eb, which is
representing the new key of music that
you are changing to.

he Musical Ladder from my ' Making Notes' Part 6will be used this
month for creating ' Modulations',
the musical term for a smooth movement in Harmony from one key of music
to another. The Musical Ladder is reprinted in areduced form at the end of
this article for readers who do not have
the original.
It will be necessary to understand
key signatures and left hand chord
progressions before attempting to form
the fill-in' bars of amodulation.
To briefly recap, the sharps and flats
of a key signature represent the scale
from which the sharps or flats are
taken. The name of the scale will also be
the name of the key that the music is
written in ( see ' Making Notes' Part 3).
Left
hand
chord
progressions
('Making Notes' Part 6) dealing with
harmony, were created by adding a
seventh note to each keynote chord on
the Musical Ladder. Moving smoothly,
one step at a time in a downward
movement, each seventh chord literally
'opens the door' to the next keynote
chord on the Ladder to form the chord
progressions. Try to learn the keynote
sequence on the ladder and memorize
for use with chord symbols as asimple,
easy method of embellishing music
without the visual guidance of notation
upon the staves of a manuscript. A
great advantage to the mature learner
musician, the use of chord symbols can
avoid studying specific grades of music
for many years.
When starting to create a ' modulation', choose two musical arrangements with identical time signatures.
The first piece written in the key of C
major and the second written in the key
of Eb major. The 'fill-in' bars of the
modulation will be formed between the
last chord of C major in the first
arrangement, and the first chord of Eb
major in the first bars of the second
arrangement ( Iam assuming you have
chosen music beginning and ending
with the major chord of the key).

C7 — CM7

The chord of C major, last chord of
the first arrangement, is adapted to C
seventh or Cminor seventh, followed by
the chord of F seventh or F minor
seventh. Move one more step down on
the Ladder to form aBb seventh chord
which will move smoothly to the chord
of Eb major, the first chord of the
second arrangement.
Original ' keynote' chord C becomes
C7 or Cm7, Fbecomes F7 or Fm7, Bb
becomes Bb7 ( not m7).
The new ' keynote' chord becomes Eb
major.
See Figure 1. Maintain the time signature for the new bars of music.
The seventh and minor seventh
chords, which belong to a group of
chords known as ' discords', require a
resolution as their combination of notes
creates a restless sound with the need
to move on to another chord, as against
the major chord where the notes are in
complete agreement and do not need a
resolution ( Making Notes, Part 6).
The minor seventh chord moves
smoothly in harmony to a seventh
chord but will not normally move
directly to amajor chord, hence the Bb
seventh chord, not minor seventh, preceed ing the chord of Eb major in Figure
1.
More advanced chords can be used
as an alternative to the basic chords in
the first modulation. Adapt the first
chord of Cmajor to C ninth, followed by
F ninth and Bb thirteenth with the 9th
note included, as asubstitute for the Bb
seventh chord. See Figure 2.

F7— FM7

Ble7

E°

Figure 1.

C9

Figure 2.
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F9

E013 (9)

E°

The Cninth and Fninth chords in the
modulation may need to be inverted to
be played in the nearest position on the
keyboard to the Bb13(9) chord, to
achieve a smooth downward movement.
To continue the smooth progression, the Bb13(9) chord could be followed by the Eb major ninth chord
before resolving to the Eb major chord
in the last bar of Figure 2.
C9: Bb - DE - G: Pedal C root.
F9: A - Eb - G: Pedal Froot.
Bb13(9): Ab - CD - G: Pedal Bb root.
Ebmaj 9: G - Bb
Eb: Pedal Eb root.
A similar movement to the first
modulation can now be used for changing key to a keynote in a higher position on the Musical Ladder than the
original keynote, when for example, a
modulation is required between the
keys of Fmajor and A major. As before,
the chords will be formed upon the
three preceding keynotes to the new
key, between the chord of Fmajor or F
sixth, the last chord of the original key,
to A major, the first chord of the new
key. The three modulating chords are
based upon F#, B and E keynotes.
F#j
B CHORDS USED FOR MODULATION
E
A NEW KEY
D
G
F ORIGINAL KEY
The ending chord of the first key, F
or Fsixth, will move easily to the first
chord of the modulation, F# minor
seventh with the notes of F# - A - C# - E,
moving to the B minor seventh chord,
F# - AB - D, followed by the Eseventh
chord G# - B - DE into the A major
chord. See Figure 3.
Substitute advanced chords for the
basic chords, as before, after creating
inversions of the F# minor seventh and
B minor seventh chords to move
smoothly to the E13(9) chord, followed
by the A major ninth chord before
resolving to the Amajor chord in the last
bar of Figure 3.
The F# keynote appears to be the
highest point of the Musical Ladder
which would make a 3 keynote modulation into the key of B major impossible. However, the upward keynote
sequence of the ladder is formed upon
dominant fifth notes. So, to extend the
ladder above the F# keynote, the dominant fifth note of C# would be the next
step up, followed by the dominant fifth
NOVEMBER 1982
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keynote of C#, which is G#.
G#
C#
F#
The 3 keynote modulation is now
possible - G#7 or G#m7 - C#7 or C#m7
-F#7 into B major.
The chord symbol method of tuition
provides a comprehensive knowledge
of the notes used in the formation of all
left hand chords, which could prove to
be especially helpful in the musical
exercises this month for instant recognition of recurring notes between chord
changes.
In a modulation between the key of
D major and Bmajor, the Dmajor chord
of F# - A -- Dcan be adapted to Dmajor
ninth, F# - A - C# - Eso that the notes
of C# and Ein the chord are sustained
when moving to the C# minor seventh
chord G# - B C# - E and also the F#
seventh chord F# - A# - C# - Eleading
into the B major chord F# - B - D#.
Maintaining the original keynote of Dfor
the first bar of the modulation, only two
preceding keynote chords into the new
key of B major (C# and F#) need be
used. See Figure 4.

complete the movement into Eb major.
The tonal movement is complete
when modulating between the key of F
major and the key of A major, with the
chords of F - Eb - Db - Cb(B) into A
major.
The Musical Ladder can also be
used to compose an ' introduction', the
term for bars of music preceding the
first bar of an arrangement, to introduce the theme of the music to the
listeners.
Classical music and light classics do
not require an introduction, but'middle
of the road' and ' standard' music is
ideal for this form of embellishment.
As very few arrangements have an
introduction already written into the
music, you car now learn how to
compose your own.
An introduction, normally of four
bars duration is formed in asimilar way
to modulation. The chords in each bar
of the introduction will follow in harmony on seventh and minor seventh
chords leading into the first bar of the
music as before, with the exception of
the first bar, which will contain the
major chord of the key the music is
written in, hereafter called the home
key chord i.e. playing music written in

Music Intros
The Musical Ladder can now be
used to compose all forms of modulation without sitting at the keyboard.
The new "fill-in" bars can be written
directly onto manuscript as in the
illustrations.
As an alternative to using the Ladder, look at the keyboard to play a
'chromatic' modulation where each
note of each left hand chord will move
by a semitone distance.
Look at the keyboard to form a
'chromatic' modulation between the
key of C major and the key of Eb major.
CCHORD: G - - C - E
(Cb) B CHORD: Gb - B - - Eb
Bb CHORD: F - - Bb - D
add seventh note into Eb major.
It has already been established that
the Bb seventh chord moves in harmony to Eb major, so by adding the
seventh note to the Bb major chord the
otherwise lengthy 'chromatic' movement is shortened.
'Whole Tone' movement between
chords, when each note of each chord
moves one tone at a time, can be
completed in two steps from the previous modulation. The C major chord
moves tonally to the Bb major chord
before adding the seventh note to
E&MM
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The Musical Ladder.

the key of Eb major, the first bar of the
introduction contains the Eb major
(home key) chord. The second, third
and fourth bars of the introduction are
formed upon the three keynotes preceding the home key chord on the
Ladder. C - F - Bb as in Figure 1. The
four bar introduction will contain the
chords of Eb - C7 or Cm7 - F7 or Fm7 Bb7 into Eb major, the first chord of the
music.
Therefore the basic steps for forming an introduction into any key of
music are, identify the key of the music
and locate its position as a keynote
upon the Musical Ladder. Jump three
steps up the Ladder to form aseventh or
minor seventh chord on each keynote,
in a downward movement, into the
home key chord. The chord preceding
the home key chord must be aseventh,
not a minor seventh chord.
Advanced chords can again be used
in an introduction providing the keynote names remain the same i.e.
Ebmaj9, C9, F9, Bb13(9).
Left hand chords alone can be
adequate for either a modulation or
introduction with a bass pedal note
naming advanced chords on an instrument such as the electronic organ or
synthesiser. Full right hand chords
using the same notes or an inversion of
the left hand chords can sound effective on either manual of the organ.
Alternatively, you may like to compose your own melody line to play with
the left hand chords.
While maintaining the timing of the
music for the ' introduction' bars, the
melody note, or notes, will be note(s)
from the left hand chord. For example,
to compose the melody line for Figure 5,
the melody notes of Eb and Bb for the
first bar were chosen from the notes of
the accompanying Eb major chord ( G Bb - - Eb). For the second bar, with a
choice of G - Bb C - Eb notes from the
Cm7 chord, the quaver note of F has
been included as a ' passing note' to the
G note of the Cm7 left hand chord. In
the third bar the ' passing note' of G has
again been included to resolve to the
note of Ffrom the Bb seventh chord.
A ' passing note' is anote which does
not belong to the chord and is not
essential to the harmony of the music. A
'passing note' will be used to ' pass over
to' or resolve onto, a note in agreement with the left hand chord being
played or the next chord of the music.
The second and fourth degrees of
scale are passing notes. As already
established, when the second and
fourth degrees of scale are included in a
chord, the restless discordant sound
requires a solution. The melody
'passing note' will need the same movement as they too are discords and need
resolving.
Extra melody notes to play in the
four bar introduction are a personal
choice but should be selected with care
to ensure they are in harmony, or
resolving to harmony with the chords of
the music.
E&MM
Corrigendum. Please note that in our August news
item regarding Brenda Hayward's cassettes the
telephone number should read 0284 64588.
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Alligator AT150 Amplifier
KGB Speaker Cabinet

A

lligator is a new range of amplification
equipment manufactured
and
distributed
by
Musicians Direct Supply Co.
This company was set up, as the
name suggests, to supply musical instruments direct to the musician, therefore keeping the final cost down. The
concept was put into practice by managing director Pete Tulett, who has
been some 15 years in the music
industry and incidentally introduced
Aria Guitars to the UK with Gigsville Ltd.
Five Alligator products are currently
available: the AT150 Amp top, KGB
Cabinet, AC150 Combo, AST150 Slave
Amp, and the ASC150 Slave cabinet.
The first thing that strikes you about
this equipment is the colour. All the
cabinets are covered in a very attractive Alligator green rexine material, the
panel are finished in green, even the
LED's are green!
The gear really looks ready for
business, with chunky black handles
and tough ABS corner mouldings which
mate to provide astable, stackable setup.
We are looking at the AT150 Amp
top and the KGB cabinet, but since the
AC150 combo uses the same parts,
fitted in one cabinet, this review covers
both.

AT150
The amplifier is an all purpose unit
which can be used for just about any
instrument that produces an electronic
signal through astandard jack plug. It is
rated at 120W rms into 8ohms or 160W
rms into 4 ohms, measures 21" x6" x
10", and weighs 18Ibs.
Starting at the back ( or tail) of the
Alligator, from left to right, we have: the
mains connection, made via astandard
euroconnector, a20mm 3A anti- surge

protection fuse, the power switch,
which has a steel toggle with good
positive action, speaker outputs, two
jack sockets wired in parallel, protected with a 20mm 6.3A anti- surge fuse,
and lastly, three sockets on the right of
the panel which are Send and Return
for effects loop, and Mixer/Slave. The
pre- amp section output is connected to
the Send and Slave sockets while the
power- amp input is connected to the
Return socket. With no jacks connected, pre- amp is connected to poweramp as normal. Inserting a jack into
Return breaks this connection. The
Mixer/Slave output can be used to
drive further power- amps or to provide
a signal compatible with mixer inputs.
The front panel offers an interesting selection of controls with two equalisation sections. Starting, again from left
to right, we have: the Boost section,
which can be operated by the toggle
switch or optional footswitch, operation indicated by the LED, the Input
socket, Gain and first stage equalisation; Bass and Treble, followed by the
second stage of equalisation; Low, Mid
1, Mid 2 and High, Master Gain control, mute switch and LED indicator.

Circuitry

The amplifier is constructed in two
parts which can be removed separately
for servicing. The first part, the pre- amp
and associated circuitry, is mounted on
the front panel with the second part, the
power supply and power amplifier, on
the back panel.
Taking the pre- amp section first, the
input signal is passed through an RF
filter to remove any interference before being amplified by the Boost stage,
the gain of this stage being increased by
a factor of 10 when the Boost is
operated. An active filter network then
provides a 12dB boost or cut at 50Hz

AT150 with the KGB cabinet.

and 4kHz for Bass and Treble respectively. The filtered signal is further
amplified through a clipping circuit
which provides distortion or fuzz when
the Gain control is adjusted above the
clamping threshold. After this stage
comes the second active filter section
with boost and cut at 100Hz, 500Hz,
1.5kHz and 5kHz for Low, Mid 1, Mid 2
and High respectively. This output is
fed to the Master Gain control which
can be shorted out with the mute
switch. Connections from this board go
via amolex 4way connector to the back
panel.
The transformer input is set for
240V mains but alink can be changed
to allow for 120V/60Hz operation. The
output from the transformer is rectified
and smoothed to provide the dual
power rails for the power amp and then
further regulated to supply the pre- amp
section. The power amp is encased in
epoxy and bolted directly to the rear
panel. This module is in fact capable of
driving 250W rms but is deliberately
under driven to ensure reliable, high
quality performance.

Construction

A dissected Alligator!
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Externally the amplifier is well
made, built to survive a lot of bashing.
None of the knobs or switches protrude from the cabinet, which is anice
point, minimising the chance of them
being damaged or causing damage!
Internally high quality components
are used throughout, with the important power wiring bound together.
NOVEMBER 1982
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Alligator obviously have great faith
in their products since they are providing a5year guarantee on amps and a2
year guarantee on speakers.

KGB Cabinet
Alligator complement their all purpose amp with amulti- purpose speaker
cabinet. The cabinet has aspecial Horn
loaded section which emphasises Bass
frequencies. Two Fane 10" heavy duty
speakers with 11
/
2"voice coils are fitted,

protected by strong steel grilles.
The cabinet, rated at 120W with an
impedance of 8ohms, measures 21" x
26" x10", weighs only 40Ibs and can be
easily manhandled using the two
handles provided, one at the balance
point and one on the top.
There is even a storage compartment for the cover and leads etc.

Sound
So much for the facts and figures,
what does it sound like?

Actually, its hard to make this amp
sound bad, no matter what signal you
present it with, Bass, Guitar, Percussion machine or Synthesiser, they all
sound clear and true. The secret of this
appears to be in the layout of the
equalising chain. The sound can be
modified with the initial Bass and
Treble filters, amplified to clipping
levels and then tailored again with the
second 4 band equaliser. This allows a
large range of tone colours to be
obtained to bend the intrument connected to your own personal taste. (The
owners handbook supplied gives a list
of settings to start you off).
The two Mid controls are excellent
for bringing out the body' of the sound,
giving it a real bite ( no pun intended!).
The Initial Gain control can also be used
to give some great 'overdriven' sounds
without having to use earsplitting
volume levels.

Conclusions
A lot of thought has gone into the
design and development of this range
with much attention being paid to the
practical needs of the musician; sound
quality, reliability, versatility,looks and
last but certainly not least, price.
All of the Alligator range represent
excellent value for money, mainly due
to the fact that you are buying direct
from the manufacturers. The gear
comes complete with spare fuses
matching green covers, leads (with
green jack plugs!), the 5 year guarantee and is delivered direct to you by
Securicor.
Kenneth McAlpine
E&MM
Alligator equipment is available direct from
Musicians Direct Supply Co., 176B Field End Road,
Eastcote, Middlesex HA5 1RF. Telephone: 01 866
7414. Tell them E&MM sent you!
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AMPLIFICATION

Specifications
Power Output
Input Sensitivity
Maximum input level
Tone Control ranges

Maximum Signal levels

Prices ( inc VAT)

E&MM
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120W rms

e 8 ohms

160W rms g 4 ohms
15mV into 100K
I.5mV with Boost
3V rms
Bass 50Hz ± 12dB
Treble 4kHz ± 12dB
Low 100Hz ± 12dB
Mid 1500Hz ± 10dB
Mid 2 I.5kHz ± 10dB
High 5kHz ± 12dB
Send/return
Slave/mixer

IV rms
IV rms
IK

AC150 Combo
£ 249.00
AT150 Amp Top
£ 169.00
AST150 Slave Top
£ 139.90
ASC150 Slave combo
£ 215.50
KGB120 Speaker Cabinet £99.50
Footswitch
£ 5.90
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HOME ELECTRO
WIUSICIkN
RECORDED ON
CASSETTE NO. 8

0110

I

have been recording my own music for
about five years now. Ibegan with a90
minute epic of music inspired by Lord of
the Rings' using an old Welson organ and
various effects ( such as the really imaginative ' blowing water through apipe' which
featured prominently in 'The Dead Marshes')
recorded onto two hissy old cassette decks.
Sometime later Igot my first synthesiser the Korg Micro Preset - which enables me to
sound 'just like Bo Hanson', or so Ithought.
Since then Ihave added athing or two to my
bedroom studio.
During the last three years Ihave spent
almost all my money on equipment and by
the end of this year should have finished my
ambitious buying programme ( I
said this last
year). Ialso played for awhile with aband
called Oasis who played harsh, uncompromising electronic music along the lines of
'Nights In White Satin' and ' IWanna Stay
With You'. Igot the name ' The Soft Room'
from the computer game 'Adventure' (the
original mainframe not the watered-down
Atari version).
The synthesiser is such a versatile instrument that it sometimes seems necessary to use both hands and feet to produce a
simple monophonic lead line and to be in
complete control of the various parameters
of sound which, on an acoustic instrument,
tend to be taken for granted but on an
electronic one are often neglected. Why
doesn't someone bring out a cheap, fullyvariable monosynth with a touch sensitive
keyboard? The main drawback to conventional subtractive synthesis ( i.e. the only kind
you and Ican afford) is that it utilises the
same basic waveforms all the time. These
wave forms are used because of their high
harmonic content, which can be filtered off
as required.
However, it is possible to generate a
completely new harmonic series by this
method. Subtractive synthesis can produce
its most interesting sounds when waveforms
are added, multiple oscillators combined
and used in sync., ring modulators used to
create a strange interaction of harmonics,
and when various low frequency waveforms
are introduced. In atwo oscillator synth with
a synchronisation facility, if the second
oscillator is at adifferent frequency than the
first, the sync switch ' pulls them together',
altering the phasing of the second oscillator.
Instruments that make use of additive
synthesis techniques (e.g. the Fairlight CM')
can produce any harmonic series you programme into them by building with ultrastable sine wave generators. It takes many
such oscillators to produce a waveform as
rich as asawtooth and the price of computerassisted instruments will be prohibitive for
some time yet. There are two ways of getting
a lot of sounds on tape in abudget system.
One is to have afew instruments and spend
all your money on a multitrack tape recorder; the other is to have more modest
recording facilities and lots of instruments.
Iprefer the second method where Iplay
and mix several keyboards as well as simultaneously co-ordinating sequences. Its disadvantages are that mistakes cannot be
removed, so the whole thing must be done
46

again (after acooling-off period - mistakes
make me mad which makes the music get
worse)! Doing it this way requires fairly
precise pre- planning as reverb, for example,
cannot be added to an individual instrument after recording one 'track'. Iuse two
reel-to-reel machines with aRoland mixer there would be little gained by having afourtrack although it would be more easy to
handle. Eight-track is the minimum Iwould
use and the appearance of Fostex on the
scene means it is more than likely Iwill have
one in acouple of years.
To explain how my studio works I'll go
through the recording of an individual piece
-in this case it's 'AJourney In The Dark' (yes,
more Tolkien) from the Flowmotion album
(my first piece on vinyl, hopefully not the
last).
Most things Ido are done in three stages,
which Icall Tracks for want of abetter word.
Thus I record Track 1 onto my Akai
GX4000DE, which consists of a multichannel sequence (featuring a borrowed Korg
SQ10/MS20 linked to my Korg SQ10/
MS50/MS20/Delta set-up) in stereo plus a
solo piano piece (the piano - a Roland
MP600 - is also borrowed!). Itend to draw a
diagram of the link-up for complex
sequences.
Track 1is then passed onto the line in on
my Akai GX4000DB (alas without Dolby
although I'm hoping to construct a nice
stereo noise reduction unit from the May
1981 issue. Being blessed with two left feet,
so to speak, with asoldering iron it's good to
have a friend to build things). The output
from my Roland KM60 goes into the microphone socket on the 4000DB containing the
basic chord progressions of the piece played
on the Delta ( partially) Polyphonic. I'm very
conscious of the fact that most electronic
music uses the same old chord progressions so Itry to va ry this alittle by throwing in
the odd major sixth or diminished with
added 13th or whatever; I've decided it
doesn't really matter which. This then becomes Track 2.
The process is repeated back onto my
4000DB with the melody being added on my
Wasp/Caterpillar and Korg MS 20 (with the
filter being controlled by the MS50's envelope generator). Iactually prefer to do the
melodic lines on my Octave Kitten synth
because of its fat 24dB filter but since it's
usually either being repaired or malfunctioning Itend not to bother. This final track
becomes the ' master'. Often on the last track
Iput in special effects for ' atmosphere'.
Ino longer use adrum machine since I
prefer to make my percussive sounds with
the synth/sequencer. Ithink this makes a
more individual sound and anyway the DR55
only has one voice which Ilike (the bass
drum - well it's hard to get that wrong)!
Doctor Rhythms can be heard on most DIY
tapes so Ireally had to get rid of it.
Iwrite music at the strangest times being ashift worker I
find the night shift to be
the most productive. Ithen take my grubby
pieces of music paper home and work out
the piece on piano until it's ready to record. I
rarely sit and play synths for pleasure - they
only get switched on when I'm recording,

Paul Nagle
working on a sound or technique I've
thought up or even on the rare occasions
when Iforce myself to practice something.
Monitoring is done with spaghetti- like Sony
MDR3 headphones (which I
trip over at least
once aday) and often recording is done late
at night since, despite attempting to construct my own mains- interference filter, a
tape can be ruined when any electrical
appliance is switched on or off in the house
(causing ' pop' or ' crack').
I've always been alover of classical music
and would like, in future, to utilise more
classical- based compositional techniques
as Ilearn better control (and restraint) of my
instruments. Much of today's music makes
use of 'awall of sound' where everything is
going at once. I'd like to rediscover the
crescendo and sudden dynamic changes (to
wake people up) and quiet passages. I'd also
like to break away, if possible, from the
predictable slow-fading techniques which
are over-used especially for bringing
sequences in and out. If Iknow myself at all
I'll probably just continue cheerfully doing
Tangerine
Dream impersonations! Oh
well...
Originally Itried sending tapes to various
magazines including Face Out (who were
encouraging and who put me in touch with
Dennis Emsley), Sounds (who simply
ignored them) and Mirage (who weren't
impressed). Finally, Imade contact with
David Elliott ( Neumusik) and Ian Dobson
(Flowmotion) who - (thank goodness someone liked me) - offered to distribute them on
their own cassette labels. Ican now reach
anyone who's interested and, perhaps, begin
to justify this expensive hobby (obsession?).
More people are getting involved in the same
way which must reflect a growing disillusionment with more established and expensive commercial music. Ihope this trend
continues and, at the same time, that the
small fanzines and labels stay true to their
aims. So if you have acraving to produce
your own original music, or to hear some
done by someone else without profit as the
main raison d'etre, then check out the
various dedicated publications (no - not at
your local newsagent) which are around if
you look. Of course, you can simply spend
your time watching TOTP - but when was the
last time you came away satisfied?

Paul Nagle
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Audio Sales

or

NEW
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BEFORE YOU BUY IT, COME AND HEAR, SEE AND TRY IT!
IN OUR NEW PREMISES WE STOCK A FULL RANGE OF THE FOLLOWING:
LEXICON
MASTER ROOM
MXR
REBIS
ROLAND
SECK
SOUNDCRAFT MAGNETICS
SOUNDCRAFT MIXERS
STUDIOMASTER
TANNOY
SOUNDTRACS
STUDER
RE VOX
URIE
NEUMANN
BEYER
TEAC

AKG
ALLEN AND HEATH
AMCRON
ATLANTEX
AUDIO AND DESIGN
BEL ELECTRONICS
BELDEN/WHIRLWIND
BOSE
CONCORD
DBX
DELTALAB
DOLBY
DRAWMER
EDITALL
EMT
FOSTEX
H & H

GREAT BRITISH SPRING
VALLEY PEOPLE
MOVEMENT DIGITAL DRUM
COMPUTERS
STACK RAK
EVENTIDE
DYNAMITE
JBL
MUSIFLEX
QUAD
ROCKVVOOL
RAINDIRK
SCHROFF
WEBBER
STUDIO REFERENCE TEST TAPES
URSA MAJOR
THE KIT

PHONE FOR DETAILS ON THE ABOVE — ALSO FOR
A CURRENT LIST OF OUR USED EQUIPMENT
29 GUILDFORD STREET, LUTON, BEDS. TEL. ( 0582) 450066

SUPER- KIT SERIES!
Bigger and Better for 1982
the colourful Wilmslow Audio brochure

Basic functions plus abit more! Self-contained but maybe intercoupled. Moreare coming
to ultimately achieve amodular sound synthesis & modification system. All are mono, for
stereo use 2. Will run from 9V to 15V DC supplies ( batteries not included). Prices incl. UK
P&P & 15% VAT. Sets incl. PCBs. electronic parts, instructions. Most also Inc knobs, skts.
sw's, wire, solder, box. For more info send S.A.E. ( 9 x4 or bigger) for catalogue. Prices
correct at press. E. & O.E. Despatch usually 7days on most items. Payment: CWO mail
order or collection by appointment. Tel. 01-302 6184 Mon- Fn. Access, Barclay & Am
Express accepted. Exports. Sterling payment please. Export catalogue £ 1.00
SUPER- BOOST
Boost those outside octaves Each unit has
depth & range controls.

Everything for the speaker constructor — kits, drive units,
components for HiFi and PA.

SET- 138-B £ 8.87
SET- 138-T £ 8.46

SUPER- MIX
2chan mixer with variable input level &
gain. No tone controls — use Super-Tone
if reqd. For more chans add several units
SET- 149 P 0 A

SUPER- CLEAN
Is hiss a problem? This could clean it up
nicely.
SET- 145 £ 9.99

SUPER- NOME
Variable metronome with audio-visual
accented beat marker. SET- 143 £ 13.52

50 DIY HiFi speaker designs including the exciting new
dB Total Concept speaker kits, the Kef Constructor range,
Wharfdale Speakercraft, etc.

SUPER-FRE EKI
Germ- purpose freq-generator with Sine,
Tn. Ramp. Pulse & variations. Switchable
0.4Hz-470KHz plus fine tune.
SET- 128 £ 18.44

SUPER- PASS
Variable band-pass
centre freq control

Flatpack cabinet kits for Kef, Wharfdale and many others.

SUPER- FUZZ
Spiky Fuzz with fringing effect. 3controls,
Fringing, Balance. Output.
SET- 135 £ 12.99
Also. auto- control for deeper fringing from
above.
SET- 148 P.O.A.

—the definitive loudspeaker catalogue!

* Lowest prices — Largest stocks *
* Expert staff — Sound advice *
* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort of our *
two listening lounges
(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *
Send £ 1.50 for catalogue
(cheque, M. O. or stamps— or phone with your credit card number)
* Access— Visa — American Express accepted*

SUPER MIC-UP
Mi.: or Guitar pre- amp with gain control &
Bass 8i Treb cut sw's.
SET- 144 £ 8.92
Ditto less tone sw's.
SET- 147 £ 6.13

SUPER- TONE
Tone control for Bass & Treb cut, gain. &
range
SET- 139 [ 13.62
SUPER - TREM
A powerful tremolo with depth and rate
control.
SET- 136 £ 10.71
SUPER- VIBE
Vibrato with extra Phasing & Reverb controls, plus rate & depth. An amazing unit!
SET- 137 £ 23.99
SUPER-WAH
Wah-vvah with auto & manual controls.
SET- 140 £ 17.31
P.O.A..
in list.

Price on Application — details

GUITAR EFFECTS 8 mode filter & envelope shaper for most instruments
GUITAR FREQUENCY DOUBLER Ong & doubled signals can be mixed
GUITAR OVERDRIVE: Sophisticated Fuzz with filter & shape controls
GUITAR SUSTAIN: Retains natural attack whilst extending note duration
PlrIASER: 6- stage automatic unit with variable speed control
Lots of other still popular kits of various types big & small are in our

0625 529599

The tirrn for Speakers

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

SUPER- HUM- CUT
Huilming badly? This steep notch filter
really cuts live or recorded hum. Tunable
for 25-100Hz.
SET- 141 £ 11.43

filter with gain &
SET- 142 £ 9.69

VERY POPULAR - STILL AVAILABLE!

also HiFi Markets Budget card.

IMLIVISLOW
MUG

Super- Boost Bass
Super- Boost Treble

SK9 lAS

Lightning service on telephoned uredit card orders!

SET- 42 £ 15 92
SET- 98 £ 11 75
SET- 56 £ 21.17
SET- 75 £ 11.77
SET- 88 £ 21Q8
catalogue

PHONOSONICS
DEPT. NIM20, 22 HIGH STREET, SIDCUP, KENT DA14 6EH
FOUNDED 1972 A DECADE OF DESIGN AND DELIVERY
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Reap the Wild
Wind/Hosanna

co -"ZD
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and inevitably features the sucmore variation would be welSide 2 is generally a little
cessful singles ' Leave in Silence',
come. The Depeche Mode sound
slower, but has the advantage of
'See You' and ' Meaning of Love'.
Ultravox
is still the same as ever, the
slyly satirical titles such as'VereThe sound is unmistakeable,
• Chrysalis 7" CHS 2369 12"
change made by the departure of
hrt Euren Haarschnitt' (' Adore
again relying heavily on the inCHS 12 2369
Vince Clarke remaining percepyour haircut') and ' Wer Schon
fluence of producer Daniel Miller
tible but indefinable; no unpleaSein Will, Muss Leiden' (' Suffer is
ltravox could have chosen
and engineers at Blackwing Stusant shocks, but no surprises
you want to be beautiful'). DAF
no better in selecting a dio, John Fryer and Eric Radeither.
always seem to be in contol of
taster for their next album
cliffe. This time around, with the
•fashion, of their audience, of
•than these two tracks. Together
departure of Vince Clarke to form
their instruments, and having
they illustrate the two contrasthis successful duo Yazoo, the
exhausted the potential of the
ing faces of the band admirably song- writing has been left to
16- note sequence to their own
the
catchy,
high- gloss
pop
Martin Gore, with David Gahan
satisfaction it should be fasci•sound, and the symphonic
on lead vocals and Andrew Flet•nating to see where they turn
:•:•.. approach, which were combined
cher also on keyboards.
next. Certainly if you're addicted
'
:::::::::: on ' Vienna', for instance.
As regular viewers of Top of
to this style of music the album
..•:•:•:•::
The A side opens with elec.
the Pops will know, Depeche
•will find a permanent place in
.•::::::::. tronic hi- hat and simultaneous
Mode are quick to pick up on the
•your collection - ' Fur Immer' is
.
•:•:•:•:•: introduction of bass, strings and
latest gadgets available, and prefor ever.
•::::::::: drums. As usual the overall
miered both the Moog Source
'
••••:•:•:• sound is clear, precise, almost
and the PPG Wave 2 on tele••• • :•: clinical, with the vocals insinuatvision. The distinctive sounds of
ing themselves into the forethe smaller Moog Prodigy and
.ground as the synthesisers bow
Yamaha CS5 are still there, how•out for the first verse. It takes a ever, and it's clear that new
•• couple of listenings to appreciate
technology hasn't brought with it
Fur Immer
how many vocal sounds there
a radical change of approach.
Deutsche Amerikanische
The rhythm backing is a com•••.•. • really are, and the use of reverb
Freundschaft ( DAF)
'
•••••:•.• and harmoniser on these difbination of electronic and conVirgin V2239
•
•••••••••.•:•: ferent voices is subtle but effecventional percussion, with a
:*.*:*:':* tive
more noticeable use of disco
The last DAF album ever, and
..........
Strings
•
and harmony vocals
'space drum' sounds, and of
a sad occasion for those gen•••••••••:•:• sweep back in for the chorus,
course the heavy bass beat
uinely interested in the hard core
• • and as usual the electronic and
which makes the singles so
of European experimental/miniacoustic percussion ' bounce off'
danceable.
malist
pop.
Instrumentalist
each other while the piano alter- ' Depeche Mode's ' human feel'
Robert Gbrlhas placed himself in
nates between rhythmic and orcomes largely from playing bass
an unusual position by eschewnamental patterns. There are
lines by hand rather than using
ing the use of all but the most
Live in London
some subtle but interesting
sequencers, although nowadays
basic musical forces, and then
Deep Purple
stereo effects during the fade- 'the work is probably done by
taking as his chosen instruments
Harvest SHSP 4124
out, which re- occur on the BBlackwing's
MC4.
However,
the sequencer, the drum kit and
side, ' Hosanna ( In Excelsis Deo)'.
there is quite alot of sequencer
the human voice - an odd combviously acollector's item
The opening here is of stereo
for Deep Purple fans, the
work to be heard, mainly in the
bination of high, mid- and lowpanned bird and animal sounds,
main interest of this album
higher registers and never to the
technology! Now he feels that,
together with machine noises
lies in the way it captures the live
point of excessive repetition.
after several successful LP's
sound of the erstwhile ' World's
produced by treatment of cymAround these, for instance on
('Gold Und Liebe' and the single
loudest band', and more specifibals. Overall the track is sparse
'See You' and ' My Secret Gar'Der Mussolini' being particucally in Jon Lord's performance
and grandiose, relying heavily on
den', the Wave 2provides archelarly worthy of note) the for'on keyboards. The original tapes
•the bass, thin string sounds and
typal digital sounds resembling
mula has been exhausted, so he
were made on May 22nd 1974 for
:slightly reverberating percussion •some futuristic harpsichord or
and vocalist Gabi Delgado - Lopez
the BBC's In Concert programme
which are introduced next. This
marimba, while the flute and
intend to go on to greater things.
'at the Kilburn State Gaumont,
;one needs alot of listening to, as
trumpet sound of the earlier
As usual, all the titles and
and involve the Mk 3version of
.there are acoustic and electronic
•
singles are still much in evivocals are in German, which, for
the band after the departure of
dence.
•sounds moving subtly in the
those who don't speak the lanIan Paice and Roger Glover and
;background which would be
While the singles are spread
guage produces the experience
before Ritchie Blackmore himevenly throughout the album,
;missed on asuperficial listening.
of an odd sound- texture in which
self left.
•Pay careful attention - and look
there's agood deal of obscurity
the organic ( vocals and acoustic
:forward to the album.
surrounding in intermediate,
Throughout the album, which
percussion) compares or conless up- tempo tracks. One of the
at 57 minutes running time intrasts with the inorganic ( synmore interesting ones is ' Satelcludes the entire original broadtheisers and sequencers). The
lite', which begins with a re'cast with the exception of an
guttural grunted vocals on ' Im
overlong
version of ' Space
peated G/C/Bflat chord sequDschungel der Liebe' (' In the
ence sounding for some reason
Truckin', Jon Lord's keyboards
jungle of love') for instance, can
weave abacking which points to
as if it's placed on the third beat
be quite offputting at first, and
his own classical training and to
of a bar, which when the elecit's not until the fourth track of
tronic percussion is introduced
.the style which emerged on Deep
side one ' Verlieb Dich in Mich'
we can hear it indeed is. The
Purple's ' Concerto for Group and
('Fall in love with me') that it
Orchestra', on the solo album
inevitable feel is reggae-ish, albecomes clear that ( a) Gabi can
,though the song's imagery is
'Sarabande', and on the recent
in fact sing, and ( b) Geirl can in
,Russian, and whether the line " I
'Before IForget' ( E&MM August
fact play in different keys.
,will be a satellite of hate" is a
This track and the next,
'82).
Lord uses the faithful old
reference to Lou Reed's classic
'Geheimnis' (' Secret') are rela'Satellite of Love' is anybody's
tively full, using little synthesiser
Hammond C3 together with the
guess.
melodies, roto toms cn the drum
ARP Odyssey synthesiser (the
'Shouldn't have done that'
kit and atouch of xylophone in
rather cantankerous Mk. 1at that
also attempts to evoke a partiaddition to sequencer and voice.
time, of course) to create abackcular background, as the perGorl's typical sequencer sound is
ing which is sometimes choppy
A Broken Frame
cussion turns into stamping
thick with pulse width modulaand rhythmic, sometimes gentle
Depeche Mode
jackboots and the lyrics suggest
tion and judicious use of deand sinuous.
•: Mute STUMM 9
,a political message. David Gatuning, and the vocal on ' KebabThe album should serve
.
Depeche Mode's second alhan's voice, as usual, is well uptraume' (' Kebab Dreams') seems
equally well as an introduction to
•bum, the follow-up to ' Speak and
front and alittle too dry. Clearly a
to intentionally echo it as it is
Deep Purple, or as yet another
Spell', again relies entirely on
great deal of vocal expression
broken up by harmoniser and
high point to add to the seasynthesisers, drums and voices
•isn't necessarily called for, but
ADT.
soned fan's
•• • • • • •
.
•••••••:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:••••••••••••.;.•.•.•.;.;.;.;.»;.;....
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The complete range of BG\A/
professional power amplifiers
and electronic crossovers is
now exclusively distributed
in the United Kingdom by:

Theatre Projects Services Limited
10 Long Acre, London VVC2E 9LN
Telephone: 01-240 5411 or 01-403 3838
Contact: Nikki Antoniou for t"ull details
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King
Crimson
Hammersmith Palais,
12th September 1982
The name King Crimson has been known
to the music world for well over a decade.
During this time the line up has undergone
many changes, but has always boasted fine
musicians and specialised in the intelligent
use of electronic music. The original King
Crimson was at the vanguard of the progressive music movement of the late Sixties/
early Seventies, and was one of the first rock
bands to explore the possibilities offered by
the Mellotron and VCS3 synthesiser.
The Hammersmith Palais concert was
opened by percussionist Bill Bruford, who
wove acomplex pattern of African percussion
like sounds using a small set of Simmons
drums set up towards the front of the stage.
He was joined by Adrian Belew, who then

transferred to guitar and vocals as the pair
were joined on stage by bassist Tony Levin
and guitarist Robert Fripp.
Fripp remains the driving force of the
band, and perched on his high stool onthe left
of the stage appears totally in control of the
proceedings. His distinctive guitar style is
less instantly recognisable now, being submerged in effects and treatments, butworks
equally well within the confines of this
exceptionally polished and precise live band
and on his more experimental, free- ranging
solo albums.
On this occasion both Fripp and Belew
were using Roland guitar synthesisers and a
selection of other effects including ElectroHarmonix flanger. The range of guitar sounds
obtained was enormous, from a heavy fuzz
coupled with a slow attack to high-pitched
'seagull calls'. Tony Levin had chosen to
complement his stick bass with acomplete
range of Yamaha PSE effects pedals, and on
later numbers was able to produce slow
legato cello-li ke notes which perfectly matched the mood of the more sombre tracks.
Bruford maintained the 'African' feel by
accompanying one number entirely on a
'talking drum', which uses a flexible metal
strip to alter the pitch and tone of the sound

produced. Also at his disposal were an entire
Simmons electronic drum kit, coupled with
parts of a conventional kit including rototoms and an additional bass drum mounted
in mid-air as atom-tom; as usual nowadays
he does not use ahi- hat, preferring to rely on
the wide range of electronic sou nds available
and using a footswitch to move from one
sound to another.
Material was taken from their latest
Polydor album ' Beat' and from previous
releases, including ' Red', a particularly
dramatic piece from the album of the same
name, to make upa well balanced set. Ahigh
level of excitement was maintained throughout most of the evening, with the occasional
slower number adding emphasis and contrast. Intense, rhythmic layers of sound,
sudden changes of tempo ( now funky, now
moody) within the same song, forceful vocals
and the careful and sparing use of vocal
harmony held the audience's attention from
start to finish.
Overall, the sound quality was unusual,
although crystal clear, with the use of 32
channels in mixing and aback line of Ampeg
and Roland amps. The predominantly glassy
sound of the rhythm guitar (distinctively
Fender despite all the effects devices) was
overlaid by repeated short sequences, hypnotic off beats and rondo or fugue- like forms
to produce music which was rhythmic, if not
always danceable!
The encores provided ashowcase for the
versatility both of the musicians and of their
instruments. Guitars became flutes or saxophones, the bass produced slaps and twangs
or slow string bass sounds with equal ease,
the drum kit took on a metallic sound to
produce machine-gun like effects, and
Adrian Belew's ' rap' vocals pulled everything
together. Finally, a descending series of
chords pointed inevitably to a stock heavy
metal endingwhich nevercame; Frippwason
his feet with his bow tie not amillimetreout of
place, seemingly satisfied that King Crimson
had successfully defied convention once
again. Despite all the changes of line-up and
style, the band are still in the forefront of
progressive music, and still making innovations with electronics without rendering
themselves inacessible or uncommercial.
E&M M

Klaus
Schulze
The Venue, London,
22nd September 1982
When a cult figure who hasn't played in
this country for five years decides at short
notice to play a single concert at one on
London's smallest name venues, there's a
serious danger of over- estimating the quality
of his performance and failing to apply the
critical values that would be used for amure
easily accessible musician.
Klaus Schulze fans can relax. Schulze is
playing better than he has for the last three
years, he's still in the technological vanguard of electro music, and he's still coming up with new musical ideas which have
the power to move and excite an audience.
The first surprise of this concert was the dual
keyboard set-up, which included aYamaha
Electric Grand piano, Roland Promars, Korg
Vocoder, Emulator and Mini- Moog played by
an unknown classical musician, Rainer
Bloss, who will be accompanying Schulze in
the immediate future.
Schulze's own set-up was a slightly
scaled- down version of his usual concert
equipment, and formed the usual square
around the Persian carpet on which he sat
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The second set opened with a fog- horn
like drone on the AKS, followed by deeply
bending chords on the PPG and a quick fade
into

the

1981

concert

set,

with

insistent

percussion and rapidly pulsing sequences
overlaid by quick arpeggio fragments on the
Promars. The Emulator locked onto chords
suggesting a cross between human voices
and strings, while the third MiniMoog was
used for basslines. Towards the end of the
set Schulze's MiniMoog solo became quite
impassioned, with a liberal

use of modu-

lation and pitchbend and a degree of headbanging

both

on

and

off

stage!

As

the

sequences died away they were replaced by
the detuned xylophone sound from ' Digit'
over

a

backing

of gentle

expressive upward chord
finally

by

the

opening

strings

playing

resolutions, and

AKS

drone

which

eventually rose upward and 'out of sight'.
The inevitable encore began with strong
'reversed

piano'

sounds

on

the

PPG, and

rapidly developed into 'A Few Minutes After

was of massed string chords

Trancefer' from the current 'Trancefer' al-

Mini-Moogs resting on a PPG Wave 2, which

on the PPG, overlaid by fragments of melo-

bum. Again the GDS provided percussion

has replaced the faithful

dies on the Yamaha piano reminiscent of

and

'Blanche' from the

Wolfgang Tiepold

The opening

throughout the concert. In front of him, two

right,

an

ARP

mixing desk,

Polymoog; to the

Odyssey and

to the

the

onstage

left a Yamaha

Body Love 1' album. As

the piano became more staccato and rhyth-

CS80

the Crumar General Development Systems

drums and then

computer. The backdrop, as usual, was the

almost funky rhythm which powered along

sweep of white noise left only the PPG again,

huge modular system comprised of Moog,

beneath a succession of different melodies

this time bending gracefully downwards to a

Roland

which finally emerged as Friedemann Bach'

sudden cutoff and enthusiastic applause.

equipment,

with

a PPG

custom sequencer controller and keyboard,

from

and almost as an afterthought a keyboard-

Odyssey

less AKS synth for sound effects.

filter and

underpinned

the ' X'
lead

hi- hat,

album.
sound,

by

left to the ' live' musicians to weave orna-

mic

PPG

was

Mike Shrieve and

respectively) and it was

polyphonic and the keyboard and terminal of

and

it

cello (originally by

synthesised

ments around the tinkling sequences and

building up to an

woodblock- like percussion sounds. A final

Schulze's
with

distinctive

slowly opening

a sudden cut-off, turned

into a

Although there was no light or video show

morse code message - and then, with a great

as such, those of a meditational frame of

swoop of digital sound, The Venue became

mind could while away the time watching the

filled

complex displays of indicator lights on the

drums of Harald Grosskopf and the orches-

modular

tra of Ludwig II Von Bayern', again from 'X',

system,

which

often

seemed

to

for the last twenty minutes with the

reproduced in exact detail by the GDS

have more of a decorative than a practical

all

function!

computer.

li

The whole concert lasted a little under
two hours. Half the audience had to sit on the
floor, the bar was shut, there was no light
show,

the

the

all night. Nobody cared; the capacity audience could see that Klaus was back on form.
Musically, technologically, he's still on top.

E&MM

A range of electronic modular dimmers designed to
suit your custom channel and facility requirement
•
•
•
•

Considerable saving over commercial equipment
All the commercial facilities and more
Preset/remote/master
Easily installed and wired

EFFECTS ACCESSORIES
MXSL — Four channel sound to light
MXLS — Four Channel Sequencer
MXLC-S — Four Channel Sound Chaser

No electronic or
woodworking
knowledge
necessary and
the end result is
a proven topquality design
that you'll be proud of.
Each kit contains all cabinet components, accurately machined for easy

3 CHANNEL SOUND/LIGHT
CHASER £ 35 70
LB31000Sl C

assembly, speaker drive units, crossovers, wadding, grille fabric,
terminals, nuts, bolt:4, etc.
The cabinets can be painted or stained or finished with iron-on veneer or
self adhesive woodgrain vynil.
Easy foolproof assembly instructions supplied. Set of constructor leaflets
sent free on receipt of targe S.A.E.
Prices: CS1 ( As 1011

£ 110 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. E 5.50

CS1A(simpfied LS3/5A) f103 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. E 5.50
CS3 ( as 103.2)

£129 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 10.00

CS5 ( as Carlton Ill
CS7 ( as CaintatW

£192 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 15.00
f250 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 18.00

WLMSLDW
IMEET
The firm for Speakers

'SUPER DISCOUNT'
Contact our Sales Desk
and save afurther 20%
on some dimmer items
NOW!

SPC — Simple but effective 1000W controller
£ 15.70
SPU — Used in conjunction with RS units for
£11.90 OIL)
Remote desks in 1000 and 2000W versions
£23.90 ( 2KI
MC — Master dimmer for SPC/RS units
£7.90
RS — Remote control er for SPU ,SPC Units .
£9.40
SUP/REF — Supply/ signais for up to 50 modules
.
£ 20.00
Discounts on above only (order £ 100 to £ 199 15% £200 to £299 20% £ 300. 25%

Have fun, save
money, building
a Kef design
with a
\.
Wilmslow Audio
CS Total kit.
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POWER DIMMER MODULES

Constructor Series Speakers

IT'S
SO
EASY

L

musicians

audience gratefully but didn't speak a word

0625

529599

Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
1982 Catalogue — £ 1.50 post free

SK9 lAS

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders'

si

e

0.0:*
• :Jr.%)
A high performance sound to light providing
bass, mid and treble separation, employing
active filters Automatic switching to chase
in the absence of amusic signal 1000W/
chan
3 CHANNEL SOUND/LIGHT
LB31000SL

414• £ 22.70
All the advantages
of the SLC without chase
Controls: bassimiditrebleímaster
sensitivity

"UZ

£36 90
(23 70
£26 70

STEREO DISCO
MIXER/PREAMP
LBPA3
Main supply
M - Magnetic
£ 7 20
C - Ceramic
PFL supply
e
£ 1.00
.
-t' •

f36.70

Magnetic or ceramic deck
versions — please state
All the requirements of astereo disco preamp on the one board, left and right deck
mixers ,tone controls, misc mixer tones
mic auto fade over decks, and PFL The
unit can be used with virtually any power
amp
AND THERE'S MORE
•4 Chan s/I auto chase
•4 Chan multi sound chaser
•4 Chan sequencer
•4Chan sound chaser
'Fascia panels
ACTIVE CROSSOVERS £ 17.93
(3-Way 300Hz/3KHd supply £7.20

Don't hesitate to write or phone for immediate information. All prices include VAT.
Please include 75p post except power dimmers 1£1 75). Cheques PO COD
Access all welcome
Please note our new address as follows .
34 OAKWOOD AVENUE. MITCHAM SURREY TEL 01-640 6053
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usic companies continue to develop
and release new synthesisers and
electronic keyboards faster than
confectioners come out with new candies.
And although the music products are just as
sweet, the prices are a bit more steep,
ranging upwards from afew hundred to tens
of thousands of dollars. Two new models
recently came from the Korg lines - one a
keyboard with various piano voicings and the
other a polyphonic synthesiser.

Korg Trident Mk. II.

Keyboards
The EPS-1 Korg Strings Keyboard is a76note, 61
h octave portable instrument with six
different voices, selected by LED push
button switching, that range from rich acoustic piano sounds to mellow electric piano,
vibraphone and funky 'clay' sounds. The
EPS-1 also offers string layering effects. A
front panel variable keyboard dynamics
control allows the performer to shape the
weighted keyboard response to his or her
own touch. A built-in three- band equaliser
tailors the sound for any musical situation
and aspecial overtone boost control renders
atotally different sound by variably emphasising the harmonics portion of the selected
voice.
The separately articulated string section
features touch sensitive string attack time
and strings may be layered with piano
sounds or used separately. Other features
include a key transpose switch and stereo
tremolo and chorus effects, with variable
speed and intensity controls.
The Korg X927- BTrident Mark II features
the same programmable polyphonic eightvoice capabilities with triple- layered sounds
as its predecessor. Totally independent synthesiser, string and brass sections, split
keyboard, built-in flanger, four-way joystick
controller and stereo outputs are also featured. Added to this new model is more
programming capability, double the amount
of program storage space, and full edit and
tape interface capability. Also included is an
all new synthesiser section featuring two
ADSR envelope generators per voice, programmable attenuator and auto damping,
plus improved 24dB/octave filtering and
enhanced signal-to-noise characteristics.
The memory has been expanded to hold up
to 32 programs. The tape interface operates
in eight seconds and has partial load capability to allow mixing or programs from
different tapes. Price is $4,595.
Synthia, a computer- based electronic
keyboard instrument designed for both composers and performers, has been introduced by Adaptive Systems. Programming
can be done three different ways - each key
can be programmed individually, or one or
two keys can be programmed and the
computer will then automatically program
all the other notes. The single 61- note
polyphonic keyboard is both pressure and
velocity sensitive and can control voices and
effects on key up as well as key down. Its
eight-voice system can be expanded to 16
keyboards and 64 voices, with eight harmonics per voice.
Each voice may also be assigned afull
range of effects including envelope, noise,
52

Korg EPS-1 Electronic Piano & Strings.

Adaptive Systems Synthia.

vibrato, tremolo, portamento, pitch offset
and a new ASI development, Time- Slicing
Voicing, which allows the performer to
change the character of the note in segments as small as 10 milliseconds each.
Under this change, which can be subtle or
radical, a note can become several different instruments as it is held.
Awide range of string and chorus effects,
including an accurate duplication of the old
tape loop keyboard string sound, can be.
produced on Howard W. Cano's new electronic string synthesiser. Each key on this
completely polyphonic instrument has its
own waveform generator, envelope generator and VCA. Other features of these individually hand built and tested synthesisers include a specially designed chorus
circuit, two VCFs, adjustable vibrato, an
octave switch, a sustain pedal and a hand
crafted, oiled walnut case. The $ 1,750 price
includes aflight case and one year warranty.
Hohner's new P100 portable electronic
keyboard can be powered by either AC
current or batteries. Through its self-contained speaker, this 49- key instrument delivers 12 different pre-set sounds, including

Piano, Harpsichord, Organ, Accordion, Vibraphone, Strings, Brass, Clarinet, Oboe,
Guitar, Trumpet and Flute. Its auto- rhythm
capability produces the sound of drums,
including snare and hi- hat, and other percussion
instruments,
providing waltz,
rhumba, bossa nova, swing, disco, rock and
slow rock rhythms. Other features include
auto-arpeggio, single finger chords, autobass/chord with built-in memory, bass variations and separate volume control. The
suggested price is $695.
Moog, which has introduced several synthesisers during the past year, is now making
available aseries of artists programs for one
of them, The Source. The digitally recorded
cassettes for this micro- processor controlled, programmable monophonic synthesiser
contains pre-sets as programmed by such
artists as Jan Hammer, Devo and Gary
Wright, along with written explanations and
suggested applications.

Accessories
As keyboardists take advantage of this
growing variety of instruments and add to
the keyboards they play, there is an increasing need for support racks and companies continue to meet this need. While
some racks stand on the floor, the latest from
Ultimate Support Systems, the KS- 88 Keyboard Stacker Kit, is an adjustable rack for
stacking keyboards on top of apiano, organ
or synthesiser. Standing 13 inches high, the
Stacker Kit accepts either one or two tiers
and allows infinite height and tilt adjustments. The base is 12 inches but can be
angled to fit on instruments with atop less
than 12 inches deep. Although the KS-88 kit
weighs only 1% pounds, it can safely hold up
to 100 pounds of equipment. Vinyl feet
protect the piano top and also hold the rack
securely in place.

Effects
The Echo Chorus Vibrato (ECV) and the
747MS Delay are the latest guitar effects
from Morley. The ECV is afoot switch control
mechanism for awide range of delay times
from 15 to 300 milliseconds. Additional
NOVEMBER 1982
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Morley ECV Echo-Chorus- Vibrato.
controls are options of a repeat throughout the delay range and amixture control for
a louder or softer echo. The chorus vibrato
mode offers more and continuous variability
determined by the position of the pedal.
The 747MS is adelay echo reverb system
capable of eliminating echo effects caused
by distance between speakers in 4arge
concert halls, open arenas and other expansive locations. It may be used with any
amplified instrument, PA system or micro
phone. Input, delay and repeat controls offer
added adaptability.

Guitars
To go along with all these new accessories guitar manufacturers keep turning
out those instruments in ai array of designs.
Silver Street recently added three new guitars to their line of fretted instruments. The
Taxi features a full 24 3
4 inch scale, 22 fret
rosewood fingerboard, brass nut. balanced
21
/ inch thick maple body, four bolt maple
4

Sierra Guitars Excalibur.
E&MM
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neck, Schaller bridge, Gotoh Gut tuners,
Bourns master volume and tone controls
and a choice of Dimarzio pickups. The
control cavity is completely shielded with 10
mm lead foil.
The futuristic Cobra's specs are identical
except that its maple body is only PA inch
thick.
The versatile Spitfire, a traditionally
styled double cutaway with amodern flair in
body designs, offers nine distinct sounds
which are achieved using both three position pickup and coil tap switches. Its maple
body is 11 inches wide by 13/
4 inches th ick for
sustain and comfortable performance.
Other specs are as for the Taxi and Cobra.
All Silver Street guitars are finished with nine
coats of lacquer and are available in Silver,
Dark Blue, Steel Blue, Gold Top, Green,
Champagne, Mercedes Red and Apple Red
in metallic colours, plus Sky Blue, Yellow,
Turquoise, Black, White, Red and Orange
Red In addition custom colours are available.
The popular Flying- V design has been
adopted by Melobar Guitars for its PowerSlide series to provide slide and steel players
with dramatic stage appearance and mobility. The tilt- neck design enables a performer, using "over- the top" barring with
precision control, to play slide in either a
sitting or standing position. Other features
include two pickups with three-way switch
control, Grover tuning machines, chromeplated brass hardware, standard 10 strings
with custom 6 and 8 strings available, and
bridge and nut mounted on continuous
hardwood stem for added sustain. Suggested retail prices range from $ 675 to
$850, with custom models priced up to
$1,200.
Sierra Guitars of California has turned
Excalibur from a sword into an "axe", for
that's what it has named its new line of
guitars and basses. Crafted from top exotic
hardwoods for tonal content and structural
integrity and designed for superb balance
and playability, every Excalibur model has a
three-piece laminated neck which goes
through the body, 24 frets, Schaller tuners,
precision- made chrome- plated solid brass
bridges, dual acting stainless steel truss rod
and high quality pickups, some of them
specially designed for the series.

Sierra Excalibur Bass.
Personally made, handcrafted custom
guitars are usually acoustic models, but
Michael Jacobson- Hardy, working in the
mountains of western Massachusetts, constructs electric as well as acoustic guitars,
tailoring the electronics to individual needs
and desires. All details of construction,
including body shape, finish and wood, can
be specified; woods available for both acoustic and electric instruments include
flamed, curly or bird's-eye maple, rosewood,
mahogany, koa, walnut, Sitka and European spruce. No plastic is used anywhere.
The new S-500 electric solid body guitar
from Leo Fender's G&L Music Sales incorporates three patented single- coil pickups, a
five- position selector switch and G&L's patented vibrato. The selector switch allows the
performer to choose single coil position on
either the rhythm, centre or lead pickup. In
addition, two humbucking positions are
available by combining the centre and lead
pickups or the centre and rhythm pickups.
Controls are volume, treble and bass. The S500 is available with maple or ebony fingerboards and in a selection of nine different
colours.
E&MM
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Tape of the Month
UMO VOGUE (Bristol) 'Tonight', ' Erotica'.
Roshi Umo, vocals. Stig Manley, keyboards, guitar,
vocals. Neil Deamer, bass. Russ Cooke, synthesisers, guitars, vocals. Two extremely polished
pop/jazz-funk tracks characterised by an extremely clear and well-balanced sound and imaginative vocals. Although Umo Vogue have aBristol
management company their recordings are still
made on aTEAC 3440 " in Russ' Mum's front room,
much to her disgust!" The drum tracks.a combination of rhythm machines and hand percussion,
were mixed down from the 4-track tape used as
backing on stage, with the bass and synthesisers added. Despite this the whole of the back
line is clear and well separated, with a rich slap
bass sound, and the Roland SHO9 synth weaves
fluid lead lines over it in between the harmony
vocals. The overall effect is one of confidence,
professionalism and total control of sound balance
-we'll probably be hearing more of Umo Vogue.
Music: 8 Production: 8 Presentation: 8 Tape: 8

Umo Vogue; Russ Cooke, Stig Manley, Neil Deamer and vocalist Roshi Umo

THE PALS:

'
The Dolio' ( Enfield, Middx.) One
track: Sheena Gould, 200 year old violin and
vocals. Royston Hollyer, electric guitar and vocals.
Simon Thomas, bass and vocals. Brendan
O'Sullivan, vocals. Len Satch, drums. This really
snould have been tape of the month, but it's not so
much electromusic as very imaginative electric
pop/folk. It is STUNNING. These people have a
home-made 8-track ( EL 3504 15ips tape transport
milled upto 1
/"with aBlack & Decker, 8Phil ips valve
2
amps and old red oxide tape at £ 3.50 areel), aplate
reverb made from ten sheets of metal hungf rom the
ceiling with aceramic cartridge glued to each one,
and an ADTsystemconsisting oftwo loudspeakers
swung round the head on a piece of string. The
overall sound is crystal clear, thevoicesare byturns
angelic and impassioned, and if somebody doesn't
give them enough money to cut asingle very soon
there's no justice in the world.
Music: 9 Production: 9 Presentation: 6 Tape:8

NEIL

The Pals; Sheena Gould, Royston Hollyer,
Simon Thomas, Brendan O'Sullivan, Len Satch.

K. HEATON (Hemel Hempstead,
Herts.) Four tracks. Korg Polysix, Korg Delta,
SCI Pro- One, Roland CR8000 and TR 808 rhythm
machines, Aria SB1000 bass. Electrovoice DS35
mike, Roland Chorus Echoand Dimension Dstereo
image processor. Teac Portastudio, mastering on
Aiwa M 450 cassette.
Neil's four songs are intensely commercial,
striking abalance between the Human League and
the gloomier feel of Ultravox or Visage. He feels

he's "achieved maximum quality available within
the restriction of the present set-up", and certainly the sound is crisp and clear, with the rhythm
machines sensibly helped along by bass synth
sounds. However, the clear sound has to some
extent been paid for by the sparseness resulting
from a lack of overdubs. " Don't Want to Let Go" is
best - very catchy, with a clever imitation of
pizzicato strings juxtaposed with abstract 'space
sounds'.
Music: 7 Production: 7 Presentation: - Tape: 8

Neil K. Heaton

EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY FOR E&MM READERS!
Each month our Tape of the Month Winner will have the chance to discuss their music with Martin Rushent, top
producer for Human League, Altered Images etc. at his Genetic Sound Studio!

LE POP SPORTIF (Cambridge) One track,
'Rope the Rope'. Recorded at Spacewood Studios
16 track. Tim Burrage: Gretsch drums, Simon
Clark: Fender Precision bass. Adrian Mathie:
Gibson guitar. Richard Green: Korg Polysix, piano.
Julian Marley: Vocal. Nick Jonson: Saxophone.
Not exactly a ' home recording' as the band
cheerfully admit, but a very polished 16 track
production in a funky pop style, with hints of
Talking Heads and American 'rap' artists in the
vocals. Some unusual sounds on the Polysix,
resembling plucked strings followed by aflanged
sustain. The overall mix is very clear, alittle toodry
if anything, particularly on the vocals.
Music: 6 Production: 6 Presentation: - Tape: 8
CHARLES DUO: '
Rhapsody' ( Huddersfield, W. Yorks) Pro-duplicated, 8
tracks; Yamaha CS60, ARP Pro-Soloist, Pro DGX
and Omni II, Logan String Melody, Multivox Bass
Pedals. Teac A3340S, Revox VHS 77, Shure SM58
& SM59 mikes.
Cheryl and Peter Charles have produced avery
professional- sounding album and cassette of their
stage act which covers pop standards from "Chattanooga Choo Choo' (complete with pistons and
steam whistles) to "The Empire Strikes Back'
(complete with whatever noises TIE fighters
make). They now hope to make a 16 or 24-track
studio album, and feel " it is possible to use home
taping successfully as a stepping stone to more
advanced things."
Music: 6 Production: 7 Presentation: 5 Tape: 6

Of the scores of tapes we've received, the following
also deserve amention:

CHERYL

E. G. OBLIQUE GRAPH: . Piano Room'
(Swinton, Manchester) Bryn Jones: synths, tapes.
Pro-duplicated, 7tracks. Very accomplished tape
of ambient/minimalist music along the lines of
Conrad Schnitzler or Eno. Comes with sinister allblack packaging and a minimum of recording
information, but perhaps it's best to be allowed to
speculate on the exact origin of the industrial
sounds, reversed noises, clanks and disembodied
voices. Quite relaxing at times if this is your sort of
music.
Music: 5 Production: 6 Presentation: 8 Tape: 6

Paul Klein

PAUL KLEIN/THE TOY SHOP

(
Sheffield, S. Yorks) Four tracks. Gibson guitar, Wasp
Deluxe, Spider sequencer, Boss Dr. Rhythm, percussion. Teac Portastudio, or 16 track studio ( RicRac, Leeds).
Paul's written his own review from which we'll
freely quote; "the self-styled ' one- person trio's
version of Donna Summer's electrodisco classic ' I
Feel Love' would sound great as a 12- inch single;
his latest independent single release, 'The Maze'
bubbles along in fizzy pop effervescence, but lacks
the sparkle of a big studio production. ' Live Wires
Kill' is short, fast, and almost entirely sequenced,
while 'Observing Europe' is a lively, disco-ish
instrumental underpinned by a cute sequencer
riff. Paul plans to go all the way with his music and
longs for commercial succes; on our reckoning he should have little trouble in achieving it."
The marks, however, are our own, except the
last which Paul also thoughtfully provided.
Music: 7 Production: 7 Presentation: Tape: 7
Cheek:10

ROGER GREEN (Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks) 6
tracks. SCI Pro- One, Casio 401, Univox Rhythm
Box, Aria Bass, lead, slide and rhythm guitars. R. J.
Lloyd, guitar. A. Oliphaunt, drums. TEAC Porta studio, Accessit Companders, Tandy mikes. Very
wide-ranging tape, from fizzy pop (' One day Love')
to part of a concept album about Marco Polo
('India') to Dalek IBand-type melancholia (* Ultimate Love Song'). Roger remarks, " I've had to
sacrifice acertain amount of dynamics for afull
multitrack sound, but the companders help avoid
the loss of dynamics inevitable when tape transfer may occur up to 6times." Common factor is a
sparkling treated guitar sound with lots of fast,
shallow phasing, which tends to distract the
listener from the lack of bass response which
Roger admits is inevitable, particularly with a
cheap drum machine.
Music: 6 Production: 7 Presentation: - Tape: 6
Jonathan Rush

JONATHAN RUSH:

'
Tales of Hockroot'
(Bristol, Avon) Pro- duplicated: one long narrative
track (Side 1) and instrumental version ( Side 2).
Casio MT40, Roland SH1000, Roland RS101
strings, Cramer Baby Grand Piano, E&MM noise
gates and effects. Teac A3340S. Simon Bridgewater, narrator. David Rush, engineer. Mandy
Rush, artwork.
A family effort which has produced a very
attractive musical drama with an overall style
reminiscent of Genesis around 'Trick of the Tail'.
Good to hear electro music used for something
which could be applied in the area of school
drama/music teaching. Only the passive Turnkey
4channel mixer was used for what must have been
quite acomplex production; full marks for inventiveness and originality.
Music: 7 Production: 8 Presentation: 8 Tape: 7

E&MM
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STEPHEN PATTLE/D. RECTOR'S

Guide to Boring Pubs' ( Bromley, Kent) Produplicated, 14 tracks. Cheap electric guitar
(ashamed to say name) Hofnersemi - acoustic bass,
Casio VL tone, Soundmaster SR88 Drum Machine.
Teac Portastudio, mixdown at Canon Rd. Studio.
There's not much amusing electro music
about, but this one had us in stitches. Imagine a
cassette insert folded the wrong way round,
depicting two bored- looking individuals slumped
outside a pub in Bromley, acassette full of songs
like 'We're Boring', ' Looking for the Easy Life' and
the eponymous 'Guide', a 'wall of sound' technique full of fuzzed guitars and wailing VL-tone,
and you have some idea of the magnitude of D.
Rector's awesome achievement. Sometimes it's so
awful it's wonderful: we hope that was the intention!
Music: 0-10 Production: 7 Presentation: 7
Tape: 6

Paul Dean 4middle-of-the-road tracks showing a
very imaginative use of 'drum drops' backing
tapes.
Paul Highfield 2 songs with abasically very clear
and rich mix, and so a pity to use such a lowgrade cassette, which takes the edge off the
production a little.
Derek A. W. Knott A good selection of sounds
from relatively limited equipment on the instrumentals, but the vocal is mixed alittle too high on
the one song of this tape.
Marl Sinister Two tracks of highly atmospheric
'ambient' music recorded without overdubs.
John Wyburgh Five instrumental/ambient tracks
with an imaginative use of stereo effects.
Red Tips through the Night ' Landing Music'.
Interesting and unsettling sound/voice landscapes which now need a greater variation of
sounds.
Continuum/T. Barrett Basic instrumental electro pop livened up by imaginative use of the Korg
MS10/E&MM Harmony Generator combination.
Stewart Wallace Unusual set of live improvisations using Sharma HX80 organ and Yamaha
CS5 synthesiser.
Gareth John Covering avery wide range of styles,
all this tape needs is some work on the rather 'flat'
sound.
Solaris Good range of voices and effects from
relatively limited instrumentation, now needs more
variation of pacing and rhythm.
T.N.Z./Kenneth Brown: '
Boxes in the Attic'. Highly
imaginative electromusic reminiscent of Holger
Czukay's work through the use of short wave radio
extracts.
Steve Jones Asingle Kraftwerk-style song, ' Robophobia', given amore human feel through the use
of 'drum drops' backing tapes.
Steve Hoole '
Demo Tape 1'. Four very pleasant,
simple songs along the lines of early Human
League: nothing like as depressing as Steve seems
to fear!
Steve Ainsworth 'Tapeworm' compilation. Awide
ranging tape covering styles from ambient to
mellow pop, with the highlight an incredible abstract soundscape based on TV's 'The Prisoner'
called 'Who is No. 1?'
Third Quadrant Pro-duplicated cassette of very
powerful heavy rock/electronics in the Hawkwind
vein, which suffers only from having the entire
Greenbank formula N=R*FpNeFIFiFcL' as its title!'

* NOW AVAILABLE *

E&MM CASSETTE SAMPLER Na. 1
Contains music from contributors to
E&MM's Cassette Review in past issues. An
ideal introduction to the recorded work of
our readers, each cassette will include full
details of each track, contact addresses and
lists of contributors tapes for sale.
Order Cassette Sampler No. 1price £ 1.45,
direct from E&MM, 282, London Road, Westcliff- on- Sea, Essex SSO 7JG. For overseas
orders add 19p per copy.
The Cassette Samplers should ensure free
promotion and international sales for your
music, and in future tapes will be accepted
for Cassette Review on the understanding
that permission has been given for the
inclusion of one track, or part of atrack, on
one of our samplers.
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HAVE YOU RENEWED YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION?
ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER
-essential for the modern musician
For 12 issues:
UK

£ 12.00

Europe & overseas
(surface)
f12.90
Airmail ( inc. Eur.)

£ 27.20

Overseas payments including Republic of
Fire should be covered by Bankers draft in
pounds sterling.

ilr11111111MSubscriptions normally commence from the current issue of E&MM.
Back copies can be obtained from E&MM at £ 1.10 each inc. postage.
E&MM Subscriptions Dept.,
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG
MIM IBM
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E&MM Subscriptions Dept., 282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea,
Essex SSO 7JG.
Please send me the next 12 issues of Electronics & Music Maker.
Ienclose a cheque/postal order* for £12.00/£12.90/£27.20*
made payable to Electronics & Music Maker.
*DELETE AS APPROPRIATE

Name
Address

E&MM, 11/82

Electronics & Music Maker is the
only monthly publication to produce its own cassettes that will
provide a unique aural complement to the magazine. Produced
in our own recording studio,
these C60 cassettes will allow
you to hear the sound of instruments
and
electro musical
effects in our features and
reviews.
Demo Cassette No. 1 ( March/
April issues) contains:
1. Matinee Organ. 2. Yamaha SK20
Synthesiser. 3. Guide to Electronic
Music Techniques. 4. Sharp MZ-80K
music/sound effects. 5. Warren Cann
plays Syntom Drum Synthesiser project. 6. Paia 8700 Computer music. 7.
Frankfurt Music Fair.
Demo Cassette No. 2 ( May/June
issues) contains:
1. Tun Souster 2. Adrian Wagner
plays Wasp & Spider. 3. Lowrey MX- 1
Organ. 4. Apple Music System. 5.
E&MM Word Synthesiser. 6. Fairlight
Computer Musical Instrument. 7.
Sharp Composer program. 8. Yamaha
PS20 keyboard. 9. Vero musical
projects. 10. David Vorhaus LP " White
Noise" excerpt.
Demo Cassette No. 3 ( July/
August issues) contains:
1 PPG Wave 2 Synthesiser. 2. Syn
56

copies from
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1981,
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1982
MARCH Klaus Schulze * Robert
Schrbder * Kraftwerk Music to play
* Killing CB Interference *
Heviews: Firstman SQ-01.
SC1 Pro- One, JHS
Pro Rhythm Mini Synth, Tascam
124AV, Wersi Comet, Hamer
Prototype, Shure 517SA & B *
Synth Buyers Guide * Projects:
Power 200 Speakers, 1.6 sec Digital
Delay Effects Unit
APRIL Martin Rushent, Human
League in the Studio * Cardiff
University Electronic Music Studic
* Reverberation explained *
Reviews: Korg Mono/Poly
Synthesiser. Fostex 350 Mixer.
Roland TB- 303 Bass Line
Sequencer * Projects: MF1 Sync
Unit. Multireverb * Electro Music
Crossword.
MAY Holger Czukay * Depeche
Mode * Keyboard Buyers Guide *
The Peak Programme Meter *
Reviews: Moog Source and Rogue
Synthesisers, Suzuki Omnichord,
Acorn Atom Synthesiser, Calrec
Soundfield Microphone * Projects:
Soft Distortion Pedal, Quadramix.
JUNE Jean-Michel Jarre * Classix
Nouveaux * Studio Sound
Techniques * Making Music with
the Microtan 65 * Reviews: Carlsbro
Minifex and E- mu Systems
Emulator * Projects: Panolo and
Multisplit.

PLEASE PRINT

s°e°s
1°
1e tem‘.

BACK ISSUES
Can be obtained from E&MM at £1.10 each ( inc. p&p). All

JULY Ronny with Warren Cann and
Hans Zimmer * Drum Machines
Buyers Guide * Jean-Michel Jarre

Music Supplement * Reviews:
Roland Juno 6 Synthesiser, Peavey
Heritage Amplifier, Steinberger
Bass Guitar, TI- 99/4 Music Maker
Software * Projects: Universal
Trigger Interface, Electric Drummer
Part 5.
AUGUST Kitaro * Spectro Sound
Studio * Jon Lord Interview &
'Before IForget' music to play *
Reviews: The Synergy, Korg Polysix,
Tascam M244 Portastudio,
Shergold Modulator 12- String
Guitar, Yamaha Professional
System Effectors * Warren Cann's
Electro Drum Column * Projects:
8201 Line Mixer, Guitar Buddy
practice amplifier.
SEPTEMBER Richard Pinhas * Non.
Concordant Tone Generation *
Yamaha CS- 01 Breath Controller *
The London Music Trade Show *
Digital Aids the Video Stars *
Reviews: Jen SX1000, Casio 1000P
Synthesisers, Fender Squier Guitar,
Carlsbro Stingray ElectroAcoustic
Amplifier, Pearl Effectors, Delta Lab
DL- 5Harmonicomputer * Projects:
Comp- Lim, Twinpak.
OCTOBER Kate Bush interview and
'The Dreaming' music to play *
Digital Recording, A New Landmark
* Harrogate Festival ot Audio & Video
* Ken Freeman * Spectrum
Micromusic * Reviews: Rhodes
Chroma, Fender Squier guitars, Kay
drum machine, Carlsbro Power
Amp * Projects: ElectroMix 842
Mixer. Amdek Distortion Kit.

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER
DEMONSTRATION CASSETTES
wave project. 3. Wersi Ptanostar
played by Hady Wolff. 4. Alphadac 16
music. 5. Atari 400/800 music. 6.
Duncan Mackay. 7. Hexadrum project. 8. MTU music. 9. Casio VL-Tone.
10. lrmin Schmidt's Toy Planet LP
extracts.
Demo Cassette No. 4 ( Sept./
Oct./Nov. issues) contains:
1 Lain Di uni Computer 2. E&MM
Harmony Generator project. 3. City
University music. 4. Casio MT- 30. 5.
Roland
instruments:
Jupiter 8.
TR808. MC 4. & GR300. 6. Steve
Howell piece 7 Ecstasy LP by Georg
Dot itor o,
pt
Demo Cassette No. 5 ( Dec./Jan.
issues) contains:
1. leisco SX 400 Synth. 2. Poly ZX81
music. 3. Study Music 1: Synth backing for you to play solo of Dec. ' 1984'
Rick Wakeman music. 4. Casiotone
701. 5. Yamaha CS70M. 6. Roland
CR8000. 7. E&MM Synclock project.
8. Study Music 2: ' Exit' music from
Jan. issue minus theme for you to solo
with. 9. Alpha Syntauri Computer
pieces. 10. Elka X-50 Organ. 11.
Soundchaser. 12. Ian Boddy music.
13. Richard Mitchell's electronic
music for film.
Demo Cassette No. 6 ( February/
March 1982 issues) contains:
1. Yamaha GS1 played by Dave
Bristow. 2. Korg Trident Polysynth. 3.
Roland Drumatix sounds. 4. Study
Music 3: Ike Isaacs performs his
'After Hours' music in Feb. issue. 5.
Firstman Sequencer. 6. Wersi Comet
played by Mark Shakespeare. 7. Sequential Circuits Pro- One Synth. 8

Study Music 4: Kraftwerk's Ralph
Flutter at the E&MM interview. 9.
Home Electro Musicians: Johnny
Demestos, Gerry Taylor. 10. Digital
Delay Line Effects Project. 11. Percussion Sound Generator Project. 12.

E&MM Spectrum Synth sounds

Demo Cassette No. 7 (April to
September 1982 issues) contains:
1. Roland Juno 6. 2. Cardiff University
computer music. 3. The Omnichord.
4. E&MM Soft Distortion Pedal project. 5. Warren Cann's Drum Column
examples in Parts 1 & 2. 6. Casiotone
1000P. 7. Emu Emulator. 8. Delta Lab
DL- 5 Harmonicomputer. 9. Yamaha
CS- 01 Breath Control Synth. 10.
E&MM Panolo project. 11. The
Synergy.

Alzkek- Atarfer
Demo No. 7
NOW
AVAILABLE

Cassettes Dept., E&MM. 282 London Road,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG
Please send me the followire Demonstration Cassettes @ £2.45 each:
(Prue quoted Inc VAT and p&p 1Overseas add 19p per cassette
Insert Cassette Nos, required in lines
below:
Total no. ordered @ £2.45 each:
Amount enclosed. £
Ienclose acheque/postal order payable to: Electronics & Music Maker
PLEASE PRINT
Name
Address
E&MM/11/821
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The TEISCO range of Synthesizers can satisfy
the needs of musicians of all levels. The range
starts with equipment for beginners, develops

equipment to keep the professional on top.
There are TEISCO Synthesizers for every

with the semi-professional and can provide the

Prices from £ 320.00 inc VAT.

venue from the small club to the concert hall.

SEE AND TEST THE TEI SCO RAN GE AT ANY OF THESE TEISCO MAIN DEALER S
NORTH
Barrens of Manchester Ltd
8A Oxford Road. Manchester
MI 504 Tel 10611 236 0542
Dawsons Music Ltd . 65 Sankey
Street Warrington. Cheshore
Tel 109251 32591
Paul Garvey Mos.. 110 Percy
Street. Newcastle upon Tyne
Tel 10632) 329356
J S G Musical Services.
1088 Main Street, Bingley West
Yorks Tel 102741 568843
K P Keyboards. 12 16 Queen
Street. Leigh Lancs
Tel 109421 673151
Music House. 24 Broadway.
Ashby . Scunthorpe, Sth
Humberside Tel 107241 84826
Swan s of Manchester Ltd ,
84 Oldham Street Manchester
M4 11F Ter 1361/ 228 3821
Guetarzan, 10 Middlesbrough
Road. South Bank,
Middlesbrough. Cleveland
Tel 106421 467510
Frank Messy Ltd 62 StanleY
Street. L.Vef P001 I. Lanes
Tel 1051 2361 1418
Music Ground. 245 Station Road.
Dunscroft, Near Doncaster
South Yorkshire
Tel 103021 843037
E D Brown lOrgans , Ltd
131 141 Leeds Road,
Nelson. Lan:, Tel 10282) 65976
The Music Box. 16 Whalley
Road. Accrington. Lancashire
Tel 102541 383571

Carlsbro Sound Centre.
720 City Road.
Sheffield,
S Yorks, Tel - 107421 640000
SOUTH
Duck Son Er Pinker,
13/19 Milford Street, SwIndon.
Wilts Tel 107931 22018
Bill Greenhalgh. 125 127 Fore
Street. Exeter. Devon E04 3J0
Tel 103921 58487
Eddie Moors Music Ltd
679 Christchurch Road.
Boscornbe. Bournemouth
Tel 102021 35135
Bolan° Organs.
55A London Road Stroud
Tel 1045 361 78620

raos

Tottles Music Shop.
30 Westgate. Launceston,
Cornwall Tel 105661 2512
Avon Music Er Organ Cent,.
6 River Terrace. Keynsham,
Avon Tel 1027 561 68697 o/ 68698

SOUTH EAST
B b 1 Keyboards. 9 Claremont
Hasongs East Susse.
Tel 10424r 434480
Kennard Er Suns Ltd

9 117 Best

Lane. Canterbury. Kent
Tel 102271 64200
Lewisham Organ Centre Itd .
328 High Street. Lewnsham.
London SEI3 Tel 101 691)1 2161
Mister Music 90 92 Brornharn
Road. Bedford Tel 10234/ 50861

The Londcm Sound Centre Ltd..
274 Portobello Road,
London W10. Tel 101 9691 5822
Rockbottcrn. 74 London Road.
West Cro,don London
Ter 1011 11B0 1042 or 1011 681 0328
Rose Moms Et Co. Ltd.,
81. 83 Shaftesbury Avenue,
London 13,/ 1 Tel 101/ 437 2211

John Barrie Music Centre, Una 2.
Bradford Street. Shdnal, Telford,
Salop Tel 10952/ 461714
J K International Organs,
6 East Street. Derby Dl 2AU
Tel 103321 32005
Jones Er Crossland Ltd
6 Smallbrook. Oueensway
Birmingham B5 4EN
Tel . 0211 643 4655

Boogie Music. 128 Channg Cross
Road. London WI
Tel i011 240 3309

Salop Music, Beeches Lane. Town
Wall. Shrewsbury, Salop
Tel 107431 64111

Coastline Keyboards,
32 West Street.
Bognor Regis,
S
Tel 102431 828155,

SCOTIA/10
Gordon Simpson Ltd , 6 Stafford
Street, Edinburgh EH3 7AY
Tel 10311 225 6305

EAST ANGLIA
AH. rt.. Music Shop, 22 24 Broad
Row Great Yarmouth. Norfolk
Tel 10493r 2887
Ely.- Electronics. 7 Fairfield Road.
Braintree. Essex
Tel 103761 21439
Honky. Took Music. 302 London
Road, Hadleign. Essex
Tel 107021 553647
Lyr., Music. 23 Norfolk Street,
King". Lynn, Norfolk
Tel 1135531 4390
Promenade Music. 1 Si Andrew s
Strew North. Bury SI Edmunds
Sul bilk Tel 102841 2801
MIDLANDS
Baddeley Organs.
121 -.
1,-11 Street Stoke no

Abbey Music, 32 Guthrie Port,
Arbroath, Tayside, Scotland
Tel . 102411 79904
M.RIkres Musrc House. 2.4 Canal
Crescent. Perth, Tayside.
Scotland Tel 107381 23041

WALES
Sound Centre. 9 St Johns
Square, Cardrff, South Giant
Tel 10222 34018
Williams Bros . 130 Osborne
Road. Pontypool, Gwent
Tel 1049 551 27821

WOMEN MEMO
M Crymble Ltd , 67 71 Dublin
ittoo Belfast BT12 7LU
T. , . 02:12' 26818

rPlease send s.a.e. for your free brochure.
*

Trade Distributors
John Hornby Skewes & Co.Ltd..
Salem House, Garforth, Leeds LS25.

Name
Address
FM I
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-TEMP US
JOIN THE KEYBOARD REVOLUTION!
Free Accessories - Free Credit - Lowest Prices - Casiotone Quality

A RUNAWAY SUCCESS!

THE SENSATIONAL NEW PROGRAMMABLE
8- note polyphonic

8- note polyphonic digital synthesizer
CASIOTONE CT- 1000P

CASIOTONE MT- 70
-

xvt

\\\\,\„\\\\\\
f325
Including £ 75 of accessories
10 preset instruments, plus 1,000 switchable sounds, with a
protected memory for your 10 favourites. The 5- octave keyboard
can be split into 2 and 3octaves. In addition to apreset 16 step
arpeggio, there is a 127 event, 9- note programmable arpeggio/
real time sequencer. Transposition is possible between - 1and
+0.5 octaves. There are 3Vibrato functions and Sustain. Complete
with integral amplifier and speaker; output and headphone jacks.
Dims: 117 x916.5 x363.5mm ( 45/
1
3x 36 x14 3
/ ins). Weight 10kg
4
(22Ibs) Details on request. Interest free credit available

£199
Including

f40 of

accessories

Mini Keyboard, mini priced version of the very successful Casiotone CT.
701, " One of the most advanced teaching aids so far developed" ( E&MM).
Program an entire piece of music, entered via the keyboard, with full editing
controls, or from Casio's unique bar-coded music scores. With its auto
replay, one- key- play f
unction and melodyguide ( lights above the keys show
you the next note to play), the MT- 70 can teach you to play that piece. 20
superb voices, Casio auto chords, 10 rhythm accompaniments with fill-in
variation and arpeggio, vibrato, delayed vibrato and sustain. Mains/battery
powered portable weighing 61b. 23
/ x25 e7%inches. Integral amplifier and
4
speaker, or an optional FM transmitter allows remote playing throyou HiFi.

TALENTED KEYBOARDS

PORTABLE MINI KEYBOARDS

BAR-CODE PROGRAMMABLE

8- note polyphonic Integral speaker . AC only

8- note polyphonic. Integral speaker. AC/battery

49 BREATHTAKING SOUNDS
CT- 202

MT- 60

THE HIGHLY ACCLAIMED
CT- 701

1% 11%
£275
Including f75 of accessories

f149

£445

Including £ 16 of accessories

Including f75 accessories and
Casio MG- 777 calculator/clock/3
games, worth f14.95

New mini version of the very popular CT- 403.
25 voices with sustain and vibrato; 8 rhythms
with ' Intro./Fill-in' function; Auto chords and
arpeggio. 2% a25 a7% inches. Wt. 5.5 lbs.

An ideal stage instrument, or additional
keyboard for your existing organ. 49 superb
preset voices. 3% X 34 3/32 x 11 3/16 inches.
Weight 16.8 lbs.

CT -101 Low cost keyboard. Same voices

MT-40 plus £ 10 of accessories

£99

MT- 31 plus £8 of accessories

f69

CHRISTMAS BONUS
FREE

and dimensions as 403. Including £40 of

£199

access.

NM 111111%1M

CHORDCOMPUTER

BEST SELLING 4OCTAVE EASY- PLAY
CT- 403

A full size version of the MT- 70, with an 8- note
polyphonic, 5-octave split keyboard, 16
rhythms, vibratos & sound effects. 5 X 37 3
4 a
/
13 1
/ ", 27.6Ibs
2
CT-601 Non- programmable version of the CT701, otherwise identical.
Including £ 62 accessories £ 395

4- NOTE POLYPHONIC MICRO
VL-5
11

CHOOSE ANY OTHER ITEMS
FROM OUR CATALOGUE

£275

IN LIEU OF ACCESSORIES

Including £ 75 of accessories
25 voices including Piano, Organ, Harpsichord,
Accordion, Xylophone,Chimes, Clarinet, Flute,
Violin, Mandolin, Guitar and Synths. Vibrato
and sustain. 16 rhythm accompaniments with
fill-in. Auto chords for one finger playing.
4% a 30% x 11 3,4 inches. Weight 17.6 lbs.

i

A COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF OUR
CATALOGUE IS ENCLOSED WITH THIS
MONTH'S E&MM. EXTRA COPIES
ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

PRICES are inclusive of VATandcarriage
FR EE accessories must be requested and
specified when placing your order.
SEND cheques, or P.O. by FREEPOST ( no
stamp required), or cash by Registered
Post, or phone your ACCESS/
BARCLAYCARD/VISA card number

VL-1 Song Books: 2, 3, 5, 6, 7
600f the World's Easiest- toPlay Songs
800 page Music Encyclopaedia
Bar-coded/standard notation
Music Books (pair)

11%

%%

%%%

.•

00.
•

%%

£ 4.50 0
£14.95 0
£ 5.25 o

4.•
SS

%%%

£79.95

TEMP US

Including f14 of accessories
Portable. 10 presets, 8 rhythms and a programmable memory storing up to 240 melody
line steps. Integral amp/speaker and many
other facilities. Mains/battery.
13/
8x 12% x33
/ ". Wt. 18oz.
4

VL-1 Manual programming; 10 rhythms;
5 voices plus ADSR; calculator. 11
2 X11 3
/
4
/
X3". f5 accessories. £ 35.95
VL-10 Executive version 7/16 x 73
4
/
£ 26.95
X21
/
a". £ 6 accessories

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ( 0% APR),
with 1/3 the listed value of free accessories,

Cambridge CB1 1BR

on all H.P. or CREDIT CARD transactions.
Send for details. FREE SECURICOR 24
hour delivery of CT models, or same day
despatch by post for smaller items.

Telephone: ( 0223) 31 286 6 ( 3 lines)

Subject to availability.

FREEPOST, Dept. E&MM,
38, Burleigh Street,

1

ACCESSORY LIST - SELECT YOUR FREE OFFERS
Ea £ 2.95 o

•

WITH CT AND MT MODELS
Worth around f8

to:-

.•••••

CS- H Domestic stand for CT models £30.00 o
CS- PBlack stage stand for CT models £35.00 0
CS- E Second keyboard extension for CS- P £ 12.00 0
VP- EVolume pedal for CT models £25.00 0
SP- ESustain pedal for CT models £ 6.500
AD- 4160 Mains adaptor for VL-1 £ 5.000

AD- 1E Mains adaptor for MT models/VL-5 £ 5.00 0
PC- 2Hard case for MT- 40/31
£ 9.95 0
PC- 3 Hard case for MT- 70/60
£ 13.00 0
HC- A Hard case for CT- 101/403 £ 30.00
HC- B Hard case for CT- 701/601/1000P £40.00 0
HC- 3 Hard case for CT- 202
£44.00 0

OR CHOOSE ITEMS FROM OUR CATALOGUE, ENCLOSED. YOU MAY USE THE ORDER COUPON ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE.
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for the modern musician
AMDEK

MAXWIN

EFFECTS

kits

For

by

bY iltO teeD
creative musicians
STRAIGHTFORVVARD assembly using
the latest electronic circuitry — pre assembled and tested. Modification
points for your own unique sounds
AMDEK Kits — better Price.
Performance and Sound.

• •

ultimate processors

PHK-100 PHASER KIT
£40.50
A resonance control gives
colourful phase sounds.

MAIL ORDER ONLY. LARGE STOCKS HELD
Price INCLUDES delivery to your door.

PH.03 PHASER

040

Ekte " ear
Ions
Dchorus

5 drums
£275
14 items, with single- headed concert Toms
and Bass 22" Bass; 13" and 12" Toms; 14"
Snare; Cymbal and Hi- Hat.

Electronically creates the
Doppler effect of rotary
speakers. " Excellent variable
phaser sound due to the inclusion of afeedback control—
recommended."

705
Standard

Compresses peak signals,
without degrading attack,
amplifying lows to create noise
and distortion free sustain.
-Excellent."

5 drums
£275

£ 39

15 items, including 22" Bass; 16", 13"
12 Toms; 14" metal Snare; 2 X Cymbals
and Hi- Hat.

"This is an interesting unit
which combines parametric
equalizer and distortion circuits
. .. the range of effects ... is
very wide."

805 Deluxe 5 drums £ 330
15 items including 22" Bass, 16", 13"

SOUND CHOICE dual program
PROCESSORS

PCK-100 PER
SYNTHESISER KIT
£54
With hitting board and
sensor for direct
connection to amp. Jack
for external trigger I/P.
STEREO MIXER/DELAY/GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER
External DC power. 210W x80H o 160Dmm;
182kg max

and 12" Toms; 14" metal Snare;
2 X Cymbals and Hi- Hat.
All Pearl items mail order only.
Sorry, not on display.

Switch between your two selected sound
settings. Six parameter controls. LED status,
Peak and battery indicators. Stereo enhancement. Electronic switching.
180) WI • 61(H) n 136(D); weight 930g.

Atlantex

CE.22 CHORUS
ENSEMBLE £ 102
Can turn simple,
plain musical tones
into massive, brilliant orchestral
ensemble sounds

1
-

sosiewefflmg9u,neffl

AD.33

Plus FREE Casio watch worth f17.95
on request
Fantastic sounds from this integrated
electronic drum machine
Four drums, cymbal and open and closed hi- hat.
Velocity proportional pads, with adjustable sensitivity
and decay. Independent volumes and outputs.
Variable auto hi- hat. Battery/external DC powered.

£ 116

BBD gives awide
range, suchasecho,
reverb, voice doubling, and delay.

£90

DMK-100 DELAY
MACHINE KIT
£130
High S N ratio design. with maximum 300ms
long delay . Peak and effect Indicators.
GEK-100
GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER
£72
Ten band configuration to minimise noise and
to characterize sound. With bypass switch.
RMK-100
RHYTHM
MACHINE
KIT
£90

Free writing of max. 16 rhythm patterns in
12 or 16 steps. 4 sound sources: Bass.
Snare drums, open Hi- Hat, close Hi- Hat
Sequential performance of rhythm
patterns between channels 1-4, 5-8, or
1-8.
Sorry, no demonstrators
NOVEMBER 1982

PH.44

PHASER

£87
"Our favourite
the best electronic
simulation of a
rotating speaker
we've heard"

EASY- PAY CREDIT TERMS
AVAILABLE

IOW

ALL ITEMS FULLY GUARANTEED
Prices are inclusive of VAT and carriage

1111

£195

ANALOG

DELAY

JUI 2...1 •

Compact 6 channel mixer with a panpot.
Accepts both mike and line input signals.

E&MM

"Funky"

£45

00.05 OVERDRIVE
1,0e

FLK-100 FLANGE KIT
£63
Quad controls provide thicker
and powerful effect sounds
Special BBD element.

MXK-600 STEREO
6 CHANNEL
MIXER KIT

405

£ 54.90

C0.04 COMPRESSOR £ 42

CHK-100 CHO

£189

A total of 8 items, including 20" Bass,
14" Snare, 12" Tom Tom and Cymbal.

"The Mix Balance control is
very valuable and when used
... with the Depth control can
produce many pleasing
chorussounds
Goodrange
of modulation. ••

CHORUS/FLANGER/PERCUSSION
SYNTH KITS
Battery/external. 95W» 64H 143Dmm; 5209 In, •

Deep c •

503 Standard 3 drums

Standard 3 drum starter kit.

With BBD. "These controls
allow awide range of unusual
effects to be obtained ... can
include phasing, flanging,
metallic reverbs and even
chorus."

TUNINGAMP/ ELECTRONIC METRONOMEKITS
Battery ,external. 71W" 531-1» 1210mm, 3859 (max).

111

AVAILABLE IN BLACK, WHITE, OR SILVER

SOUND SPICE PROCESSORS
Four parameter controls, LED status indicator,
and low battery indicator. Electronic switching.
Dims: 57(H) • 79(W) • 136(D)mm.
Weight: ( max) 490g.

£36
Designed for low noise and high
speed, to give a long, clear tone.

EMK-100 ELECTRONIC
METRONOME KIT
£36
Accurate rhythm, signalled by
sound and green/red lights.

prices

Designed for ' NEW MUSIC' and its musicians

CH.02 CHORUS

TAK-100 TUNING
AMPLIFIER KIT.
£36
High precision.
Headphone jack.

ePe#
at budget

"Good value for money, attractively styled,

CMK 100 COMPRESSOR KIT

es 9

P

REVIEWED IN E&MM. SEPTEMBER 1982

FG.01 FLANGER £ 58.50

With a tone control for free
expressions, from heavy metal
to chords with soft distortion

Quality

by

mechanically sound and above all, musically
creative."

DISTORTION/PHASER/COMPRESSION KITS
Battery or external power source. Effect indicator.
Electronic switching. 62W» 56H» 128Dmm.Wt: 375g
DSK-100 DISTORTION KIT
£31.50

Drums

The

TEMPUS, 38 Burleigh Street, Cambridge CB1 1BR
Please supply:

DELIVERY NORMALLY BY RETURN
Send cheques, PO, or cash ( Registered)
by FREEPOST— no stamp required — or

Total £

telephone your Access/Visa card
number to:

Number

TEMP US

Name

enclosed, or debit my ACCESS/VISA

Address

38, Burleigh Street,
Cambridge CB1 1BR
Telephone: 0223 312866

Eadvim
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Sweep
Equaliser
* Two equalisation stages,
with variable frequency
* + 30dB of control range
* Quick and easy to use
* Studio quality
* Uses two low cost IC's
* Easy construction

W

hen recording vocals or instruments
particularly acoustic instruments using a microphone, the results can
often be very disappointing, lacking life and
character. Invariably the problem is due to
the microphone not picking up all the
natural warm resonances of the instrument
or singers voice. The microphone itself can
exhibit peaks and dips in its frequency
response which aggravate the problem.
Another familiar problem is when the recorded instrument exhibits an unnatural
resonance, or boominess at a particular
frequency.
What's obviously needed is a means of
controlling the contour of the frequency
response; to lift the dips and drop the peaks.
Agraphic equaliser may provide the answer,
if you can justify the cost of one, and if the
+10dB or so of control range is sufficient. A
parametric equaliser can also be very useful,
although considering its complexity would
be an overkill in most situations. Since every
parameter of the parametric filter's response can be varied, the operator is confronted with quite an array of controls to
adjust, just for one centre frequency!
The E&MM Sweep Equaliser provides a

PARTS
imumni
COST )
GUIDE £29
Complete kit

Paul Williams
simple, low cost, but very effective solution.
It provides two stages of equalisation whose
centre frequency can be varied. Each stage
has its own boost/cut control with an
astounding range of + 30dB at the centre
frequency. The busy musician/operator/
engineer is presented with only the essential controls necessary to overcome equalisation problems quickly.
The use of the Sweep Equaliser is certainly not limited to frequency response
correction. It should also be considered an
invaluable creative tool in the studio, or on
stage for use with any sound source, acoustic or electronic. Professional studio engineers use Equalisers ( EQ) constantly in the
production of the recordings we hear today,
for both corrective and creative purposes.
When you have a Sweep Equaliser at your
fingertips, awhole new spectrum of sounds
become available at the turn of a knob.

Cl

vin

VOut

jo

—

Quality Factor

0

=

Mitiband Gain

Avo —

Centre Frequency

Hz

2tr RiR2 c,c2
2irfaR2C1C2
Cl+C2

Figure la.

0
2wt o

Basic Bandpass Filter circuit.

Filter theory
Active filter theory is too complex a
subject to investigate in depth in these
pages, but the following discussion gives
some insight into the development of the
bandpass filters which are the heart of this
project. Some useful active bandpass filter
design equations are also given.
The filters are based on the well known
multiple feedback bandpass filter, sometimes known as an inductorless resonator for
obvious reasons! Figure la shows the general circuit. Since we need to vary the centre
frequency without changing the gain or Q
factor, it can be seen from the equations that
R1 and R2 must be varied simultaneously. In
any practical circuit, R1 and R2 will have to
be equal so that a standard dual gang
potentiometer can be used.
Re- writing the equations for the equal
value resistor circuit shown in Figure lb, we

Cl

VOut

f
o —

2zr.r
/T

Hz
Cl+C2
AV o —

C2

Ci+C2

Figure lb.

Bandpass circuit with equal resistors.

Figure lc.

Bandpass circuit with Positive Feedback.

SPECIFICATIONS
EQ frequency range
Boost and cut range
Q factor
Bandwidth
Frequency response
Output noise
Positive supply current
Negative supply current
60

: 50Hz to 700Hz and 700Hz to 9kHz
: ± 30dB
1.8
: 0.75 octaves
: 6Hz to 33kHz - 3dB (controls flat)
-87dBm (A) (controls flat)
-77dBm (A) (full boost at 700Hz and 9kHz)
: 11mA
11mA
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Circuit diagram of The Sweep EQ.

find that the maximum value of Q is 0.5
which occurs when C1=C2. Afilter with such
asmall Qfactor would be of very limited use
since it would not be nearly selective
enough.
The final solution shown in Figure lc uses
positive feedback to peak up the response at
the centre frequency to give adesign target
Q factor of 1.8. Note that an additional stage
is required to amplify and invert the signal
fed back to the inverting input of the filter
amplifier. This configuration is not suitable
for high Qfilters since it would be unstable in
such applications.

o
1C3 1

RV4

Circuit
RV2

Figure 2 shows the complete circuit
diagram for the Sweep Equaliser. IC2a&b
form abandpass filter for the high frequency
range, while IC2c&d form the filter for the
low range. RV3 and RV4 control the filter
centre frequencies. With the controls flat,
the input signal, buffered by IC la is passed
directly to the output amplifier, IC lb via R15.
The signal will not be affected, and maintains its original polarity since it is inverted
twice; once by ICla and again by IC1b.
When RV1 is turned clockwise, the input
signal is fed to the input of the high range
filter, the output of which is amplified by
IC1b to produce an output with a peak of
30dB at the centre frequency. When RV1 is
turned anticlockwise, the high range filter is
effectively placed in the feedback path of the
output amplifier IC1b, causing its gain to
decrease dramatically at the centre frequency, producing a dip, or notch 30dB
deep. The low range filter is controlled by
RV2 in exactly the same manner. RV1 and
RV2 have been given arelatively high value
compared with R3 and R4 so that the
resultant loading on the potentiometers
imparts a pseudo logarithmic response to
the controls, providing finer resolution near
their central positions.
E&MM
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Figure 3.

PCB component overlay ( not to scale).

Figure 4.

Inter-wiring diagram.

RV1
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PARTS LIST FOR SWEEP EQ
20

Resistors - all 5% VW carbon
R1,2,15,16
R3,4
R5,7
R6,8
R9,10,11,12
R13,14
RV1,2
RV3,4

47k
10k
39k
56k
8k2
18k
47k lin pot
100k dual lin pot

Capacitors
Cl
C2,3
C4,5
C6
C7,8,9
C10,11

lu 63v electrolytic
2n2 polycarbonate
27n polycarbonate
100p ceramic
10u 25v electrolytic
100n polycarbonate

Semiconductors
IC1
IC2

CA1458 dual op-amp
RC4136 quad op-amp

Miscellaneous
J1,2
J3,4

Jack socket
3way DIN socket
Verobox 212
Knob
Knob cap, blue
8way DIL socket
14 way DIL socket
3way DIN plug
Veropins
3core cable
wire
PCB

12,7

1
-4

12,7

25,4

20

4off
2off
2off
2off
4off
2off
2off
2off

2off
2off
3off
2off

All unmarked holes 11,0 dia.
30
REAR

22 2

22,2

,Ç.E&MM

2off
2off
4off
4off
2off

Capacitor C6 ensures that IC1b maintains high frequency stability at all control
settings.

Construction
The ease of construction of this project
relies on the use of asingle PCB to mount all
the components, including the potentiometers. Assembly of the PCB should commence by inserting and soldering the veropins, used to connect the flying leads to the
PCB. Next insert the twowire links and all the
resistors. Bend the leads at 45° to secure the
components, then solder and crop. Fit the
capacitors in asimilar manner, taking care
with the polarity of the electrolytic types.
Solder in the IC sockets next, but don't fit the
IC's at this stage.
After preparing the case panels as shown
in Figure 5, fit the DIN sockets to the rear
panel and the jack sockets to the front panel.
Now locate the potentiometers in the PCB,
but before soldering, secure them to the
front panel so that strain is not put on the
joints. At this stage check the assembly and
all the soldering carefully, preferably with an
eyeglass, looking for dry joints and bridged
tracks. The IC's can now be fitted in their
sockets, taking care with their orientation.
Slide the completed panel assemblies into
the case base and complete the project by
wiring the PCB to the sockets as shown in
Figure 4.

Using the sweep EQ
The Sweep Equaliser requires no setting
up, and should be ready for use. It was
designed to be used with the Twinpak DC
power supply described in E&MM Sept. '82
P.59, although almost any twin regulated DC
supply will suffice provided that it delivers
regulated ± 9 to ± 15v at a few tens of
milliamps. Connect the DC supply to one of
the DIN sockets, the other socket being
intended to extend the supply to another
unit.
Equalisation should ideally be performed
during the recording process rather than on
playback, as long as you can monitor the
signal being recorded. Not only will this
62

25,4

FRONT

4 oft holes 3,0 dia.

Figure 5.

2 off holes 15,0 dia.

Panel drilling detail.

usually yield a higher signal-to-noise ratio,
but also allows each track to be individually
equalised using only one equaliser. To find
the required frequency, set the relevant
section to full boost and adjust the frequency control until the sounds requiring
alteration become prominent. The boost/
cut control can then be set as required to
adjust the relative level of the selected
sound.
Instruments such as guitars, synthesisers or organs can be connected directly to
the unit, the output of which will then be
routed to your amplifier, mixer, or tape
recorder. To provide more equalisation
stages, two or more Sweep Equalisers can be
connected in series. Three or four units
could be used together to form a powerful
grpahic equaliser!
E&MM

E&MM

Ea MM

Internal

view of the Sweep EQ.

Sweep EQ

Twinpak

Sweep EQ with The Twinpak.
A complete set of parts for the Sweep EQ including components, PCB, case,
screen- printed panel and hardware is available from E&MM, 282 London Road,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG, at a cost of £ 28.95, including postage, packing
and VAT. Please order as: Sweep EQ kit.
NOVEMBER 1982
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POWER
PLUS

PERFORMANCE
<MPA 200 is a low price, high powr 100W amplifier, its smart
styling, professional appearance and performance make it
one of our most popular designs. With adaptable inputs the
mixer accepts a variety of sources yet straighforward
construction makes it ideal for the first time builder.
Complete kit £49.90 + VAT

•

eirmsde•••• 8000
. . _

•• • • • • • • • •
•

MUM:

<

<

CHROMATHEQUE 5000
a 5- channel lighting system
powerful enough for professional discos yet controllable for
home- effects. Sound to light, strobe to music level, random
or sequential effects - each channel can handle up to 500W
yet minimal wiring is needed with our unique single board
design.
Complete kit £ 49.50 . VAT

ETI VOCODER
14 channels, each with independent level
control, for maximum versatility and intelligibility; Two input
amplifiers -- for speech excitation - each with level control
and tone control. The Vocoder is a powerful yet flexible
machine that is interesting to build and thanks to our easy to
follow construction manual, is within the capability of most
enthusiasts.
Complete kit f175.00 -. VAT

SP2 200 twice the power with two of the reliable, durable and
economic amps from the MPA 200; fed by separate power
supplies from acommon toroidal transformer. Superb finish
and quality components throughout
up to ( even over!) the
standard of high priced factory- built units.
Compete kit £64.90 + VAT

sel

Digital Delay Line
DJ90 Stereo Mixer
this is a really
versatile new mixer that enables the
constructor DJ to produce a professional
performance every time. There are two
stereo inputs for magnetic cartridges, a
stereo auxiliary input and mike input
Other ' plus' features are auto- panning for
fast or slow slider controls, multi- mixing.
ducking, interrupt, input modulation, in
short everything . the whole works
- AND
under £ 100 complete!
(We have illustrated the DJ90
teamed in our own console
with the Chromatheque and
an SP2 200 and speakers
Console only available as
Sales Counter purchase
Complete Kit £97.50 • VAT

WORLD LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC KITS

•

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE:
if you are not completely
satisfied with your Powertran Kit return it in original condition
within 10 days for full ref .ind

•

FREE SOLDERING PRACTICE KIT:
To assist the
beginner we will supply. on request with your first kit order, a
free soldering practice kit with useful tips and illustrations.

•

COMPONENT PACKS. - Most kits are available as
separate packs ( e.g. PCB component sets, hardware
sets etc) Prices in our FREE catalogue.

•

ORDERING: - Full ordering details, delivery
service, and sales counter opening - inside
front cover of this issue.

ran,
till_Fr
—

PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ANDOVER. HANTS. SP1 0 3WW
TELEPHONE
(0264) 64455
E&MM
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Our latest kit! With its ability to give delay times from
1.6 mSecs to up to 1.6 secs. Many powerful effects
including phasing, flanging, A.D.T., chorus, echo & vibrato
are obtained. The basic kit is extended in 400 mS steps up
to 1.6 secs. Simply by adding more parts to the PCB.
Compare with units costing over £ 1,000!
Complete kit ( 400 mS delay) £ 130 • VAT.
Parts for extra 400 mS delay £ 9.50p.
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HONKY-TONK MUSIC
300-302 LONDON RD. ( A13) HADLEIGH, NR. SOUTHEND, ESSEX, SS7 2DD

YOUR KEYBOARD SPECIALISTS i
nESSEX
•

OVER 100 ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS, SYNTHESIZERS AND ELECTRIC P ANOS ALWAYS IN STOCK

iL__2 Roland

MAIN
AGENT

JUPITER 8 Polyphonic Synthesizer with 64 memories, split
keyboard, arpeggiator
Please Phone
JUNO 6 Polyphonic Synthesizer, fully variable with chorus
and arpeggiator
. Please Phone
JUNO 60 same as Juno 6but with the addition of
64 memories!
Please Phone
SH101 Monophonic Synthesizer the very latest model arriving
in October
Please Phone
SHO9 Monophonic Synthesizer, single V.C O. plus suboscillator, external signal input
£269
C.S.Q. 100 Digital two channel sequencer with built in
metronome and portamento
1296
SH2 Monophonic Synthesizer, twin V.C.O.'s, sub- oscillator,
fully variable
£396
RS09 Polyphonic Strings with variable organ section, built in
chorus and vibrato
f396
E.P.11 Electric Piano, 5octave keyboard auto accomp. built in
amplifier
£345
H.P.30 Electric Piano, 5octave keyboard with built in amplifier
and speaker
1299
H.P.60 Touch sensitive electric piano, 5 octaves, 4 voices,
built in amplifier
Please Phone
H.P.70 Touch sensitive electric piano, 6 octaves, 4 voices,
stereo outputs, chorus
Please Phone
EP-6060 Electric Piano, split keyboard, twin channels,
arpeggiator, graphic E.Q.
Please Phone

MAIN AGENT
FOR ESSEX
ROGUE Twin oscillator Monophonic Synthesizer with noise
generator, L.F.O., pitch bend etc.
£269
TAURUS Il Synthesizer bass pedals with stand and twin
oscillator synth. module
£499
OPUS 3 Strings, organ and brass sections, all very variable
with many poly- synth. sounds .
£599
SOURCE Monophonic Synth., twin V.C.O.'s, two channel
sequencer, arpeggiator, 16 memories
£799
MEMORY MOOG Polyphonic Synthesizer, 18 oscillators,
memories, arpeggiator, sequencer .
£ 396

OTHER KEYBOARDS
TRILOGY Polysynth, strings and brass ..
JEN SX1000 mono synth. Fantastic value
GNAT Single Oscillator mono synth
WASP Twin Oscillator mono synth.
WASP secondhand, excellent condition
CRUMAR Performer, strings/brass, secondhand
HOHNER Planet Telectro mechanical piano
HOHNER Pianet Tsecondhand, Bargain
HOHNER EK61 Globetrotter piano
HOHNER Clavinet D6, secondhand, excellent
HOHNER Duo, clavinet and pianet
FENDER Rhodes Stage 54 piano
FENDER Rhodes Stage 73 piano

£24
128
£32
f42
£85
£25

MICROPHONES
AUDIO-TECHNICA AT1532 outstanding value
AUDIO-TECHNICA AT834 detachable lead
AUDIO-TECHNICA ATM10 Omni- Directional
AUDIO-TECHNICA ATM11 Uni Directional
AUDIO-TECHNICA PRO' high impedance
AUDIO-TECHNICA ATM31 Uni Directional
AUDIO-TECHNICA ATM41 similar to SM58
AKG New D80 vocal model
AKG 0310 low impedance mic
AKG 0320 low impedance, e.g. switches
AKG D330 low impedance, eq. switches
AKG D12 bass drum model
SHURE 517SA updated Unidyne B, high impedance
SHURE 568SA Unisphere B, high impedance
SHURE 545 Unidyne 3, high or low impedance
SHURE SM77 lightweight, white or black
SHURE SM58 low impedance
MATCHING transformers, low to high Z
All prices include leads, plugs, etc.

dadadidi)
POLYSIX Polyphonic Synthesizer, 32 memories, plus tape
interface, chord memory and arpeggiator
£1080
TRIDENT 8- note Polyphonic Synthesizer, 16 memories, very
variable string and brass sections
f1795
MONO- POLY 4 oscillator extremely versatile Polyphonic
Synthesizer with arpeggiator
£599
LAMBDA Strings, organ, choir, brass, electric piano, piano,
clavichord, harmonics, stereo chorus
£946
DELTA Polyphonic Synthesizer, fully variable with strings and
stereo outputs
£649
SIGMA Twin oscillator monophonic Synthesizer, 20 pre-sets
each one variable, touch sensitive
f445
MS10 Monophonic Synthesizer, single V.C.O., fully patchable
and expandable
£235
MS20 Monophonic Synthesizer, twin V.C.O., twin envelope
generators, external signal processor
£375
MS50 Expander unit for M.S. series, oscillator, filters, twin
envelope generators etc.
£
275
S.0.10 Three channel analog sequencer for use with MS10,
MS20 and MS50
£225
CX3 Portable Organ, great for " Ye Of de Hammond sound!"
built in electronic leslie
£495
80 ELECTRIC PIANO Touch sensitive, 76 notes, 6 voices
chorus, key transpose, amplifier
£595
80a ELECTRIC PIANO as model 80 but with string section
and stereo vibrato
£675

cAs

0 i

n
range
n STOCK

VI- 10 Miniture version of VL 1 ....
VI- 1 Rhythms, ADSR, sequencer, calculator
VL-5 4- note polyphonic, reads music
MT- 31 22 sounds, built-in speaker
MT-40 As MT 31, plus auto drums, bass
MT-130 New MT size version of 601
MT- 70 New MT size version of 701
CT 101 25 sounds, built-in speaker
CT 202 49 sounds, built-in speaker
CT 403 25 sounds, auto bass and drums
CT 601 5octave, 10 voices, auto accompliment
CT 701 as 601, but reads music
1000P Polyphonic Synth., sequencer, split keyboard

£16
£21
£36
£39
£19
£42
£49
£29
£49
£69
£89
£99
£29
£47
£59
£69
f99
£8

4Track cassette recorder and mixer

£25
£35
£89
. £69
£96
£149
£199
£196
£275
£275
£395
£496
f325

£585

PROGRAMMABLE UNITS
ROLAND Drumatix TR606, reasonable stocks at press date
£199
ROLAND Baseline TB303, 64 pattern memories
£215
ROLAND Rhythm Composer TR808, 16 voices
£525
ROLAND CR8000 pre-set and programmable
uss
ROLAND CR78 pre-set and programmable, s/hand
£275
ROLAND Boss Doctor Rhythm 16 memories
£69
ROLAND Boss Doctor Rhythm, 16 memories, s/hand .
SOUNDMASTER Memory Rhythm Bass, snare, cymbals, HiHat
£69
SOUNDMASTER Deluxe memory rhythm
£110

OTHER RHYTHM UNITS
ROLAND CR.68. Compurhythm, 20 rhythms with manual or
auto ' fill ins', s/h, Immaculate
£125
ROLAND CR.5000. 24 preset rhythms with variable arrange
section, auto or manual ' fill ins'
£ 25
THE KIT. Variable touch sensitive pads for bass drum. hi- tom,
lo tom, snare, cymbal and hi- hat and incredible for
£195
KORG KR55. 33 preset rhythms, all with preset intros
and'fill ins', complete with foot switches
£195
SOUNDMASTER Disco Rhythm
£39
DOOBIE Ryth-mini
£39
ELECTRO HARMONIX DRM16
£69
ECHO Ryth-Maker. s/h
£59

GUITAR TUNERS
KORG Micro Six Electronic Tuner, V.U. meter
KORG GT6 Electronic Tuner, V.U. meter
KORG WT12 Chromatic Tuner, V.U. meter
MATCH- A- TONE tuning guide
IBANEZ tuner, liquid crystal display

£25
£39
£89

re

£44

ELECTRIC GUITARS & BASSES

Amplification & Sound Reinforcement

Over 200 in STOCK, New Et Secondhand
Most Leading Makes in Stock

Huge Selection of Combos, Amp Tops,
Cabinets, Mixers, Microphones & Accessories

ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE ON ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD
ALSO NO- DEPOSIT H.P. & PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE
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OD YAMAHA

KEY DEALER
FOR ESSEX

E Y

TEAC 244 Portastudio
£899
an
£99
£175
£125
£296
£195
£99
£199
£199
£365
f495
£696

KEYBOARD STANDS
X- TYPE stand for most small synths
Z- TYPE stand for most keyboards
CASIO single stand ( fits other keyboards)
CASIO double stand for two keyboards
THREE-TIER heavy duty stand
ROLAND stand for 09 series

KCMG
CENTRE

POWER
POINT

CS01 Portable Synthesizer with built in speaker, free headphones and strap
£169
MA10 Headphone amplifier for producer series
£69
MM10 4- channel mixer for producer series
£69
CS5 Monophonic Synthesizer, single V.C.O., noise generator,
L.F.O., pitch bend, portamento etc
£199
CS15 Monophonic Synthesizer, twin V.C.O., twin V C.F.,
twin V.C.A., L.F.O., portamento etc.
£ 99
CS15D 29 pre-sets plus fully variable twin oscillator
Monophonic Synthesizer
£396
CS2OM Programmable Monophonic Synthesizer, 8memories,
twin V.C.O., plus tape interface
£696
CE20 6 polyphonic pre-sets, plus 14 touch sensitive monophonic pre-sets
£899
SK10 Symphonic ensemble variable strings, organ and brass
sections with chorus
1299
SK15 Polyphonic Synthesizer with variable organ and string
sections, chorus
£675
CP11 Electric Piano, 4 mixable voices, 8 rhythms, auto
accomp., built in amplifier
£385
CP25 Touch sensitive electric piano, 61 keys, variable wave
forms and filters flanger
£1150
CP30 Touch sensitive electric piano, 73 keys, stereo outputs,
variable delay time
£975
CP315 Touch sensitive electric piano, 73 keys, variable wave
forms and filters, stereo
£1525

TEIScoMleSIZER
S6OF Single oscillator Monophonic Synthesizer with porta mento, pitch bend with sensitivity and delay vibrato
£249
S110F Twin oscillator Monophonic Synthesizer, 6point touch
sensor, portamento, transpose switch, LED indication
£425
S100P 32 voice pre-set monophonic with touch sensitivity fo ,
growl, vibrato, wow, brilliance and pitch bend, built-in hanger
and reverberation for emerging sounds
f375
SX400 Top model, 49 note, 4 voice polyphonic, 4 oscillator
synthesizer, 8memory with editing
£ 1395

AMDEK HAS ARRIVED!
(effect unit kits from Roland)

DSK 100 Distortion kit
£25
CMK 100 Compressor kit
£9
PHK 100 Phaser kit
£34
TAK 100 Tuning amp kit
£9
EMK 100 Electronic Metronome kit
£9
FLK 100 Flanger kit
£53
CHK 100 Chorus kit
£46
MXK 100 Stereo 6ch, mixer kit
£75
GEK 100 10 band graphic E.G. kit
£59
DMK 100 Delay fecho) machine kit
£109
PCK 100 Percussion Synthesizer kit
£46
RMK 100 Programmable rhythm machine kit
f75

BOSS PRODUCTS
SP1 Spectrum parametric equalizer
BF2 Flanger
CE1 Stereo mains chorus
CE2 Mono chorus
CS2 Compressor
DS1 Distortion
SD1 Super overdrive
GE7 7- band graphic E.G
GE10 10 band mains graphic E.G.
NF1 Noise gate
PH1 Phaser
PH1R Phaser with resonance
7W1 Touch-wah
DM2 Echo delay
0C2 Octaver
VB2 Vibrato
RX100 2channel reverb
DM100 Echo and chorus
DM300 Echo and chorus
FV1W Mono volume pedal
FV200 Stereo volume pedal
PD1 Rocker distortion pedal
PW1 Rocker wah pedal
PV1 Rocker volume pedal
ACA-220 Mains adaptor
J-5 Junction box
KM-2 2-1 Mixer pre-amp
KM 04 Compact 4-1 mixer
KM-60 6- channel stereo mixer
KM-400 4- channel mains mixer
KM-600 6- channel stereo mixer
MA15 Monitor amp, 15W
MAS Monitor amp, 5W
MA1 Mascot amp
FA1 F.E.T. pre- amp
MS100 Monitor speaker 100W

£39
£59
£125
£55
£43
£39
£39
£56
£79
£32
£46
£56
£46
£79
£45
£49
£106
f139
f185
£313
£44
£55
(Ea
£59
£10
£13
£15
f30
f195
f52
f85
f79
£46
f28
£23
f59

DRUMS AND PERCUSSION
50 Drum kits, 200 Cymbols in Stock
Huge Selection of Percussion & Accesories

SOUTHEND

(0702)

553647
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MUSK MAN
New Synthi 100
Datanomics Ltd/E.M.S., designers and manufacturers of
E.M.S. range of Synthesisers and
Electronic
Music Equipment
have recently sold the first of
their improved Synthi 100's to a
Spanish customer. The E.M.S.
Synthesisers
are
renowned
throughout the world for their
versatility and adaptability and
the new design Synthi 100claims
to be the most advanced synthesiser of its type.
All 12 Oscillators are now
identical having switch selection
from Voice/Very Low Frequency
operation. Each has individual
outputs of Sine, Sawtooth, Pulse
or Triangle Wave Forms with
level control. The circuitry of the
Oscillators has been completely
re- designed, giving much
greater stability, and more perfect tracking.
All the Filters are now 24 dB
per Octave types, also redesigned to give better stability
and tracking. The three Envelope Shapers have been re- designed to give delay, attack, decay, sustain and release modifiers ( all voltage controlled).
The
Keyboards are
now
micro- processor scanned, giving
a very stable pitch voltage, and
the Sequencer uses a separate
micro- processor, making it reconfigurable to individual users
requirements.
In addition to the traditional
reverb spring facility, an analogue delay line echo device is
now included, with voltage- controlled delay, and echo mix. All
Input and Output lines are balanced, giving full Studio working up to + 16d Bm levels. Noise
and distortion have been reduced. The Patch Boards have
been extended allowing more
facilities to be programmed, and
true virtual- earth mixing is employed to prevent interaction.
Further details from Datanomics Ltd/EMS., Westminster Road, Wareham, Dorset
BH20 4SP, U.K.
Tel. 09295 6311.

ENE

AKG Headphones
AKG have introduced two new
lightweight headphones aimed
at the portable hi-fi market.
The K1 has an approximate
retail price of £ 17.25. which
includes a carrying case doubling as a belt pack. The earpieces are connected by a collapsible stainless steel trellis designed for maximum adjustment
and comfort. The K1 can be
connected to any headphone
output with an impedance of between 5and 600 ohms.
The K4 headphone, developed from the widely respected
AKG340, contains two separate
units, one dynamic and one electrostatic. This system, claim
AKG, is capable of producing
very clear treble sounds together
with afull bass- frequency range
in fact being quoted as 20-25000
Hz. The approximate selling
price is £62.10.
Further details from AKG
Acoustics Ltd., 191 The Dale,
Acton, London W3 7QS. Tel: 01749 2042.

Accessit Effects
Bandive recently introduced
new additions to the Accessit
range of budget- priced studio
effects. There's a sweep equaliser with two bands, each
switchable to a high and low
frequency setting and with individual gain: a noise gate with
adjustable trip threshold: and a
compressor with input and release controls and amoving coil
E&MM
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EMT 245 Digital
Reverberator
EMT Franz GmbH recently
introduced their EMT 245 Digital
Reverberator, intended to exactly simulate the acoustics of a
room of any desired size. Reverb
time is selectable in sixteen
steps between 0.4 and 4.5
seconds, and the high frequency
absorption of air particles and
bass emphasis of stone walls, for
instance, can be duplicated if
desired. The EMT 245's Remote
Control unit can control and give
acigital readout of all functions
through connection by a single
audio line: it contains an 8748
microprocessor
which
also
allows it to store all the details of
ten different reverb settings.
Lithium battery power maintains
this stored information for up to
ten years. The reverb unit is
compact enough for mobile use.
Further details from F.W.O.
Bauch Ltd., 49 Theobald Street,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire.
Tel. 01-953 0091.

meter to indicate dynamic range
reduction. There's also a reverb
unit coupled to aremote stereo
reverberation controller featur
ing an LED peak input indicator,
connection being made via three
leads which make a mix of ' wet'
and 'dry' signal available.
Further details from Bandive,
12 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. EN4 8RW. Tel: 01-441
1133.
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AmDel( on
The complete set of parts laid out for checking prior to construction.

This month we look at the second of an exciting series of kit
projects from the Roland/Boss Corporation in Japan that
enable electro musicians to build and customise effects units
with the minimum of technical difficulty. E&MM's research
team have also provided modifications that greatly extend the
use of the Chorus.

*Variable speed chorus
*Stereo or mono output
*Rate and depth controls
*LED effect on and battery check
indicator
*Pre- assembled circuit board
*Complete kit with detailed instructions

T

he Chorus must be one of the
most widely used effects processors, particularly on recordings of modern music. Its main use is
for thickening' the sound of a mono
instrument signal or for spreading
this signal between left and right
channels in astereo system to give a
moving image that adds depth and
richness.
It's ideal for treating most instruments including miked up acoustic
types, electronic keyboards and
synths (several of these already have
chorus built-in), guitars and voices
(and even for widening mono drum
machine outputs!). One point to remember is that, in common with most
analogue units, the Amdek Chorus

66

volt PP3 battery to power the unit
unless you use an external power
pack ( DC 9V, such as the E&AilM
Synpac or Roland pack).
Parts identification is easily done
from the component drawings in the
instructions and, once you've laid
them out on your work area, they can
be checked off one by one.
Step by step assembly commences with the preparation of 6
lengths of connecting wire for attaching to the two pots - made easy by the
provision of a scale and specified
lengths for each wire. Useful soldering tips are also given. In steps 3to 5
the battery connector, LED and footswitch leads are cut to the specified
length. Then all the necessary soldering to the factory- built PCB (which

includes 3 ready- mounted IN/OUT
sockets) is done (steps 6-8) and the
footswitch and LED holder are mounted in the diecast case (steps 8-10).
This completes the soldering work.
Now the main components are
inserted in the case, following steps
11-15. The small hexagonal spanner provides easy fastening of the
pots and sockets. Care must be taken
when inserting the PCB and aplastic
insulation sheet provided sticks to the
base plate to avoid shorting out the
circuit board against the case. A
rubber sponge insert holds the battery in place. The base plate screws
neatly into place and the rubber
battery cover gives simple and effective access without the use of screws
(Steps 16-18). The unit is completed

has filter circuits that reduce the top
frequency range - hence very bright
signals may lose their edge slightly
This is overcome by employing both
outputs of the unit, one straight
through (but electrically pre-amp'ed)
and the other with the modulating
chorus effect.

The Kit
The Chorus kit is available in
bubble- pack form, complete with all
parts, a spanner for tightening nuts
and detailed instruction sheet. The
extra tools required are a15 to 30 watt
soldering iron with areasonably fine
tip, wire cutters and strippers, small
pliers (not essential), and a crosshead screwdriver. You'll also need a9

Step 7. LED, pots and battery clip wired to the factory- built board.
NOVEMBER 1982
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Figure 1. Chorus kit circuit diagram.
Step 12. Last wiring work completed with pots and LED secured.

Figure 2. Modifications discussed in text.
Output Jecks•
for connection to the input
of an amp or other effector.
MONO output is for connection when one amp is
used.
When 2 amps are used,
connect each
to either

Step 14. PCB installed in case and
insulation added to base plate.

LED:
indicates
the
effect ON/OFF
condition. Also,
functions as a

When not playing, pull out the

battery

jack.

two

The Circuit
The chorus effect is produced by
mixing a pitch deviated signal with
the direct signal. The pitch change is
made using aBucket Brigade device
(MN3204) to delay the signal and a
modulator LFO (TLO 22) to vary the
rate of delay. A Depth control increases the amount of modulation.
Filter circuits are used in the Pre
and Post processing signal path to
remove the high frequency clocking
signals which could be present on the
audio output otherwise. Because the
BBD is inherently anoisy device, preemphasis and de-emphasis circuitry
is used to reduce process noise. Both
straight and chorus signals are electronically amplified and FET switching gives virtually silent changeover
from effect ( LED on) to straight.

Operation
The Chorus kit supplied was
assembled and worked first time with
no difficulties encountered. However,
should you have any trouble, a ' Hot
Line' at the Roland UK factory will
lend assistance on 01-847 1671. Examples of the Chorus unit in operation are given on E&MM Cassette No
8.
The Chorus kit supplied was
assembled and worked first time with
E&MM
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no difficulties encountered. However,
should you have any trouble, a ' Hot
Line' at the Roland UK factory will
lend assistance on 01-847 1671. Examples of the Chorus unit in operation are given on E&MM Cassette No.
8.
The unit works well and provides
an effective Chorus sound. The Rate
control could be widened for best
effect and our research team have
tested and provided two useful modifications. [ Please note that these
modifications are made entirely at
your own risk and neither E&MM nor
Amdek can take any responsibility for
any damage caused by your circuit
changes].

Modifications
The rate of the delay produced by
the BBD chain is set by the speed of
the Low Frequency Oscillator built
around ICI. With the components
supplied, this oscillator operates
from approx. 0.33Hz to 5Hz. If you
feel that this range is too limited you
can vary this by making the following
changes, as shown in Figure 2.
Mod 1 The frequency of the LFO

STEREO

check-

Er.

by the addition of two stick-on feet
and control knobs.

power

Input Jack:
for
connection
to asignal source
such as a guitar.
Input jack also
functions as a
power ON/OFF
switch.

of
the
jacks.

Step 19.
Final step fits on knobs to complete.

—External Power Input Jack:
to external power:
used when an optional
peck IDC9V).

RATE:
for
adjustment
of the speed of

gi Chorus um
[_c_lzm_mJ ma

the chorus effect.
Turning
clockwise makes the
sound
movement
faster
effect

become
and the
deeper.

—DEPTH:
for
adjustment
of the depth of
the chorus effect.
Turning
clockwise makes the
effect deeper.

Foot SwItch
used to changeover the effect ON/OFF.

Panel description.
is dictated by the time taken to charge
capacitor C10 to a set threshold. By
decreasing the value of R14 to 470k
we can approximately double the top
frequency which can be obtained.
However, this charge doubles the
whole range so to decrease the lower
frequency the minimum charging
current must be reduced. This can be
done by altering R27 to 2k2. The
oscillator will now run from 0.15Hz to
10Hz.
Mod 2 The versatility of the unit
can be increased even more by using
an external control voltage. By disconnecting the internal LFO and taking the CV input to an external socket
we can now modulate the delay time

with avariety of control sources, e.g.
VC0s, ADSRs, Random Sample and
Hold, Sequencers, etc.
To do this you will have to drill a
hole in the case and fit another jack
socket. Take a connection from the
wiper of the Depth control to the
switched side of the socket, then
connect the other side of the socket to
Pin 10 on the board.
If no jack is inserted, the circuit
operates as before. When a jack is
inserted, the external source takes
over. The control voltage must be in
the range 0-9V.

E&MM

RECORDED ON DEMO
CASSETTE No.8

E&M M's special offer price for the Amdek Chorus Kit is £51.00
inc. VAT and p&p. Please order as: Amdex CHK-100 kit.

ollueaj
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by Paul Bird

Part 2

T

his month we continue our superb
mixer project with constructio
and setting up details.

Construction

Although construction should be
fairly straightforward, there are a few
points worth noting. Before assembling
any of the boards, slots forthe buss wires
have to cut in the edge using ahacksaw
and/or small file. The buss wire should
be 16swg, stretched to form straight
lengths. IC sockets should be used
although none were used in our prototype. A socket for IC1 of the Channel
Module can be made by carefully
cutting a 16 pin socket in half.
Insert and solder the required links
on each board as shown in Figures 1, 2,
and 3,with referencetothe photographs
of the completed boards. Next insertthe
veropins; on the component overlays
these are shown with crosses when they
protrude from the track side and with
dots when they protrude from the
component side. The resistors and
capacitors can now be inserted and
soldered, taking care with electrolytic
capacitor polarities. If you are using IC
sockets these can now be positioned
and soldered. The switches and pots
come next, not forgetting the pre-set on
the monitor board. After this stage the
IC's can be pushed into their sockets or
soldered into place.
As PCB mounting jack sockets seem
almost unobtainable except to equipment manufacturers, normal types
with solder tags are used which arefixed
to the boardswith short lengths of tinned
copper wire, (soldered first and then
inserted into the PCB's). The sockets
and the switches must be seated
squarely on the board toavoid problems
when mating the PCB's to the front
panel. There is alink to be added on the
routing switches of each channel board
and one on the monitor board which are
soldered directly to the switch tags (see
overlay diagrams). There is also an
earthing link from each PCB to the back
of one of its potentiometers. The LED's
are bent and soldered to Vero- pins after
the PCB's have been mounted to the
face plate. The bulk of the wiring istothe
Aux, Group and Monitorsockets which is
made with screened wire. The returnsof
the Group faders should be screened
although this is not necessary for the
Channel faders (see wiring details). As
the power supply is remote, miniature 3core mains cable was used to feed the
Channel supply busses. These should
be linked to the Group and Monitor
busses (see Figure 4).
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ElectroMix 842.

Checking and setting up
After checking wiring, IC, diode and
LED orientation, power up and test
supply voltages. If all is well, connect a
suitable amplifier and speaker set-up to
the Monitor outputs. Turn the Monitor
level to maximum, little or no background noise should be heard. Plug a
signal source (tape deck, radioetc.) into
Channel 1 line input and select line
input. Bring the Channel and Group
faders to OVU and the Panpot to central
position. Press Group 1and 2switches
on the Monitor module and adjust
Monitor level. Run through all the
functions on the Channel i.e. Input
select ( check Mic input is more sensitive), EQ, Routing, Pan, Aux sends, etc.
This is repeated for the other Channels
selecting the appropriate outputs on the
Monitor select switches each time. If all
inputs and outputs appear to operate
correctly, disconnect the signal source
and turn Monitor level to maximum. Run
through all controls and switches which
should operate quiety. Any thumps or
clicks produced by switches indicates a
DC level, which should be checked out
with an oscilloscope or voltmeter. If any
controls produce a small amount of
noise this should be compared to
normal listening levels to see if any
further investigation is necessary.

The only preset which has to be set on
the mixer is the Reference for the clip
LED's. Set all faders to OVU and insert a
signal. If using as a level indicator for
recording adjust the LED's to come on at
aOVU reading on your Tape recorder. In
aP.A. situation the LED's could indicate
asignal level for full output power of the
amplifiers used. Alternatively as a
clipping indicator, reduce the level of
signal with the fader and increase the
gain until definite distortion is heard.
Reduce the gain so the distortion is no
longer audible and adjust the LED's to
just light. If you have access to an
oscilloscope Table 1gives peak to peak
values for various signal levels.

* 8Input channels
* Mic or Line inputs
* Frequency Equalisation
* Versatile Panning options
* 2Aux Send and Returns
* Built in Headphone Amp
* Stereo Monitor output
* Studio quality
* Optional Meter Bridge
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Figure 3.

PARTS LIST FOR ELECTROMIX 842
Channel Module - Quantities For One Board - 8Required
Resistors - 0.25W, 5%, Carbon except where marked.
RI. 6, 27
47k
R2
2k7
R4, 5
100k Metal Film
R3
220R Metal Film
R7
82R
R8
22k
R9,10, 16, 19.20-24 100k
R11, 14
1k5
R12, 15
lkO
R13, 17, 18
10k
R25, 26
4k7
Capacitors
Cl, 12
C2.5
C3
C4
C6
C7,11
C8
C9
C10
C13,15
C14.16

220nF Siemens multilayer
47pF Ceramic
100pF Ceramic
22pF Ceramic
220uF 16V PCB Electrolytic
100uF 10v PCB Electrolytic
47nF Siemens multilayer
4n7 Siemens multilayer
10pF Ceramic
47uF 25v PCB Electrolytic
lOnF Ceramic

Potentiometers
RV1
RV2, 3
RV4
RV5
RV6, 7

10k Reverse Log
22k Lin
4k7 Log Slider
10k Lin
100k Log

Semiconductors
IC1
IC2
IC3
DI

HA12017
TL071
741
OA90

Miscellaneous
JK1, 2
S1-4

Mono switched jack socket
2Pole latchswitch
3mm Red Led
Grub screw knob
Knob cap
Slider knob
Switch cap

3off
2off

9off
2off
2off
3off
2off

2off
2off

2off

2off
2off

2off

2otf

2off
4off
1off
5off
5off
1off
4off

Potentiometers
RV1. 2
RV3
RV4
RV5
Semiconductors
IC1, 3
IC2
Miscellaneous

Si

Capacitors
Cl, 6
C2. 5, 7, 10, 12
C3, 8
C4, 9
C11
C13, 15
C14. 16

2off
5off
10 off
2off
2off

10pF Ceramic
100uF 10V PCB Electrolytic
2u2 16v PCB Electrolytic
150pF Ceramic
4p7 Ceramic
47uF 25v PCB Electrolytic
lOnF Ceramic

WIRING DETAILS

2off
5off
2off
2off
2off
2off

TL072
TL071

2off

Mono unswitched jack socket
Grub screw knob
Knob cap
2Pole latchswitch
Switch cap
Slider knob

4off
3off
3off
loff
1off

Capacitors
Cl. 3
C2, 4
C5
C6, 7
C8, 11
C9, 12
CIO, 13
C14, 16
C15, 17
C18

10pF Ceramic
100uF 10v PCB Electrolytic
Not used.
2u2 16v PCB Electrolytic
150pF Ceramic
100nF Siemens multilayer
220uF 16v PCB Electrolytic
47uF 25v PCB Electrolytic
lOnF Ceramic
470uF 16v PCB Electrolytic

Semiconductors
ICI
IC2, 3

TL072
LM380

Potentiometers
RV1
RV2
RV3

10k + 10k Log Dual
100k + 100k Log Dual
22k Min. Vertical Preset

Miscellaneous
S1-6
JK1
JK2, 3

2off
2off
2off
2off
2off
2off
2off
2off

2off

2Pole latchswitch
Stereo switched jack socket
Mono unswitched :jack socket
3mm Red Led
Grub screw knob
Knob cap
Switch cap

6off
1off
2off
1off
1off
1off
6off

Power Supply
Capacitors
CI, 4

2200uF 25v Electrolytic

2off

C2, 5
C3. 6

100nF Siemens multilayer
47uF 25V PCB Electrolytic

2off
2off

1N4001
7815
7915

4off

Semiconductors
DI. 4
ICI
IC2
Miscellaneous
Ti
Si
FSI

15-0-15v, 30VA Transformer
Mains rated switch
500mA 20mm Fuse
20mm Fuse holder
Case, to suit transformer used.

(* Screened Wire)

Channel Board
FROM PIN
1
2
3

TO
RV4/2
RV4/2
RV4/3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

RV1/3
RV1/1RV1/2RV2/3
RV2/1RV2/2JK1/2
JK1/1
JK2/2
JK2/1
JK7/1
JK7/2, JK5/2
JK5/1

REMARKS

Group Board

Links:- 14 to 15, 17 to 19, 20 to 22
Group Board 2
1
2
3
4
70

2off

Monitor Module - Quantities For One Board - 1Required
Resistors - 0.25W, 5°/-. Carbon
8off
100k
R1-8
2off
220k
R9, 11
4off
47R
RIO, 12, 14, 17
3off
10k
R13, 16,21
4off
lkO
R15, 18, 20, 22
100R
R19

Group Module - Quantities For One Board - 2Required
Resistors - 0.25W, 5" », Carbon
RI, 8
220k
R2, 6, 9, 13. 16
47R
R3, 7, 10, 14, 17-22
100k
R4, 11
4k7
R5, 12
10k
R15
330k

4k7 Log Slider
10k Log
100k Log
100k Lin

RV1/3
RV1/1RV1/2
RV2/3

Screen
* Conductor
Screen
* Conductor
Screen
* Conductor
Screen
*Conductor
* Conductor
Screen
* Conductor

Screen
*Conductor

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

RV2/1RV2/2JK3/2
JK3/1
JK4/2
JK4/1
JK8/1
JK8/2, JK6/2
JK6/1

Links:- 14 to 16. 17 to 18. 20 to 21.
Monitor Board
1
2
Group Bd. 1/13
3
4
Group Bd. 2/13
5
6
Group Bd. 1/8
7
8
Group Bd. 1/10
9
10
Group Bd. 2/8
11
12
Group Bd. 2/10
13
JK2/1
14
JK2/2, JK3/2
15
JK3/1

Screen
*Conductor
Screen
*Conductor
Screen
*Conductor
*Conductor
Screen
*Conductor

Screen
*Conductor
Screen
*Conductor
Screen
*Conductor
Screen
*Conductor
Screen
*Conductor
Screen
*Conductor
*Conductor
Screen
*Conductor
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From Power Supply

Al
A2
G4
G2
G3
G1

LED
Set

Mix
Busses

Clip Reference

Monitor
Board

Figure 4.

ElectroMix 842

OV
Supply
+15V
15V Busses

Channel
Boards

Rear view of
ElectroMix panel.

Bus connection diagram.

Peak to peak voltages Signal level
880mV
- 10dBV
2.8V
OdBV
2.2V
OdBm
3.5V
+ 4dBm
13.8V
+ 16dBm*
22V
+ 20dBm
*Recommended level for Clipping
indi cator.
Table 1

Power Supply

Channel board.

The mixer requires a ± 15V regulated
supply at approx. 200mA. A supply
designed specifically for the ElectroMix
is shown in Figure 5. This circuit uses
standard voltage regulators ICl and 2
fitted with on board heatsinks. This
supply will also power the meter bridge.
Construction is straightforward with
components inserted in the usualorder;
veropins, diodes, capacitors and IC's.
(— correct polarities are very important!). See Figure 6.
Double check all connections before
connecting to the mains supply.

Group board.

Please note; LF351 arid LF353 IC's
were specified on the circuit diagrams
last month. Certain samples of LF353
seemed to burst into high frequency
oscillation, so alternative types TL071
and TL072 were tested and proved to be
more suitable, with tne added bonus of
being alot cheaper.
The Retro fit input channel with an
electronically balanced Mic input and
the Meter Bridge wiII be described in a
forthcoming issue.
E&MM

Monitor board.

o

IC

cE&MM

O

15Vac

O

15Vac

O

OV

•

Earth

C4

I
Figure 6.

E&MM

Power Supply component overlay.
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All parts except panel and PCB's are available at
most electronic component retailers. Details of
complete kit suppliers will be published next
month.

The fully finished panel and a set of
PCB's are available from Electronics and
Music Maker, 282 London Road, Westcliff-on- Sea, Essex. The prices are £24.95
for the drilled, sprayed and screen printed
panel and £ 24.95 for afull set of PCB's
inc. p&p and VAT. Order as ElectroMix
842 Panel and ElectroMix 842 PCB set
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Micromusic

Continued from page 16.

10 CLERR 31000
20 OUI 255,145
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is basically the same as the Beepquencer published last month but with
the machine code section added for the
playback mode.
Line 22 loads the machine code
data into memory locations 31501 to
31556. This data is contained in lines
24 and 26.
The start address of the sequence is
split into two bytes and loaded into
locations 32587 and 32588 ( lines
2040-2060). These locations are read
during the machine code routine to
locate the Start address for the play
mode.
To keep the programme simple the
note length is not programmable but
the 16 sequences can now hold up to 64
notes each.

Using the Sequencer

Operation is similar to that of the
Beepquencer but for the Play section.
When amelody is playing, the interrupt
is disabled and therefore the display
and keyboard. To exit from this state
trigger the ' Break' switch. This returns
control to the basic and displays the
menu.
To set the DAC load a 2 note
sequence an octave apart e.g. 1C, 2C.
The output can be tuned by ear, when
connected to a calibrated VCO, or by
using a voltmeter to monitor the CV
output.
Once the board has been calibrated
you can start composing.
Kenneth McAlpine

Synth Controller Sequencer programme.

E&MM

Finally wfsiteiiii_L4is
prepared to do
fir the synthesizerwhat

At Rhodes we've always felt there's abig difference between akeyboard that responds
like a machine and one that plays like a musical instrument
At last there's asynthesizer that comes up to our standards that you can understand,
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that combines the best of
both worlds This 16- channel programmable polyphonic synthesizer has an acoustic style keyboard response So, instead of pushing buttons that look like keys, you can
finally feel what you're playing.

Rhodes did

for the piano
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Chroma the first intelligent music terminal. The compatability factor we're most proud of
though, is the one all Rhodes instruments have — with people. The way we look at it, advanced
electronics don't mean athing unless you've got that human touch that makes music what it is — feeling

Fender House, Jeffreys Road, Enfield. Middlesex EN3 7HE

Rhodes' Chroma

Limited only by your imagination
72
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.;iEE 60 page booklet of hint ,
from FOSTEX, but there's
one catch.

First let's whet

your appetite.

It's filled

cover to cover with useful
facts

ARGUS COMPUTER TUNER SALE
Select the string,

and plug

in or play directly into the
electret mike. The note you
play is compared to a quartz
Our latest catalogue includes

reference,

Visa or Access card.

information,

shown on a meter and 3 LEDs.

You can call us on 01-440 9221
during normal hours with your

as well as full product

Order directly using your

order or for more information
on the products that we sell.

info.

Complete the coupon below and
mail it to us for your copy.

1-he

ow
' Exhibitors
Include;
TANNOY,

MXR,

SENNHEISER,
't!'î AMDEK,

ROLAND

FOSTEX,

TEAC,

TASCAN,

JBL,

SYNCLAVIER,
SOUNDCRAFT
Write now
for
Seminar
Tickets.

,

but that's the

rules.

prices on male and female

itors. Plug in
directly from any
line level source for a

the cheapest around.

powerful and accurate sound
Sold normally in pairs but
we will sell singly. These
are in stock NOW. £151.36
per pair,

incl.VAT & PP.

THE BROKEN PLUG SALE
We've got a sale on right
now of 244 and 144 TASCAN
portastudios.
used ones,

New one's and

all with a plug

that's broken.
Prices start at around £ 390
inclusive,

so call Garry or

John right now for details.

Three pins are famed to be
Compare;

Cord Male,£1.28, Female,£1.69
Panel Male,£1.14, Female,£1.85
Incl. VAT but plus minimum £ 1
Post and Packing charge.

FREE

44 page

HOME

STUDIO
catalogue

eight tracks on
% inch, % inch
Dolby C and dBx.
And of course pric,
Right now the cost

Sorry,

..LR Sellout News.

little choice.

of eight track

copy you'll have
to call in or call

In case you dont know our

Now there are

buy.

many more.
But to get a

these compact
recording mon-

there was very

Prices start at £ 33.35 incl.

track
bounce and

Hands on Show.

YOU CAN WIN
Until recently

incentives to make you

the nine

PERSONAL MONITO ,

HOW AND WHY ONLY

have been updated
and extended.

tricks,

it the FOSTEX booth

I THE GREAT MULTITRACK WAR

signal processors

tape time

at the forthcoming

built into

4

to use EQ,

Model 6301

amplifier

10am till 7pm

The Accessit range

£39.95 to £ 25.00 incl VAT etc

There's a 10.

Primrose Hill

December 4th. & 5th.,

We've cut the Rec Retail of

NEW from FOSTEX

Everything for Creative Music at
the Clive Hotel,

hints and tips

and deviation is

like mike

placement, miking
your amp, how

Dont

I'urget that the

new Bruce Springstein
album was cut on a 144.

is the

and there's a new colour

lowest it's ever been.

brochure that explains their

Our VAT exclusive prices on

use and application in detail

the FOSTEX A8 is £999.00 and
the new TASCAM 38 is £1400.00

INFINITY PANELS by Illbruck
Here at last is a simple and
cost effective solution to
acoustic problems.

If you buy a complete

-

-

complete system, you can
make even greater savings.
So call us now and find
out more about our
packages. And be sure
-

that whatever you buy
from us at TURNKEY,
You'll allways end
up the winner.

BIG MIXER SCOOP
We have a quantity of
quality check rejects of
the famous SECK 1682
mixer shown above.

They

all work perfectly but
have slight panel damage.
So, until they go, we're
selling them at £999.00 incl.
the usual,

pre- VAT price.

If you need to know more
send for the operators book.
E&MM
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These acoustic foam panels
are sculptured from a new
material, resulting in a
treatment that absorbs sound
as effectively as an open
window. These will quickly
cure any difficult acoustics
in your studio or control
room.

There's a FREE cook-

book that tell's you how to
use them, or write for our
design sheet,

that you

complete and return for a
professional evaluation
of your problems.

E
ro

Lim
trnkey
8East Barnet Rcrad, New Barnet,
Herts. EN4 8RW Tel: 01-440 9221
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A

Ilen & Heath's latest range of 21 series mixers
offers a new format for 'on the road' PA
systems, club installations, stereo recording
and community broadcasting. The three models in
the range are called the 621, 1221 and 1821, each
having six, twelve and eighteen inputs respectively, but the important feature for these mixers is
the inclusion of a mono output derived from the
main stereo mix. Sockets are also provided to link
two or more 21 series mixer together.

A&H have obviously taken alot of trouble to find
parts that reduce cost but maintain good quality.
The advanced low noise circuitry with high slew
rate of 13V/microsecond is in fact based on one
type of low noise dual op- amp throughout the
mixer, the TL072. Each input stage contains two
11072's and six BC214 transistors. The monitor
board and 2send/mix PCBs use ten TL072's, plus
BC214 and BC109C transistors. A 12V relay
operates the PR system.

Input stages

Construction & Circuitry
The mixers are rigidly constructed, with four
heavy metal panels at top, bottom and sides and
polished wood end pieces. Dimensions ( mm) of
the mixers are 6:2:1 458 x475 x100, 12:2:1 674 x
475 x 100, 18:2:1 891 x475 x 100. Weights are
11.30, 15.90 and 22.70 kilos respectively.
The main panel is finished in light brown with
yellow and red legending. Red is used for channel
numbers and is a little difficult to read. Push- fit
pots are colour coded red, green and brown, with
good sized black fader tops. Incidentally, production models are to have plastic inserts in faders to
catch dust etc.. Construction is based on boards
that have PCB mounted pots for direct fitting to the
main front panel.
The 1221 instrument supplied tor review has 4
stick-on rubber feet and uses an external power
supply to keep hum at a minimum. The supplied
unit has 2 metre mains and connecting cables for
+15 and - 15 volts DC output to the mixer that is
derived from straightforward dual regulator circuitry. The PCB is mounted on four snap-fit plastic
pillars with astrap securing it in place. The PSU is
adequately rated for the mixer range and a
phantom supply is also available in an alternative
PSU.
Access for servicing is easily done by removing
ten screws at the rear and removing the heavy back
cover. The individual circuit boards are all hardwired without the use of connectors. All wiring is via
9 bus wires, LED and fader wires, or connecting
wire neatly grouped together.

Each of the 12 input channels receive signals via individual Neutrix 3-way XLR connectors. Mic or line signals are set with a mic/line
switch to give electronically balanced transformerless mic or high impedance balanced line inputs. A
Pad switch further reduces the signal by 20dB and
aGain control next adjusts levels from + 25 to + 60
dB. Maximum Gain boost is always best avoided
here as background noise increases considerably and the microphone gain at full sensitivity is
60dB. This should be satisfactory for most mic
inputs, e.g. a 1.23mV input (with the mixer set to
OVU = 4dBm) gives 1.23V at the output.
At this point, a stereo jack socket allows
interruption of the signal for send/return of effects
and other processors (or simply to insert a
standard unbalanced jack line input, bypassing
the initial mic/line stages).
The first of the two sends available is 'Cue' and
is normally next in the signal chain, although an
internal link change will put it after the EQ stage if
desired. Either way it is apre- fade send and aCue
control sets output send level.
A 3- band quasi parametric equaliser gives
plenty of tonal adjustment, with high frequency
control, mid-frequency sweep from 400Hz to
6k Hz, and low frequency for adjustable boost or cut
over+12 to - 12dB.
One LED peak indicator for each input stage is
inserted next and will turn on at 3dB prior to
clipping. Its position in the chain ensures that your
equalisation adjustments do not overload the
mixer.
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Just prior to the input fader is also apre- fade
listen ( PFL) switch for mono checking of the signal.
Next the input fader sets the level of the signal
on the stereo bus lines, via aPan control for left and
right placement, and apost-fade Echo send with its
own level control completes the input stage.

PFL
The mixer offers comprehensive PFL monitoring at 19 key points - in each of the twelve input
stages as mentioned, at Cue and Echo outputs, at
main left and right pre- fader outputs and main
mono pre-fader output, and also at echo return
inputs 1 & 2. Each PFL switch activates arelay that
turns on ared LED close to the meters.
Since the PFL system overrides any other
monitoring that is taking place, the LED is an
important reference to ensure that only the PFL
points you require are in operation.

Final mix stages
Two identical boards inside the mixer conveniently accommodate send/return signals and
main stereo outputs, whilst a third board incorporates monitoring and the main mono signal.
The controls for these are located at the right
hand part of the mixer and include monitor controls, VU meters, power on/off switch and its LED
indicator. Controls for Cue Master and Echo Master
sum the individual sends from input channels.
There are two Echo returns which have Level
controls and Pan controls for positioning on the
stereo bus as well as Cue pots for an additional mix onto the Cue bus. The latter is auseful
way of ensuring that treated echo, reverb and other
processed sounds can be added to the Cue send
output. Separate main faders for left and right
output feed the XLR connectors at the rear, as well
as a stereo bus output (via stereo jack socket) for
connecting to another mixer or additional recorder.
Both stereo and mono outputs on the 21 series
mixers are set for OVU (4dBm), but internal links
are provided to match outputs and tape monitor inputs to lower operating levels giving 12dB cut
or boost respectively.
The big feature of this range is its main mono
fader output in addition to the stereo faders (via
XLR male socket). Th is will be ideal for use as afoldback mix on stage or as afeed toa mono PA system, .
without losing the facility of stereo recording
during performance. It also offers amono output
for simultaneous video recording or for mono
broadcast transmissions.
The use of stereo jack sockets for several of the
rear connections, while being cost effective, does
make linking up a little awkward.

Monitoring
Before actually mentioning these facilities, it is
worth noting another aspect of monitoring - the
control legends. Gain level, Cue and Echo controls
are all numbered 0 to 12, EQ controls are divided
into 8 parts, whilst input faders are smooth long
NOVEMBER 1982
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MIXER REVIEW

Allen & Heath 1221
throw types labelled + 10 max, 0nominal to - 10 and
off. Imissed the graduated scales here and on the
master faders (these have 0, - 10, - 20, and off line
markings) although probably most pro users would
simply chinagraph points straight on the mixer
panel.
Monitoring is via two independently controlled
stereo outputs to headphones and monitor amplifier. Thus each has a ganged stereo level control in its output stage to feed stereo jack sockets, at
the rear for your stereo monitor amplifier/speaker
system, and next to the VU meters/right hand end
panel for your headphones (8-600 ohms). Output on headphones is entirely satisfactory with
plenty of gain without extra noise.
It is worth noting again the basic order of the
monitoring chain to understand the system's
advantages. Main monitoring is first selected by 3
switches for Stereo, Mono and Tape In from a
stereo recorder. This permits A/B monitoring
during recording - a useful facility, although I
would have liked gain control matching for the
Tape- In to make instant switch comparisons
without fiddling with levels. Nevertheless, if you are
using the same ' master' recorder with the mixer,
the internal links will enable suitable level matching.
The PFL switches then override any of the 3
main functions and the two VU meters monitor all
chosen settings accordingly. The meters are illuminated and scaled - 20 to + 5and 0 to 100%.
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Rear Connections
The mixer basically consists of 12 input stages
and input connections at the rear that feed 6main
bus lines for stereo left and right, mono, Echo mix,
Cue mix and PFL. The latter also has afurther bus
line for DC control of the PFL relay and LED
indication. There is also a48 volt phantom power
option, when using the MPS7P power supply unit
instead of the normal MPS7 sold with the mixer.
This operates in A- Bmode on the two balanced line
wires at pins 2 and 3 ( 1is screen).
Apart from the input stages, the mixer offers
standard jack inputs at the rear for Mono input, Aux
input (stereo signal to Cue and Echo mix busses),
Stereo input (on to Land Rmain busses), PFL input

E
C

00
00

qt
)

ej

Input channels.

Output and monitor sections.
(with DC control signal) and Tape input (stereo
signal to monitor system only). Echo Return 1and 2
are via standard jack sockets and DC power from
the supplied external PSU is via aCannon XLR 5pin
connector.
Outputs available are as already mentioned:
XLR L & Rstereo, Mono outputs; standard jack Cue,
Echo mono, (Cue/Echo) Aux and L/R stereo
outputs, as well as Monitor and Headphone
outputs.
Line inputs and outputs are set at a nominal
level of OVU (+ 4dBm), with a maximum level of
+21dB ( reference 0.775 V into 2K or more). With
internal links for output pads and tape boost
inserted, main output and tape input levels become
OVU=-8dBm ( 0.3V).

Conclusions
The 1221 mixer reviewed was well constructed
and designed specifically to provide a low cost
system for semi and professional use. Prices for
the mixers ( inc. VAT) are £443 for the 621, £569 for
the 1221 and £742 for the 1821. Quality wise, it's
likely to satisfy most users and although the
circuitry is quite straightforward, the results are
good with low background noise. Its robust frame
as well as distinctive appearance will attract many
electromusicians who will benefit from this special system format and comprehensive in/out and
PFL monitoring.
E&MM

Mixer rear panel removed.
E&MM
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The Allen & Heath 21 Series Mixers are
distributed in the UK by Allen & Heath
Brenell Ltd., Pembroke House, Campsbourne Road, London N8. Tel. 01-340 3291.
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LECTURE REPORT

AYoung Person's Guide To
Electronic Music
by Dr. Robert A. Moog

D

uring September this year, one
of the best known figures in
electronic music equipment
design, Dr. Robert A. Moog, visited this
country to give a series of lectures
entitled ' A Young Person's Guide to
Electronic Music'. These lectures,
held at the Science Musueum, London, were sponsored by Syco Systems,
importers of the Fairlight CMI and
other exotic music- making equipment.
Dr. Moog has been involved in
electronic music since his university
days, setting up R. A. Moog Co. as a
part-time business in 1954. He in
actual fact obtained two degrees, one
in Physics and one in Electrical
Engineering before his PhD in Engineering Physics.
In 1973 his company, now Moog
Music Inc., became a division of
Norlin Industries, but later in 1977
Dr. Moog left Moog Music to form a
new company, Big Briar Inc. who
specialise in designing custom electronic and computer music controllers.
Three lectures in all were given
covering The History of Electronic
Music, its Technical Aspects and the
Musical Applications.

Lecture 1
"Within the past fifteen years,
electronic music has come from being an experimental laboratory curiosity to an important component of
our musical experience. This first
lecture deals with the history of electronic musical instruments, especially with regard to how inventors
over the past eighty years have
chosen to meet what they perceived
to be the needs of musicians.
The Telharmonium was a very
large electric musical instrument that
was built in the United States around
the turn of the century. It used one
generator for each pitch, each generator producing up to 15 kilowatts of
power! The installation resembled a
power plant more than a music studio. Subscribers received ' Telharmonic Music' over phone lines - the
first known precursor of Muzak.
The invention of the vacuum tube
(valve) around 1914 ushered in the
age of electronics. One of the first
electronic musical instruments, invented in 1920, was the Theremin, an
expressive instrument that is played
by the motion of the performer's
hands in the space surrounding the
instrument, the right hand controlled
the pitch, while the left controlled
amplitude with no tactile reference at
all! Another was the Ondes Martenot,
which used the same general technology as the Theremin, butemployed
akeyboard and asliding band. Ondes
Martenots are still heard in concert.

Yet another important instrument of
the 30's was the Trautonium, which
introduced the concept of ' Formant
Control', that is the simulation of
acoustic resonances, that enabled
the performer to shape tone colour as
well as pitch or loudness.
The first instrument to be called a
synthesiser was developed by Coupleaux and Givelet and shown at the
Paris Exposition in 1929. It used
pneumatic player piano mechanisms
to actuate pitch and tone colour
changes. Another important early
synthesiser was the Hanel Synthesiser, built around 1940 in the United
States by John Hanert, chief engineer
of the Hammond Organ Company.
The Hanel Synthesiser consisted of
an array of photocells that 'read' a
graphic score, plus a large bank of
electronic sound producing circuitry that responded to the 'output' of
the photocells. The 'score' for the
Hanert was a long piece of paper,
perhaps twenty metres long, abit like
shelf paper. The photocells rode on
an automated carriage along the
paper to read the score. After the
Second World War, the Radio Corporation of America developed a
similar large synthesiser. The RCA
synthesiser used apaper roll that was
punched like a piano roll, to programme the sound producing circuitry. The RCA Synthesiser is still in
use at the Columbia- Princeton Electronic Music Center in New York City.
The Moog synthesiser was developed in 1964 in response to the
needs of musicians who were learning to compose with tape recorders,
and needed to generate and modify
sounds electronically in awide variety
of ways. The Moog synthesiser came
to the public attention when electronic music composer Walter Carlos
transcribed several pieces by J. S.
Bach for Moog synthesiser, and
assembled the transcriptions on a
multitrack tape recorder. Carlos'
Switched- on Bach was enormously
successful, at least in the United
States, and precipitated a deluge of
'Moog Records', which, in turn,
opened up the ears of keyboard Rock
musicians who were also in the process of delving into musical electronics. British keyboardist Keith
Emerson was responsible for much
innovative ' Moog Playing' during the
early '70's.
Today, synthesisers are widely
sold and accepted by professional
kéyboardists, especially rock and
jazz musicians. However, anew horizon is coming into view: computer
musical
instruments. Computers
have much to offer musicians. They
are the most versatile tools that
musicians have ever had to work with.
Computer technology and computer

Illustrating the technical aspects with aSonic 6.
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musical instruments such as the
Fairlight, will provide musicians with
new, musically potent resources for
years and decades to come."

Lecture 2
"Electronic music is not atype of
music. It is amusical medium that is
defined by its technical nature. Contrary to what many people think, there
is nothing new about musicians using
technical developments to make
music. In their days, adrum of supple
animal skin, a carved reed flute, a
lute, atrombone, and agrand piano,
were the very height of technology.
The point is that musicians have
always employed the most sophisticated, technologically advanced instruments. Except for singing, music
would not exist at all without technology. It is the same today. Electronic music and computer music is
new only in that it uses today's
technology instead of the technology of some other era.
Each new musical-technological
medium enlarges the resources that
are available to musicians. No medium 'outmodes' or ' replaces' any
other. Most electronic musicians see
themselves as part of the total musical scene, not the practitioners of
some isolated, inaccessible art.
What, then, are the potent new
resources of the electronic music
medium? As Isee it, it is the ability to
build up sounds, sound patterns, and
complete pieces of music from component parts. An electronic musician
usually starts by constructing asound
out of basic elements. The elements
are:
The Oscillator that makes regularly- repeating waveforms that are
heard as pitched tones;
The Filter that emphasises some
part of the sound spectrum and cuts
others out, thereby altering the tone
colour;
The Amplifier or the Articulator
that shape the overall sound;
The Modulator that imparts regularly repeating variations in otherwise static sounds;
The Envelope Generator that
varies aproperty of asound once per
sound event, and;
The Noise Source, that produces
random, unpitched sound.
These are the basic sound generating and modifying processes that
electronic musicians use. Rich, interesting, complex sound can be built
by combining many of these proceses.
Synthesisers are instruments that
offer many of these resources to
musicians in a convenient, logical
format, like a kit of tools. The term
Synthesise means, after all, to assemble acomplete entity out of its component parts.
Once the sound itself is produced,
musicians then use a variety of programming and controlling devices to
assemble many sounds into a
melody, asequence, or atexture. The
device that is most familiar is the
keyboard controller, that enables a
musician to play successions of
sound of any texture. Another device
is called aSequencer, which may be
thought of as an automated keyboard that can automatically produce repeating and other machinegenerated patterns.
To produce the complete piece of
music, a multitrack tape recorder is
often used. One line of sound at atime
is recorded. In a complex piece of
music that is realised on a multitrack recorder, there is usually too
much to control for one musician at
one time, so the musician records
just one line at atime. Then when the
lines are all recorded, the musician
mixes them together, using a mixing console. All of the music of Car-

Dr. Robert A. Moog.
los, Tomita, Patrick Gleeson, as well
as hundreds of other musical works,
are made in this manner.
Thus, in producing apieceofelectronic music, a musician may first
perform the role of Composer, deciding how his music will be organised,
then the role of Instrument Builder,
setting his equipment up to make the
desired material, then the rote of
Performer, playing the tones on akeyboard or similar device, and finally
the role of Conductor, combining all
the lines of sound to make the final
music.
Computer music is the newest
development. Computers can be
used in all phases of music production. They can be programmed to
assist in composition, to produce
tones directly, to generate melodies
and sequences, and to programme
entire pieces of music. Computers
are the most potent tools that have
ever been available to musicians.
However, we can expect that it will
take many years before we learn how
to programme computers too so that
musicians can have easy access to all
the potential resource of computers."

Lecture 3
In this lecture Dr. Moog played
various taped samples of music
showing the vast variety of work which
has been performed in the electronic
music medium.
The first tape was of a piece by
Ravel, played by Clara Rockmore who
was aviolin virtuoso until she lost the
use of her shoulder. In this recording
she, accompanied by her sister, had
transferred her musicianship to the
Theremin, which had been specially
built for her by Leon Theremin himself. It was a very moving recording
proving that it is the skill of the
musician which makes electronic
music emotional

Dr. Moog mimes to apiece
played on the Theremin.
Continued on page 80.
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No. 5

KEYBOARDS
CASIO ( all models) — SUPER LOW PRICES. Flight cases
available ultra cheap!
LATEST CASIO'S AVAILABLE NOW INCLUDING MT60
MT70 ALL AT AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES.
CASIO CT 1000 P — FABULOUS INTRODUCTORY OFFER!!
Phone for details . . .
CASIO 701 This is it!! The most entertaining keyboard
Casio make. Phone for aquote! Due to afantastic new deal
with Casio we are now able to offer these amazing
keyboards at an unbelievable low price

Here's achance to win
acopy of one of the most
important books for the
electro musician — " Musical
Applications of Microprocessors
by Hal Chamberlin. This valuable prize, worth £20,
will be awarded for the first correct crossword
drawn out of the hat on Nov. 30th.
Send your completed crossword, including your
name and address to:
E&MM CROSSWORD,
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.
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Our price £199

MOOG ROGUE Synths
ROLAND JUNO 6 — super low prices
JVC KB500
Roland SH101 arriving shortly
Juno 60 Poly Programmable arriving

S"

1
FOR A
QUOTE

•

•

17

PHONE
FOR A
QUOTE

•

iq

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

21

zo

23

TASCAM 34 now in stock
TEAC M244
TEAC 32/26 ( 2 track mastering)
TEAC DX2B DBX for 32/26
TEAC 2A 6/4 mixer
ROLAND 2000 digital delay
ROLAND 501 Echo Unit

PHONE
FOR A
QUOTE

,

•

JUST IN, THE CLAP,
THE TIMP,
THE SYNDRUM - SUPER
INTRODUCTORY OFFERS PHONE!!
FENDER SOUIER GUITARS NOW IN STOCK!
Access - Barclaycard - Mail Order -Closed Wednesdays -

FREE SECURICOR DELIVERY

MARY STREET
LANCASTER
LA1 1UW
0524 60740
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/
6

18

24

our price f99.50
our price £ 69.50
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DRUM MACHINES ETC.
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15

JUST ARRIVED
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PHONE

Roland EP6060 electric piano
Roland HP60

The I(it

4

E
,

7

shortly. Sequential circuits Pro One
synths at an even lower price.
Roland HP 70 electric piano
Roland HP60 electric piano

Roland IR 303 Bassline
Roland IR 606 Drumatix
Roland TR 808
Roland CR 5000 Compurhythm
Roland CR 8000 Compurhythm
SOUNDMASTER STIX
SOUNDMASTER SR 88

3

2

21

aaaaa

26

Across

Down

1. Building block for complex
synths ( 6)
4 The artist can't work without her
help ( 4)
6. Emerson's pleasant band? ( 4)
7. New name in budget tape
recorders ( 6)
9. Beware of breaking one in your
compositions (4)
10. Jarres computer keyboard on
'Oxygene' ( 1,1,1)
11. A well-known and respected
organ ( 7)
14. Christian name of lOcc's creamy
musician ( 3)
15. Popular monosynth, now
discontinued at its source (8)
17. What bands play, live (3)
20. Electronic synthesiser sound
productions: A pressure group
(1,1,1,1)
23. Beyond - perhaps as in 8down?
(5)
24. Not an input ( 6)
25. To keep time, abbreviated ( 4)
26. Instrumental sounds end up in
these after multitracking ( 6)

1. Could Korg control the market
completely with this new synth?
(4-4)
2. Unidentified heavy metal band?
(1,1,1)
3 Final process in producing a
recording ( 3)
4 Old timer: or agnome on the
Paris underground? ( 9)
5 Use of one of these should alter
your music ( 6)
6 The latest ( 3)
7 Ultimate computer instrument,
this bright Australian ( 9)
8 Of sound ( 5)
12 Pseudonym of the Human
League for ' IDon't Depend On
You' ( 3)
13. A prefix, new 'one'? ( anag.) ( 3)
16. The most popular instrument of
all (6)
18. It used to mean ' great!' now it's
just equipment (4)
19 Public transport, part of mixer?
(4)
21. Not mono ( 4)
22. International exhibition of
recording equipment (4)

September's answers:

Across: 1, Blues; 7, Harmonic; 8, In The; 10, Orchestral; 12, Explorer; 14, Odes;
16, Dark; 17, Star Turn; 20, Manoeuvres; 23, Rests; 24, Encoders; 25, Idols.
Down: 2, Echo; 3, Bach; 4, Smash; 5, Snare Drum; 6, Scales; 9, Error; 11, Spare
Neck; 13, EHT; 15, Order; 18, Noises; 19, Leads; 21, Vero; 27, Send.
September's winner: Miss Amanda Honvood from Watford, Herts.
We acknowledge with thanks the cooperation of John Wiley gi Sons Ltd.,
who distribute ' Musical Applications of Microprocessors' in the UK.
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CLASSIFIED
New rates for 1982: Lineage 34p per word (min. 12 words); Box No. 80p extra. Semi- Display: £ 1.00 extra.
Display: £ 10.00 per single cm. column.
All advertisements must be pre- paid. Closing date: 5th of month preceding publication.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).
Telephone: 01-527 3376 " Classified", E&MM, 282 London Rd, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings
From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets • flight case parts
• Celestion power speakers •
Rean jacks & fittings • P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated
catalogue

c=ALRIGHTIACK
LOWTHER CABLES ( E&MM)
36. ESSEX AVENUE,
SLOUGH, SL2 1DR
Tel ( 0753) 38869
'AREA CODE) 75 from LONDON

TOP GRADE
GUITAR LEADS

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

and THE BEST VALUE FOR MONEY. We support this claim by
offering you a money back guarantee, if returned unmarked
within seven days, this is beside our normal warranty. If
you're unsure, phone and ask for details. Catalogue of audio
leads available. TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

DIY Active
Crossovers
Hi Fi News design used in numerous Rock
PAs, discotheques, studios and Hi Fi Systems
worldwide. - 24dB/Octave, 2/3/4 way mono

DISTRIBUTION
PO BOX 37b
EAST MOLESEY
SURREY
KT8 9JB

• Tapes

'stereo with PPMs, muting and other options.
NEW! HFN/RR Quick Crowbar, passive DC
protection circuit for PA speakers, has no
effect on sound quality ( unlike isolating
capacitors) and requires no power — simply
connect across speaker lines. PCBs, kits or
assembled boards/complete units available.
SAE or 3 IRC brings details.

Cassettes of serious electro music — three C6Os £ 2 each
Inc postage from Carey Nutman, MPS Music, Rosegarth,
Hetton Road, Houghton, Tyne and Wear OHS 8JN
TASCAM 244 Portstudios including TEAC HP 80, headphones and AKG Pro Mic, £ 598 including delivery and VAT.
TASCAM 38, the amazing new 8 track machine £ 1,599.
TEAC A 3440 ( new), A 3340 S ( secondhand), ex- demo and
slightly used 4- tracks from £ 495
TEAC TASCAM 32-28, 2 track £499
DBX noise reduction units for the above DX8 £ 499, RX9
£258, DX2B £ 199
ALL FOSTEX home multi- track recording equipment in
stock. machines, mixers, graphics, signal processing devices FOSTEX 250 Multitracker £ 575
VESTA-FIRE modular signal processors from £ 56. Also
Vesta- Fire rack mounting reverb £ 199.
ALLEN & HEATH 8, 4; 2; mixer £ 495. Atlantes 12 x 2
£315
AKG, Beyer, Electro Voice, Sennheiser and Shure microphones all in stock from £ 25 to f1,000
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
This isiust asmall example of what we have in stock. Please
phone Tim. Andy or Alan at AUDIO SERVICES, STUDIO
HOUSE, High Lane, Stockport SK6 8AA. Telephone
06632-2442.
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COURSES IN
MULTI-TRACK
RECORDING
TECHNIQUES
Gateway Studios in conjunction
with BANDIVE, the FOSTEX
CORPORATION &

ATLANTEX

MUSIC LTD. have put together a

Has your amplifier just committed HariKali? If you're in the East Midlands area, we
can offer speedy repairs, customisation and

series of courses on professional
studio techniques for the home

refurbishment for most PA equipment; a
service tailored by dint of UK Tour experience

recordist and musician involved

to suit gigging musos / PA crews working to
tight schedules

FOR SALE

GL100-10m ( 32 1
2 ft)E11.99
/
(incl. postage Er packaging Et VAT)

Noiseless, low loss, heavy duty guitar cable c/w solid brass plugs

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

CP‘4‘

GL75-7.5m ( 24 1
2 ft) f9.99
/

with internal thread AND -heavy steel ' u' clamp for excellent strain
relief, heavy duty black covers.
We believe these guitar leads are THE BEST on the market

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

,,puIER •

GL50-5m ( 16 1/
2ft) £ 7.99

B 8t J Sound
Kirkby Lane, Tattershall,
Lincoln LN4 4PD
Te/:(0526)42869/52950

in recording at any level.

Call .-DAVE WARD
on 01-223 8901
for more details.

QU'APPELLE STUDIOS
LIMITED
8 track

sound

recording,

colour

video recording with edit suite.
titling facilities, variable acoustics
Session musicians by arrangement.
Audio visual recording £ 100 per day
including tape, audio recording by
arrangement.
Tel. Newport, Gwent 10633) 412415

CASSETTE REAL-TIME'
duplicating from 38p. The best value for money
-Sound International July 1981. Mirror Master

blank cassettes, 10 x C12 £ 9.99 inclusive; 10 x
COO £ 10.00 inclusive.
SIMON STABLE, 46, West End, Launton,
Oxon OX6 ODG.
Mon- Sat o a.m.-8 p.m 08692 28311
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FOR SALE
Parts for organ builders: Tone Generators, Keying PCBs,
Leslie Motors and Rhythm Units. All very cheap. SAE for list.
Ron Coates, 2 Boxhill Nurseries, Boxhill Road. Tadworth,
Surrey KT20 7JF.
CLEF piano. 7', octaves, touch sensitive keyboard; folds for
easy transport/storage. £ 350.00. Crowthorne, Berkshire
103446) 6652.
SORCERER Sound Productions present your next Visitor
Cassettes with T.R.O.N.I.C.S., YNV1 70p, YNV 2345 and 6,
80p. All inc postage and packing. 34 Bassingham Road,
Wembley, Middlesex.
Transcendent DPX, great! £ 390.03 ono. Ipswich 79555.
NORTH WEST. Portastudio 244 for hire. £30 per week, £ 7
per day. Delivery possible. Phone Brian, Rossendale
220810.
New organ Keyer/Generator IC nowavailable. Makes organ
building quicker and cheaper than ever before. SAE details.
Ron Coates, 2 Boxhill Nurseries, Boxhill Road, Tadworth.
Surrey KT20 7JF.

OUR CLASSIFIED
PAGES REALLY

WORK

1 inch 8- track Central London Electromusic specialists.
TR808, CS0600, SH2-081, Korg Trident. more ... £6.00
p h. £4.00 p.h. 4- track. 01-286 0642.

WANTED

e MIKE BEECHER'S e,
e CAROLS FOR CHRISTMAS

TELEPHONE:

TONY HALLIDAY

ON 01 -527 3376

Electro-Musicforthe FestiveSeason!

and take advantage
of our shoo: series
special classified
ad offer of 4 for the
price of 3

Multi keyboardist Mike Beecher plays his own
symphonic and jazz style arrangements of
Christmas music, multitracked in his studio
and recorded live for Capital Radio.

C60 Stereo Dolby Cassette —
only £2.45 inc. VAT & p&p.
(Overseas orders add

19p.)

Order direct from E&MM, 282 London Road,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

INDEX
BGW
Bootleg Music
Casio
CBS/Fender
Chase
Clef Products
Don Larkin
ESS
Future Music
Hobbs Music
Honky Tank
IPC ( Hobbies Fair)
ITA

RECORDING

Korg Polysix, Junosix or similar polysynth wanted privately.
good condition. Tel. Brownhills 2787.
DOKOR DER 8140 service manual ( buy or borrow). Steve
Moore, 31, High Street, Byers Green, County Durham.

ADVERTISERS

JHS
L & B Electronic
London Rock Shop
Micro Musical
Mobile One
Phonosonics
Powertra n
Rose Morris
Soho Soundhouse
Tempus
Turnkey
Wilmslow Audio

49
31
27
72
1
14
47
80
39
77
64
25
15
57
51
5/25
19
11
47
17/63
21
15
58/59
73
47/51

CLASSIFIEDS ORDER FORM
Please insert the advertisement under the heading of

in the next issue of E&MM for .... insertions

Ienclose Cheque/P.O. for £
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to ELECTRONICS

& MUSIC MAKER
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COST: 34p per word
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Ads to be received by 5th of Month for
following month's issue.
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ARS ELECTRONICA
In the beautiful setting of the Austrian mountains and the River
Donau, the industrial town of Linz recently became the scene of
this festival for the arts. With electronic music a focal point
amongst sky art and other concerts indoors and out, E&MM meets
the personalities, including Tomita, and gives you an insight into
this important bi-annual event.

PROJECTS?
Next month's projects are
too exciting to give away, for not
only do we have a very special
Amdek kit, but we'll be giving
you an electro-music 'first'.

AND MORE...

CLIFF RICHARD
From the skiffle of 58,
through rock and roll, to music
with today's instruments and his
own range of styles, Cliff talks
frankly about his role as performer and reveals his recording techniques. There'll also be
a complete track from his latest
LP to play.
The Moog Lectures

Plus your free ticket for the
'Hands On Show' on December
4th & 5th.

Continued from page 76.

The next piece was by Walter
Carlos. He was interested in synthesisers in their earliest days, composing pieces for commercials to
make some money to pay for equipment. The piece was from ' Switched
on Bach' which was nothing short of
sensational when it was released in
1968. This opened the ears of alot of
musicians.
Five years later another classical
work was released this time by the
Japanese commercial musician Ise°
Tomita; 'Snowflakes are Dancing' was
afully electronic transcription of the
work of Debussy. "This was much
more clouded, more richly sonic than
the orchestral performance."
At this time some members of the
music industry saw the synthesiser as
the gimmick of the year and imagined that anybody could make
music with it. Dr. Moog illustrated this
with three very mechanical versionsof
popular records which were assembled mainly to make money. "A skill
and talent was needed to create
expressive music beyond reading a
score with mechanical perfection.
Differences on the threshold of our
hearing make music sound interesting to our ears - with feeling."
Rock musicians were becoming
interested in the new medium, but
you couldn't take all this studio equipment on stage - or could you? " Keith
Emerson's use of the synthesiser on
stage, difficult as it was, opened up
the ears of a lot of performing rock
musicians, introducing the synthesiser to the rock community." ' Hoedown (from ELP's Trilogy) was
played to demonstrate his inventive
use of the synthesiser.
"Another rock musician, Jan
Hammer, was the one who was most
responsible for developing what
musicians call 'the wheel technique'

80

Patrick Moraz tells how he improvises, and there'll be plenty of
features and in-depth reviews, including Elka's new Synthex polyphonic.

for bending pitch in a guitar like
fashion." This was illustrated by an all
Minimoog piece, ' No Fear', from the
album 'Like Children'.
"Since then people have taken the
trouble to develop atechnique to play
synthesisers." Another piece called
'Train' which "creates an experience
or a feeling" was by ' Mother Mallards Portable Masterpiece Company'.
Computer generated music was
demonstrated by Jean Claude Rousay's, ' Mutations l' and apiece by the
Austrian composer Hubert Bognermayr called ' Erdenklang' played on
the Fairlight CMI and sent to his
friends as a Christmas greeting.
Excerpts from the film music of
'Apocalypse Now', composed by 4
studio synthesists and 'Tron' by
Wendy Carlos illustrates how " Electronic music has now come full circle. Wendy Carlos looks on tt.e synthesiser merely asa musical resource
to be completely assimilated into an
orchestra."
Dr. Moog finished the lecture by
playing two ' Moog' records of popular arrangements which were " interesting for what the musician was
able to impart to his music in the way
of personality."

Current ventures
Although no longer with Moog
Music, Dr. Moog is still heavily involved in instrument design and
manufacture. He is now following his
main interest which is making controllers which allow the musician a
more intuitive control over the sound
making process and are limited only
by the musicians ability to play.
In a future issue we will be publishing an in-depth interview with Dr.
Moog.

Kenneth McAlpine
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CUSTOMISING YOUR
ELECTRIC GUITAR
Adrian Legg £3.95

COMPLETE GUITAR MANUAL Kamimoto
GUITAR REPAIR MANUAL
Guitar Player Magazine Staff
THE FENDER GUITAR Ken Archard
THE GIBSON GUITAR — FROM 1950
Ian C. Bishop
THE GIBSON GUITAR — FROM 1950 VOL 2
Ian C Bishop
HOME RECORDING FOR MUSICIANS
Craig Anderton
THE COMPLETE SYNTHESIZER —
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE David Crombie
HOHNER COMPLETE GUITAR GUIDE
COMPLETE GUITAR GUIDE David Lawrenson
ERNIE BALL EASY BIG SOUND CHORDS
ERNIE BALL HOW TO PLAY GUITAR PHASE 1
ERNIE BALL HOW TO PLAY GUITAR PHASE 2
GUITAR ROCK LICKS Jay Friedman
ROCK ELECTRIC BASS Jay Friedman
GUITAR TRICKS Jay Friedman

£.5.50
£1.95
£4.25
£4.50
£4.50
£5.95
£4.95
£2.25
£4.95
£2.95
£2.25
£2.25
£4.95
£3.50
£3.50

MAIL ORDER — Please Add £ 1.25 per book

230, HIGH STREET, BARNET. HERTS.

01-440-3449
ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS,
INSTANT DESPATCH SERVICE
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Creative ,kits

Chorus Kit
(CHK-1 00)
Two controls for rate and depth freely
allow deep chorus effects and clear, sharp
tremolo expressions. A stereo jack to
create more natural, three dimensional
chorus effects.
• Assembly process: 20
• Control: Rate, Depth

••••-••

MONO 4 STEREO

A

OUTPUT
RATE
•

0

.
-- DC9v

CHECK

• Function: Effect
changeover switch, Effect
indicator

INPUT V
DEPTH
•

• Terminals: Input, Output
(2 channels: Mono and
Stereo), External power
source
• Input impedance: 4701(12
• Max. input level: OdBm
(100Hz)— 10dBm ( 1kHz)
• Output load impedance:
Over 10k1
• Power source: 006P
battery or external power
source

Chorus

• Consumption current:
9.5mA ( DC 9V)
Dimensions: 95(W) x64(H) x
143(D)mm ( 3.74 - x2.52 - x
5.63)

/
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• Weight: 500g ( 1.1 lbs.)
• Modifiable points: 0
BIM

Consumers: Questions,
Problems, Suppliers?,
Retailers: Supplies and Reorders?

USE THE AMDEK
HOTLINE!

AA/tom(
Roland ( UK) Ltd., Great West Trading Estate
983 Grest West Road, Brentford , Middx. TW89DN
from the manufacturers of:

Rolandtn BOSS
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